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To the Memory of 

JOHN STEUART CURRY 

This book is a fragmentary but convincing record of 

the vital influence of a great artist, a shy and unas- 

suming man who inspired in everyday people the 

desire to create something true and beautiful.
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lives BOOK is primarily about people. In addition to port of the rural art project. Curry also approached 

4 its purpose of serving asa human document of rural Adolph Bolz of Oscar Mayer and Company about a 

artists in Wisconsin, it was originally meant to include Wisconsin rural art calendar. I want to thank Mr. Bolz 

the seasoned comments on their pictures for which for his response. He and his associates have let us use 

artist-in-residence, John Steuart Curry, was noted. His . the twelve color plates and personal photographs of 

untimely death in the fall of 1946 has left us without Black, Boose, Burt, Grimm, Ireland, Krug, Lalk, 

the benefit of his sympathetic yet skilled interpretation. Marty, Monegar, Peterson, Tellefson, Thorp, and Ub- 

Fortunately, however, he had already helped lay the belohde. All of these photographs were taken by Allan 

plan of the book. He took great pleasure in considering E.Wiemer, who devoted much of his own time to the 

the rich choice of possibilities for this series of sketches. project. I am indebted also to the Milwaukee Journal 

He would also be the first to insist that there is merit in _ for the picture of Mrs. Lela Smith and her prize-winning 

the idea of a study which features the human side painting, “Between Beats’ ; to Life magazine for photo- 

rather than technical appraisals of the work of these graphs of Ambrose Ammel, Frank Engebretson, Millie 

men and women. Rose Lalk, Lloyd Scarseth, and Earl Sugden; and to 

So the first acknowledgment goes to Curry, who be- the well-known rural photographer, Nick Bruehl, for 

lieved in these lay artists as people, as well as in the Ammel’s painting “Canada Geese.’ Most of the photo- 

quality of their production. It was he who encouraged graphs in this book were made by the Bureau of Visual 

the author to undertake the task of interpreting them Instruction of the University of Wisconsin, to the staff 

in this light to the public. He took specific steps to photographers of which I wish to express sincerest 

implement this feeling. He interested Thomas Brit- gratitude. Thanks go also to Anne Kendall Foote, Eva 

tingham, Jr., in financing, through the Brittingham K. Marks, John H. Kolb, and James A. Schwalbach for 

Foundation, the biographical research for the text, as help with various portions of the manuscript. Lastly. 

well as a very considerable printing subsidy. All of us I must acknowledge my debt to all those rural people 

are indebted to Mr. Brittingham for his generous sup- who have co-operated so generously in the research.
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A“ PIONEER cultural movement needs definition signs are the products of generations, authorship is 

and clarification. The rural art movement in Wis- obscure, coherence of form is marked, and feeling runs 

consin is a pioneer undertaking. A hundred years ago deep. But in spite of great variation, many rural ar- 

our settlers were clearing the land and building log tists share in common the primitive style of painting 
houses. Neither they nor most of their immediate de- which is centuries old, and even those influenced by 

scendants had the time or the inclination to understand modern forms find they also tend to acquire a pattern. 
or pursue fine arts. That remained for the few pro- As to feeling, there can be little doubt that the rural 

fessionals who maintained a precarious foothold in artist has a deep relationship with his subject matter. 
urban centers; and yet in time, with the growth of He has for the most part spent his life time in becoming 
settlement and industry and comparative security, it acquainted with it. Both rural life and agriculture are 

was inevitable that democratic lay movements should still enveloped in nature, despite the increasing focus 

arise. of rural interests in the social and economic activities of 

However, a full interpretation of this rural art move- the town and the rapid extension of industrial tech- 

ment permits no easy generalizations, either from the niques to the farm. 

point of view of the art or of the people who create it. What the lay artists often lack in training, they at- 

The highly individualistic character of the graphic tempt to overcome in their knowledge of their subject. 

arts, on the one hand, usually leads to a great variety Sugden, for example, has such a profound experience 

of expression in technique; on the other hand, the ex- of his hills, the wild flowers, and bird life that he feels 

perience of the individual reflects itself in diverse fields no need for the dominant values of our modern world. 

of subject matter, composition, and meaning. Indeed, he rarely goes to town and never to the city. 

The relation of rural art to the true folk arts is that Krause’s response to his northern forests and their his- 

of a friendly though distant relative. Folk art ishighly tory is genuinely reflected in his painting. And few 

anonymous in origin, while a painting or water color people have more poetic feeling for a tree than Rachel 

by a rural artist is as characteristic of that person as Grimm or Alice Weber. 

his or her handwriting. Folk festivals, songs, or de- Others move along to interpret the new conditions 
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of our social world. Frances Burt seeks to project her- become aware of farm painters, a few of whom had al- 
self into the currents and problems of our contem- ready exhibited at county fairs. Newspaper stories 

porary life, and to portray the movement of people and brought a few, and rural artists themselves sometimes 

their ideas. Chris Olson paints with social realism as knew kindred spirits. In two or three town centers, the 
yet foreign to most rural artists. Others, like Elizabeth discovery of one led immediately to another, as they 

Nolan and Arthur Johnson, are experimenting with had already come together for mutual guidance and 
different types of subject and modes of expression. The encouragement. 
rural art group can best be understood, however, in the The first exhibit held at the Memorial Union on the 
light of its history. University of Wisconsin campus was organized by a 

Eight years ago a state-wide exhibit was planned as Rural Art Committee, in cooperation with the Student 
a part of the annual Farm and Home Week program of Union Gallery Committee. The art work was surpris- 

the Wisconsin College of Agriculture. No one knew ingly good, although only thirty people from seventeen 
whether enough original work existed to form a show. counties participated. Some who had given up art work 

The idea took shape in the minds of the Wisconsin dele- under the pressure of other responsibilities submitted 
gates attending the American Country Life Conference work from an earlier productive period. Indeed, there 

at Pennsylvania State College in September, 1939. are casualties each year, for many reasons: ill health, 
Among the delegates from Wisconsin were Curry and lack of time or energy, moving away, or change of in- 
Chris L. Christensen, then dean of the College of Agri- terest. But the trend of participation has been steadily 

culture. Three simple criteria for the projected ex- upward. 
hibit were drawn up: all participants were to be rural The second year, forty-four men and women entered 

farm or village people, either currently or in essential ninety-one works of art. By 1942 the number of people 

background; they were to be lay artists, or non-pro- submitting work had grown to fifty-nine. In 1945 there 

fessionals, making their living through other occupa- were sixty-nine. In 1946, one hundred and one people 

tions; and their work was to be original. participated, including twenty-eight young people in a 

During the autumn months an intensive search was junior show. In the spring of 1947, one hundred and 
conducted throughout the state, directly by extension five rural artists sought to enter one hundred and eigh- 

trips from Madison and indirectly through publicity, ty-one works of art in oil, water color, etching, pastel, 

correspondence, and the offices of county agricultural lithograph, and sculpture. 

and home extension agents. Some county agents had The growth is due to the continual discovery of new 
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people and to the encouragement of others to begin. For the artist were growing with the picture and patiently 
every lay artist who drops out, two have come forward. expecting a harvest in the end. Measured in terms of 

Often they are obscure people who discount their ef- dollars per day of labor, the financial returns might be 
forts and have to be urged to put their work up for dis- small indeed, but monetary reward is only one element 

play. Some are reluctant to face publicity; others use in a system of values. 

it to sell their work. This nascent development of a people’s art may seem 
Very few of our rural artists are persons of means. unrelated to other cultural art forms in the state, but 

Nearly all of them put up a constant struggle to find research into the underlying sources of cultural move- 

the time and energy to do creative work. Since most ments reveals relationships in both motivating factors 
of them lack adequate training, an additional output and conceived values. Parallel growth in the fields of 

of time is often felt to be necessary in order to compen- rural drama, social recreation forms, regional and rural 

sate for this disadvantage. Indeed, some are entirely literature, and group music presents a striking illustra- 

self-taught, and many work under conditions of isola- tion of the need of many rural people to participate in 

tion and inadequate space and light which would appall these art and group activities. Some people prefer these 
professional artists. more creative leisure-time pursuits, but it must be ad- 

But the spirit to create is there. Rural people live mitted that the rural population as a whole are patroniz- 

among growing things and habits of industry persist. ing an inferior quality of movies, jazz, dances, and tay- 
Long years of husbandry in agriculture have provided ern life as freely as many of their urban compatriots. 

a culture which tends to steady the wayward mind in an There are some signs that these amusements are not 

age of increasingly varied stimuli and confusion. The really meeting their social and psychological needs, but 
synchrony of man’s life with the ebb and flow of the the enormous sums of money spent during the immedi- 

seasons, the patient waiting for a crop to mature, un- ate post-war period show no signs of decreasing. 

doubtedly strengthens the tenacity with which man The rural art group probably numbers a thousand in 
pursues his goals. Wisconsin, and its influence may go far beyond its mem- 

The full effect of nurturing a crop of plants or ani- bers, but by itself it can do little to turn the tide of pas- 
mals from gestation through harvest must have a very sive, undiscriminating amusements. In fact, any “cul- 
real effect on the art impulse of human nature. Curry tural arts” group which germinates a system of values in 
was often amazed at the patient building of a painting the creative and, therefore, more permanent types of be- 

by some rural artist, working alone day after day, as if havior will remain comparatively weak unless it be- 
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comes part of widespread education of adults and youth. making a living. One still hears that farm people have 

Rural art, literature, and music frequently can be “no business fooling round with art.” But it was only 
traced back to European culture groups, which brought _ fifty years ago that one heard the same thing said about 

to the new land a rich heritage in folk song and dance, the reading of books. 

the memory of the folk village artist, and the concepts It is all the more noteworthy, therefore, that hun- 
of more social and co-operative value systems. But a dreds of rural people are drawn to the annual rural 

nostalgic glance over the shoulder at these folk cultures exhibits. Many come, no doubt, out of curiosity. Others 
will avail us little. Germans and Poles, Irish and Nor- find a type of art which is close to their lives and can 
wegians, Bohemians, Swiss, and others have all brought be appreciated. Still others wonder whether they could 
their gifts to Wisconsin, some to be quickly discarded, begin to do something themselves. The honest char- 

others to contribute to-the fascinating mosaic of Ameri- acter of the work, revealed in part by its limitations, 
can life clearly discernible in numerous art forms and _ invites respect; and the reticence of the rural artist fore- 
modes of behavior. But America is fast becoming some- stalls any tendency to criticize unduly. 

thing more than the sum of these culture deposits, and The next step is to translate appreciation for the work 
while a knowledge of our historical background is nec- of these lay artists into concrete steps for placing it in 

essary to understand the older heritage, new concepts, farm homes, rural schools, and community clubs. It 

new methods, and even new institutions must arise to was a country tavern in Portage County which first gave 

direct the dynamic stream of modern living. public recognition to a young Polish painter for a 
So far, the family and the rural school seem to be the _ series of native landscape murals, and the tavern keeper 

chief agencies encouraging rural artists. Some obtain said it was good business. If it is good business for the 

help in idea and technique from a parent or a relative. tavern, it could also be “good business” for the local 
More often it first comes from a country schoolteacher library, school, or community house. If the work is 

through the art of the slate and the blackboard. Most competent, it would seem more appropriate to recog- 
rural-town high schools studied seem veritable Saharas nize native talent than to hang a-conventional print 

as far as any inspiring art education is concerned. The of three horses’ heads, a blind muse playing a harp, or 
rural school has provided considerable encouragement some other worn-out picture from a bygone age. 

and some competent guidance. The role of the family Local recognition could also have a salutary effect 

has been chiefly understanding at a time when the temp-_ on the personality of the lay artist. The gossip on the 

tation was to get on with the hard, practical business of street corner may still refer to him as the queer duck 
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who paints pictures. This attitude is changing, but ap- stood apart from the democratic movement. Two cen- 
proval by an understanding community would hasten turies ago the common people were regarded as rather 
the process. It is not enough to remove misunderstand- heavy civic liabilities. The Danish scholar, Georg M. 

ing. We have come a long way from the time when Brandes, could conceive of culture developing in the 

school boys yelled derisively about painters, as they did great city of Paris to the south of his small nation of 

at a small Kansas farm boy, “Sissy-pants Curry paints peasants, but not in Scandinavia. Rural people, par- 

pictures.” The next step is to establish the wholesome ticularly in England, France, or Germany, were sup- 

suggestion that the local artist is in reality a credit to posed to have neither inclinations nor ability to par- 

the entire community. ticipate in culture-building or fine arts. It was inevi- 

The question is frequently asked, ““What do profes- table that the democratic revolution — still in process 

sional artists think about this rural art development?” through universal education and today, adult educa- 
The answer depends, of course, on who the professional tion — should call into being, among others, a rural 

is. A few have dismissed it as negligible and naive, on people’s art. 
the assumption that art is hardly to be understood by The pictures in this book do not constitute the last 
the layman, much less created by him. But for the most phase in such a people’s movement, nor do they record 

part, professional artists and art critics have been sym- the first stage. But that they form some genuine part 
pathetic. They know that, in the long run, any genuine of a people’s art is hardly to be disputed. They are for 
indigenous art development is fed by people who live the most part direct and unsophisticated, a vernacular 

at the grass roots, who do the work of the world. When in graphics. Some of them reveal excellent color, others 

local communities learn to appreciate and use art in unique design in their composition; all of them express 
their group life, talent will appear in grade and high a meaning and a truth which will have great value in 

school, and later in educational leadership. preventing disdain of rural people and neglect of their 

Conversely, if, in the long run, art is cut off from the institutions. 

people by insistence on subtle techniques and abstruse The average rural town is still ramshackle and crude. 

meanings, we may reap a harvest of art forms which The rural schoolhouse is for the most part drab and un- 
could invite the reaction of the community and hinder varying in appearance. Some day, we shall start build- 
the alliance of art with education and community de- ing again: rural community houses, new consolidated 
velopment. schools, youth recreation centers, inspiring country 

The rural art movement cannot properly be under- churches. Our rural artists may in time help to pervade 
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the spirit and the morale of the community with the dig- The Wisconsin Idea sends the resources of the Uni- 
nity and meaning of a tangible, cultural ideal. This is versity into all parts of the state and into all its many 

not to imply that no higher aesthetic standards are avail- phases of the arts and sciences. Under this influence, 

able. It does suggest that the lay artist can influence the the rural art project has expanded to include regional 

standards which the community is prepared to receive. and local exhibits, local art groups, and educational ses- 

Finally, we must all struggle with the commercialism sions with various instructors. A full-time extension 

of our day and its social system in order to save our- worker has been added to guide the many activities de- 

selves from the uniformity which stamps out individ- veloped and to initiate new ones. In 1945 the Univer- 

uality, the anonymity which threatens mental health, sity secured the services of James A. Schwalbach, the 

the competitive emulation which blinds us to more co-producer of the current “Let’s Draw” program of the 
operative living. Rural society has its part to play in state radio station, WHA. He began the annual Junior 
the undergirding of a true American civilization. We do Exhibit which is intended to be the open door by which 

not overlook the fact that country life has its own limi- naturally inclined, art-minded young people may enter 

tations. Its outlook is frequently narrow and provin- into a lasting avocation or vocation. If we can inspire 

cial. But there are forces at work which foster creative our youth with opportunities for active creative ex- 

social values and enrich human life. Urban people, pression in art workshops, we will do far more than de- 

since they inherit much of this good in the personalities velop a more extensive rural art movement. We will also 

of rural people, should seek to understand it and sup- lay the foundation for a more healthy social order, the 

port it. One way is through the people’s art. groundwork of a better environment for our children. 
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r s =. . : one “ absorbed for hours in this fascinating pastime and little 
 pomaenge : a aa knew that he was storing his memory with a knowledge 

y 4 : ile - A which would find expression many years later. 

/ nS o » Pa P a The Ammel family has a long Wisconsin history. 

ri iF ~~ Py eo Ambrose’s grandfather, who was French, was born on 

s ps - a ee es # afarm four miles east of the shores of Lake Winnebago; 

ie" > <2 I j 1 : ~ and his grandmother, of German ancestry, was born on 

a B : 5 : a farm near Marytown. His father was born and raised 

a on the same farm while his mother came from another 

H E FIRST became interested in the world of subtle farm just a half-mile away. This closely-knit family 

movements and minute detail as a small boy. A group accounts for the historical interests of the Ammel 

ninety-eight-cent telescope purchased through a mail- children. In the home place on the outskirts of Pipe 

order catalogue enabled him to become intimately ac- Village today may be seen many relics of ancestral 

quainted with the birds and animals on the farm and farm craftsmen: a clock made entirely of wooden parts, 

along the banks of ponds and streams. He noticed the a hand-made iron candle-lantern of a design similar 
characteristic markings of their protective coloration, to those of Revolutionary-War days, flintlock muskets, 

the habits and movements of each species. He became and extensive arrowhead collections. The lantern is 
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an exact replica of early American lanterns which So careful has been his work, that even in mounting a 
Ammel saw pictured in the old school-day Eggleston small fish not a scale is to be found missing or even 
History Book. slightly out of line. 

His eight grades of formal schooling all took place This minute care for the smallest detail undoubted- 
in the Garnet District School Number 3 in Calumet ly comes from his mother’s training. A few minutes’ ~ 
County. He liked to draw pencil sketches of birds in study of the delicate and finely wrought fancy work 

these early years, but not in school; anyone caught she has left behind her reveals the artistry of the pio- 
drawing pictures in those days was roundly scolded. neer farm woman, and the native designs of our folk 
That was time wasted. Farming was hard work and art. She was one of the many unsung experts who could 

more practical training was necessary, but one day express a love of the beautiful in the patterns of her day 
in the fourth or fifth grade a teacher did appear who through tatting, crocheting, knitting, and fine needle- 

adopted a more liberal policy. Her name was Ella work. 
McLaughlin and “she was the finest teacher we ever The interest in oil painting grew directly out of the 
had.” Her own interest in painting provided at least mounting of birds. He noticed how the beautifully col- © 

an impetus toward the elaborate map drawing in which _ ored feet and bill of a bird would darken and fade after 

the schoolboy became greatly interested. mounting. He then began the use of oil paints to re- 
Busy years on the farm followed grade school. It was store the original color. Later, when a rare bird speci- 

not until 1910, as a boy of sixteen, that young Ammel men came in for preservation he would make a drawing 
began to learn a craft which could express his interest of it. The next step was to attempt a painting of the 

in nature and which was to lead years later into the mounted bird, using old window-shade material instead 

world of fine arts. He began a correspondence course of canvas. Finding that he enjoyed the work and that 
from the Northwest School of Taxidermy of Omaha. the results were becoming more and more life-like, he 
and during the winter he completed the lessons which gradually freed himself from his models and painted 

arrived every two weeks. Little by little he perfected independent designs. It was in 1937 that: he started 

his skill in mounting birds and animals until an en- to portray on large canvasses Wisconsin wild life and 

viable reputation was established not only for skillful history. 

craftsmanship but for life-like and faithful representa- The most prized picture in his home today is a pic- 
tion of animal character. He knew how to fashion the ture of his grandfather’s ancient horse-powered thresh- 
characteristic posture of a fox, an owl, or a water bird. ing machine depicted from his father’s descriptions. 
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Canapa GEESE, oil painting by Ambrose G. Ammel



F : i eS ; Most of his expressive oil paintings, however, are of 

' /) \ tee * the wild life he knows so well. In his living room can 

a wily I. uy be seen “Great Snowy Owl,” “Red Fox in the Forest,” 

iy ony Pen \/ OT ae 0 Y “Canada Geese,” “Panel of Wild Ducks,” “Widgeon 
wl Ms iy WY i (eas 4 te ff and Gadwall,” “Owl and Rabbit,” and “Pheasants.” 

i Y SF \ 1 Se i ‘ef Be | He painted four large nature scenes during the winter 

‘ “IN "eo \ ' \ { aN of 1946-47. His method is first to make a complete 
i | ' , \ < ii \y m4 { i} A pencil drawing of his subject, often taking twice as long 

* ‘N RAN { ey ves for the drawing as for the painting. Two of the four sub- 

‘a oy ys iY goed De > Ed J jects were originally still-life photographs of yellow 

' 3 ’ a . Pe Dod i’ F = / corn and pumpkins which were made by his friend Nick 

2 Mh 8 ee : ae fh Bruehl, the well-known rural photographer. 

Ze ae . f ay Ammel has entered his work four times at the Rural 

- fy i 2 F ay eS ie \ Art Exhibit, and was one of the thirty rural people dis- 

cor ui =e ° By = oi covered by Curry and others for the original exhibit in 

gs ve Le 1 F a 2 A i Z yy ai} 1940. It was at night in the fall of 1939 that Curry and 

i ae i y) — i - i Vy @ the author, by following rumors along the eastern shore 

te) ) a y Be es A —H Me of Lake Winnebago, paid him a visit. It was the first 

4 ae fy Bee cf hi rhe \\ re time Ammel had talked with a recognized artist and the 

' ay : hi 7 hs 7 i ya oe occasion was all the more memorable because’ he had 

| 4 < iy ri f i 4 A 4 A The { just been looking at reproductions of some of Curry’s 

hi ; ey ‘hy hae Lik s Li ie bei thei hh paintings in a current magazine. 

. : : ae . Only two of Ammel’s pictures have been sold, both 

Wincron anv GapwaLt, oil painting by Ambrose G. Ammel for the Permanent Collection of Rural Art in the Col- 

lege of Agriculture. This has not been because he lack- 

ed buyers, but because he wishes to keep his pictures in 

his home. He has presented his brother in Fond du Lac 

with two, but he is not anxious to sell, or to exhibit. 
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Since 1943 when his mother died, Ammel has been portrayal of great craftsmanship in painting. Ammel 

living alone. He does not make new friends easily and does not attempt to understand much of modern ex- 

one would think that gradually he would take on the perimental painting. To him it has nothing to recom- 
character of a recluse. But his many skills and inter- mend it to the future. 

ests keep him busily occupied and reasonably happy. Although Ammel’s home is as interesting as a small 

His taxidermy work consumes a great deal of his time museum, with its mounted birds, its historical objects 

in the winter. This past season he mounted fifteen deer and its numerous warm-color paintings, the out-of- 

heads, four foxes, a dozen ducks and geese, and a num- doors is his real home. The times spent boating on the 

ber of fish. He is an expert carpenter, having designed lake, walking in the field, and working in his garden 

and built a large lake-shore log house, as well asa num- are his happiest. His chief complaint is the weather 
ber of boats. He is an enthusiastic gardener and an avid which restricts his movements so often. One winter in 

reader. Besides numerous magazines, which he keeps Florida was invaluable to him because of the multitude 

filed, one finds his shelves stocked with good books. of birds to be identified and studied, and because the 

One in particular has been a source of inspiration for climate allowed him so much time to spend in the open. 

his own painting. Nick Bruehl presented him with The world of living and moving nature is his home, 

Rockwell Kent’s World Famous Paintings, which has and his creative activities reflect his deep and abiding 

strengthened his own desire for careful technique by its interest in its myriad forms. 
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JOAN AREND 

ROUTE 1, ALMOND 

Gee 
Cy 

3S, 

mG pAloug the Way 
i ey ed 

| <a ee : Then came the shock of a different cultural setting, 

— —— i : = a a rural environment, an isolated country school which 

offered no books and few facilities, less responsive per- 

J oAN AREND was born in Milwaukee and raised as a sonalities, and an eighth-grade class of only two other 

e) school child in Stevens Point. When she was thir- pupils. Seven years of comparative security and con- 

ieen years of age, her family moved to the farm. For tinuous development for the city girl contrasted sharp- 

seven years Joan had experienced the thrill of creative ly with the lack of understanding and social adjustment 

learning in the progressive training school of Central in the new situation. Failing to find companions, she 

States Teachers College. She had learned how to study relied on long walks in the woods with a dog for com- 
independently and make her own decisions; she had re- pany. She became introspective, began thinking things 

sponded to good books and music; and, above all, she through, and finally found the inner resources which 

had discovered an unusual interest in art. What fun must undergird all maturity. 
it had been in the sixth and seventh grades to go to the A remarkable family solidarity and democracy help- 

art room, and, under Miss Carlston’s supervision, to ed to provide the backdrop for the new adjustments. Re- 

model with clay, make colors come alive, and — better lationships within the family were such that she felt no 
still — do water-color sketching in the out-of-doors. resentment against the father who changed her environ- 
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ment. For many years he had built up the family’s secu- waukee. The chief reason for the change was her sense 

rity through his position as traveling salesman. Al- of frustration at the complete lack of art instruction in 
though born in Milwaukee, he had worked on a farm as_ the rural high school. To make up for loss of time she 

a boy and had never forgotten his love for the soil and took a double course in art, two hours each day in the 

the sense of peace and independence achieved by many classroom. 
farmers. According to Joan, “the land was in his blood, The summer following graduation was a happy one. 

and the family understood.” Back on the farm with a renewed appreciation of her 
Three girls and two boys were trained by the mother family, Joan painted many pictures in oil and water 

to cooperate as a team in the home and on the farm. color, directly from nature. It was during this period 

Each had a share of the work, part of which was to be that she discovered the “nature of materials.” She be- 

done together, part as independent projects. Joyce, the came fascinated by the character of wood, its grain and 

sister, liked to help with the cooking, Joan preferred texture, the color of bark, the changing character of its 

as much outside work as possible. It did not matter if surface in the bends of a tree. 
she had to work alone. It gave her a chance to study Soon a long cherished dream was realized in being al- 
and observe the world about her and to prove things lowed to continue art training. Entering the Milwaukee 
which on the surface did not seem to need proving. State Teachers College in the autumn, she found herself 

Along the way home from school she gathered foliage under the influence of the art teacher, Robert Von Neu- 

and studied the structure of a leaf, the bend of a twig. man. She saw that Von Neuman cared greatly about a 

Her mind began storing materials for future use. student’s progress, whether advanced or not, so long 

The family, of French and German ancestry, yields as that student was seriously trying. Here Joan learned 

no explanations in its history for this unusual interest the intricacies of three dimensional form and the need 
in color and design, but it was enough that she was to express the essential character of a person in her 
interested. An uncle from Germany sent her a pastel drawing. Von Neuman found some of her methods of 
set, and she was encouraged to take time out for draw- painting unorthodox but told her “your way of doing 

ing and coloring. But numerous attempts to capture things isn’t wrong for you; work from within your own 

the elusive values of her subjects ended with crumpled style as you seek to improve.” 

pieces of paper. Finally, after three years of high school Back to the farm she went in the summer of 1945, 

work in the near-by town of Almond, the parents de- to lay emphasis on people—especially children—in her 
cided to send her to Washington High School in Mil- painting. It was during that summer that she attempted 
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the difficult “Farm Auction” which was to win the Wis- the people did not notice the coloration or grasp the 

consin Agriculturist and Farmer award in the next meaning of a picture as a whole. They were looking for 

Rural Art Exhibit in Madison. She tried to make each little points of interest which would illustrate some- 

figure stand out as a distinct type or character. thing in’their lives or which would afford them an op- 

In Milwaukee State Teachers College that fall, Von portunity to communicate with their companions. She 
Neuman was away; but a course in contemporary art realized how willing many rural people were to learn 

by Professor Fred Logan inspired her to do extensive but how little they knew of the meanings which would 

reading, particularly in the history of art, as she sought make the awareness of cultural values possible. 
to understand the complex world of contemporary Still another area of experience waited for her in 

forms. That year she also experimented with tech- the fall of 1946, when she entered the Layton School of 

niques; she tried egg tempera, mixed powdered pigment Art in Milwaukee. Commercial art, she found, had its 

with oils, and prepared canvas and masonite boards. own peculiar psychologies and an intensive emphasis 

An interview with Curry in the spring of 1946 crys- on fine arts as media for advertising. For Joan it was 

tallized her desire to prepare for book-illustration work, a year of indecision. Should she abandon the world of 
particularly children’s books, and her determination to pure form and color, concentration on poetic experi- 

enter the Layton School of Art in Milwaukee the fol- ence of man and nature, and enter the more circum- 

lowing autumn. Curry was ill at the time, but he lay on scribed procedures of the market place? Or should she 
his couch at his campus studio and talked to her about try to keep both spheres, shutting the door upon the 

the fitness of her style for illustrative work. one as she opens upon the other? These problems re- 
The summer was passed in preparing for a one-artist_ main for the future. Marriage may postpone these 

show at the Roshold Fair, in a Polish district of Portage questions, which have puzzled so many young and as- 

County. It was interrupted by three and a half weeks piring students before her. But the intensity of her 
of work in a summer resort near Fish Creek together training and experience will carry her art values with 

with three other students. During her spare time she her into home or office, school or studio. 
was continually at her easel, concentrating on a number The girl from the city went to the farm, came back 

of landseapes in watercolor. to the city. But it is a mark of her maturity that her 
During the show at Roshold she mingled with the secret ambition is, along the way, to contribute towards 

crowd and listened to the comments. As she heard the the appreciation of cultural values among the isolated 

talk and laughter, she realized for the first time that rural folk for whom such opportunities meagerly exist. 
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- Li “| ; 4 a at seventy-three years of age. As one talks with this 
A yp © eS" genial farmer, the impression grows that he has learned 

j some secret method of hoarding his energies, that the 
T AN AGE when most people have retired or are hop- years of hard work have not dissipated his reserves, 

A ing to, John Black looks forward to his most pro- rather the contrary. When the author appeared on a 
ductive years of painting. With the good earth beneath warm Sunday afternoon in June, he found John Black 
him, his seventy-five-acre farm fertile and well cared volunteering his services for a yearly inventory at the 
for, he is at last finding the time to realize a life-long local co-operative store. After the farm chores were over 
ambition, the chance to devote more time to his art and at eight in the evening, he took time out to dig a can 
less to the business of making a living. This does not of fishing worms for a small boy, before a three-hour 
mean that he dislikes farming, but rather that he pre- session of discussing the past. On the next day he was 
fers his oil painting over all other types of activity. planning an all-day trip to Superior to attend his one- 

Last winter he did more painting than in any pre- artist show at the Douglas County Historical Museum, 
ceding, and found more thrill in planning a picture, where seventeen of his pictures had been hanging for 
working out the design, and building up the color amonth. For the following Tuesday, he was looking for- 
scheme than ever before. He has “reached his ma- ward to attending the Grassland Field Day on the Col- 
turity,” understands what he can do and wants to do — lege of Agriculture experimental farm, east of Ashland. 
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Part of this indifference to age comes undoubtedly was here that the peasant girl first met young Johan 
from the father, who lived to be ninety-three, but in Schwartz and later, at the age of seventeen, married 

temperament he is unlike the father, a practical man, him. 

not in the least interested in his son’s early ambition John Black’s peasant mother had had little educa- 
to be a musician or a painter. In this respect, he was tion as a girl, but she could read German when she ar- 

more like his mother who had a deep love of nature rived in America, and was interested in “the power of 

and who would croon over flowers and fondle little pine books.” When he was a small boy of seven she gave 

trees as if they were alive. him a drawing book full of pictures to be traced, re- 

The father, Johan Schwartz, crawled out of awindow marking to him, “Maybe you'll be a painter some day.” 
at night and ran away to America with a companion at He still remembers the pictures of horses and trees 

the age of sixteen. Johan’s mother had died when he from that book. 

was a child, and he was unhappy with his stepmother. The youngest of seven children, John Black was born 
His father was a tailor in a small town of Saxe-Weimar- on the Crown Point farm in 1875. By the time of his 

Elsen. Landing in New York, the boy worked on a_ birth the farm was large and productive, the father a 

farm in New York state at eight dollars a month until successful farmer. Each year, in addition to the grain 

he could save money to come to the Middle West. He harvest, two carloads of steers and one of hogs were 
later settled in farming country twelve miles south of fattened for the market. The three older brothers were 

Crown Point, Indiana, and went through the stages of working on the farm and branching out for themselves, 

farm hand and small holder to become the successful but John was not so inclined. He disliked farm chores. 

owner and operator of six hundred acres of rich farm He was more interested in observing and studying na- 

land. ture, and often his fancy roamed abroad. He remem- 

The mother also emigrated from Germany. One of bers his fascination with the flowing lines of an old- 

four children, she lived as a peasant girl on a landed fashioned bonnet, as he ran with it before the wind, a 

estate near Mecklenburg. Sailing for America on a cat- compound curving line which he later identified as the 

tle sail boat, her family found the trip long and ardu- “‘Hogarth line of beauty.” 
ous; her grandfather and two of her uncles died on In eight grades of country school he did not discover 
shipboard. Landing in New York, the party made its an interest to rival his for nature, although he does 

way to a small station south of Chicago and walked the remember that he liked to draw pictures. One teacher 

twenty some miles to the Crown Point farming area. It was interested enough to have him draw a decorative 
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picture of trees on the plaster side wall of the school _—sIn the summer of 1906 he went back to the farm in 
building. Following the eighth grade he managed to Indiana, but in the autumn he set out for Monrovia, 

attend three ten-week winter terms at the Valparaiso California, where he was to team up with a fellow art 

Normal School, where he took commercial courses, student from Oconomowoc, Wisconsin, to manage an 

looking forward to a business career. orange grove. This arrangement was planned in order 

A period of uncertainty followed. Farming seemed to give the young aspirants half of their time for sketch- 

attractive to him, after all, and for six or seven years ing and painting. But the plan was discarded after a 
after normal school, young Black worked on the home few months, and the two batched in a rooming house 

farm and those of his brothers. But something was for two years, while they worked in orange groves for 

wrong. Something still needed to be done, and he did support, and painted. Black sold only one painting dur- 

not know what it was. He had already taught himself ing this period, although he placed several in exhibits. 
to play the violin, but that still did not satisfy him. One of his difficulties was in painting landscapes. Al- 

Finally the urge to paint came upon him, and he de- though a cardinal principle of the Art Academy af- 

cided to take a correspondence course in illustrating. firms that if one can draw the human figure well one can 

For the first time his interests were really aroused. draw anything well, John Black found that the transi- 

In the fall of 1901 he took a decisive step in prepara- tion to landscape painting was not an easy one. 

tion for a new career: he entered a five-year training After two years Black returned to Crown Point. To 

period at the Art Academy in Chicago. This was run this day he remembers his father’s blunt question: 
by J. Francis Smith, who was also its principal teacher. ‘What are you going to do with your art?” It was a 

Young Black had to support himself during his study, good question. Some way had to be found to earn a 

and the first year he worked during the day as an ap- livelihood and yet allow time for his painting. Shortly 

prentice in an engraving house at three dollars a week; afterwards he met Laurie Nourse, a young man from 

he went to school at night. The second year he found Bayfield, Wisconsin, and the brother of the artist Bessie 
a job as janitor and elevator boy in the academy and Nourse, who told him about the wonderful strawberry 

began day-time instruction. The last two years he work- country in Bayfield County. He foresaw the possibility 

ed part time for the Gunning Sign Company in Chicago, of a small fruit farm which would give him time to 
drawing designs for stencils. On graduating from the paint. In 1910 he went to Bayfield, bought forty acres 

Academy, he was awarded a silver medal, second prize on the Point, and raised live stock. He lived alone and 

for scholarship. painted some the first two years, but there was no mar- 
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Tue Last Loap, oil painting by John M. Black



ket for his pictures and little free time for art. He began _ exhibitor at the annual Rural Art Exhibit, and last win- 
the task of building up a good farm and, finally, of ter he sold three of his paintings at good prices. 

establishing a family. In 1919 he married Ruby Wilson Today he is a seasoned personality, but he has the 
from Crown Point, and in 192] they moved to the pres- drive and strength of a younger man. He is confident 

ent farm of seventy-five acres, two miles south of the that the lay artist has a contribution to make which the 
town of Bayfield, overlooking beautiful Chequamegon public at large may appreciate. Much of modern art, 

Bay. They have two grown sons, John and Howard. he believes, is impermanent and is to be understood 

John Black did not become a professional artist, but only by the art critic. There is much tragedy, he thinks, 

he became a successful farmer and has won an enviable in the art world; too many artists have died before they 
place among rural artists in Wisconsin. He has exhib- became recognized. Others have had to depend on the 
ited at the Hoosier Salon at Marshall Field, Chicago, -promoters and speculators to gain acceptance. For him- 

the Southern California Artists’ Exhibit, the Douglas self he is glad to have made a humble contribution. He 

County Historical Museum, the Milwaukee Art Insti- is conscious of the errors in his earlier work and hope- 
tute, and the Bayfield Library. John Black is a regular fully looking forward to his most fruitful period. 
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~~ \ oe ! cestry, was born on a farm near Waukesha. His mother, 
= sient Martha Gribble, came from a Walworth County farm. 
\ a aN When William was five years of age, his family moved 

to Waupun. His father had been hurt in a farm accident 
H E Looks like Deerslayer of The Leather Stocking and, after selling out, had taken the job as janitor in the 

Tales. If he had been a young man in 1814, he Waupun High School. He held it for thirty years. 
might have felt the call of the Lewis and Clark expedi- The boy grew up in town and graduated from the 
tion. From his way of life, he appears the least likely Waupun High School in 1907. But he had been hardly 
of all our rural artists to become preoccupied with the ten years old when he began trapping out in the coun- 
subtleties of color values or the principles of design. try in the winter. In grade school he had been given 
Living near Poy Sippi, he leases his seventy-acre farm, short, fifteen-minute lessons in pencil and crayon draw- 
fishes in the summer time, hunts in the autumn, and ing. This had been the subject he liked best, the one in 
spends his winters trapping on his two hundred and which he had received the highest marks. When he 
fifteen acres of “‘muskrat farm” on Pine River. He reached high school all such instruction stopped, al- 
knew before he came of age that he was not meant for though occasionally he practiced making water colors 
office work or town life. He was born ona farm in Jack- for the sheer love of it. After graduation he found a 
son County in 1887. His father, Jacob, of German an- job as bookkeeper for a local lumber company. This



he held for a year and a half, but it was not long before things together: painting, hiking, and fishing. Since 

he knew that what he really wanted to do was to farm. his wife’s death in 1935, Boose has developed hobbies. 

Finding a twenty-acre farm for rent just outside the He made a birds’ egg collection of three hundred eggs 

city, he left the bookkeeping job, and for two years he from sixty different species of birds and gave it to the 

batched on his farm and raised crops. Oshkosh City Museum. He is an expert philatelist, and 

When the owner returned, young Boose entered the _ besides several well-filled stamp albums, he has a sizable 

uncertain and roving period of his life. He worked for box filled with stamps which he keeps in a bank vault in 

a while in the Shaler factory, then took a job as at- Poy Sippi. His latest hobby is the collection of covers as 

tendant in the Waupun asylum for the criminally in- well as stamps. 
sane. This, the toughest job he ever held, lasted only Today Boose lives a contented life. For companions 

seven months; but there, finding that he had time on he has two huge, purebred Labrador dogs who know 

his hands, he took up water coloring again. He did they occupy a privileged place in the household. On 

little more than copy the works of others. entering, they immediately take possession of the blan- 
The next years were mixtures of wandering and ket-covered sofa. They are like people to Boose, with 

work in the far places of the West, with hunting and responsive personalities; with them he never feels 
trapping in the winters back in Wisconsin. Farm, lum- alone. Although he rents the farm—together with all 

ber camp, and saw mill became his work places as he _ its livestock and machinery,—he tends his own garden 

sojourned in San Francisco, Seattle, British Columbia, and berry patch. In a large deep-freeze unit capable 

and Saskatchewan; but his marriage in 1913 to Nellie of holding a full ton of meat, he freezes huckleberries, 

Ammel, first cousin to Ambrose Ammel, rural artist of blackberries, strawberries, fish, and game, as well as 

Pipe Village, put an end to his wanderings. The young meat for his dogs. His kitchen is neat, and a gun rack 

people moved directly to the farm in Waupaca County holds a dozen guns of all sizes and calibers, well oiled 
on which he has lived ever since. and clean. Last winter he trapped and sold five hundred 

Oil painting and water color occupied the winter and sixty muskrats and eleven mink. Three years ago 

months after farm work and trapping were at a stand- he trapped eleven hundred muskrats. Upstairs one 

still.. For years he relied on lamp light, but later elec- room is filled with paintings, brushes, oil, and press- 

tricity came in to make his hobby more enjoyable. His wood panels. Many of his older paintings are copies, 

wife showed an interest in his work, and after a while because he never thought one could do worthwhile 

she took up painting also. The two enjoyed doing many work without a lot of professional training. He regrets 
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SANCTUARY, oil painting by William H. Boose



ee me Wee pare now that he did not have prop- 
a 1 : er training and encouragement 

Ronee : years ago. Even after he began 
i a \ kes } | ; doing originals, he did not try 
i i i \ \p is / : to sell his work; he gave most 

| x a aN ‘L ae ‘ of it away. 

pr k eh ae aS aby i { eae ee Jf Others, however, have rated 

a Ne NY. By: ’ . ) his work higher than he has. 

bi, ae. Te at : 4. ye Si . We Y e Of seven paintings hung at dif- 

Sow a yh eS po4 rf ie y Ltys ferent times at the Waushara 

Pag ce 8 Ny y . a4 " i ct M County Fair, he took first pre- 

% ” at ae VS oN , NY Rl miums on six and a second on 

ee ce ee eee 
ae * ae tan ~~ oe AG iy OSs tered in the Winnebago County 

ee Pay kG ‘ 7 : M Ne. a Fairs have drawn four first 

. a int ah) hod k a Va hy ie y os prizes. Plans for the future in- 

See o£ \ eS i ‘ee ae a clude more painting, a continu- 
i ' s a \ oN “@ 4 ation of his present mode of 

tee a NB Rs. N es ff mo Bt living, plus aretorn to the wan- 

Bers ie vei YS j _” derings of his youth. He now 

ue ' ee " ax a ps 1 i - rae owns a house trailer, and in 

Be : a td summers he intends to visit far 

? —" ae. & rie yi places. Winters, he will return 
BY, Ss Wass to his home, the fields, woods, 

aa oa Yee a) Pieny. = and streams of his out-of-doors. 

: a cae een SS & ort Earty Lowianp FLowers, 
: tN ee ee. c ey oil painting by 

aN William H. Boose 
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oh  ¥ \ li —e : — | 4 Yeu Bi ay a 
3g See Ps i za Gencnration Coming 

Ee Go J a 
3  & SO 7 - i ages to write a weekly column for the Albany Herald, 

= ! Laas es to read many of the latest books and magazines, and to 
enter into all kinds of community activities. In May, 

a yPicat of the busy life of Frances Riemer Burt is 1947, she submitted the water color, “Village Bliz- 
the arrangement of her house-life. Sandwiched be- zard,” in the eighth annual Rural Art Exhibit and won 

tween the nursery and the kitchen is a workshop which a purchase award for the Permanent Collection at the 
enables her to turn either way when the occasion de- University of Wisconsin. Shortly afterwards her one- 
mands. On a table near the window lie water colors, act play, a drama in verse called “Lost Paradise,” won 
brushes, little water pots, and sketches. The dining first premium in a state wide contest sponsored by the 
table in the center serves as a sewing and mending Wisconsin Federation of Women’s Clubs. 
place, and along the wall at the other end is a writing In trying to explain her range of interests, Mrs. Burt 
desk stacked with scrapbooks, papers, and pencils. refers smilingly to her mixed ancestry. She describes 

The activities of this modern young woman stretch “a blood stream teeming with Pennsylvania Dutch, 
even beyond the home. Most mothers would think they mixed with a dash of Scotch-Irish, combined with Ger- 
had plenty to do with a two-year-old, a four-year-old, man” and then adds with tongue in cheek, “pure high 
and a six-year-old, together with all her own cooking German straight from the Kaiser’s castle.” Quizzically 
and housework. But, in addition, this woman man- she is wont to inquire, “Is that why I am what I am?” 

dl



The echoes from her ancestral past sound like a histori- occasional ancestor who strayed from the beaten path 
cal romance. When her paternal grandfather, Fred Rie- of settling and farming. Once one of them sold his 

mer, was a child in Germany, he played and wrestled farm and stock and left for California in the gold rush, 
with “young Kaiser Bill” while his father served as but he returned penniless to the ancestral fold. Most 

coachman and guard for old Kaiser Wilhelm I. The boy of them were proud of their long and stable American 
grew up in Berlin and left there only because he was tradition. Mrs. Burt’s mother has in her possession a 

being impressed into military service. He escaped to linen homespun sampler, a Baird heirloom, embroi- 

America by way of Russia and Spain, landed in Chi- dered with the alphabet, the name of Hannah, and the 

cago with fifty cents, and wound up doing farm work in date, 1776. 

Green County, Wisconsin. After securing his ownfarm Born and raised on a two-hundred-and-seventy-acre 
in the new country, he sent back for the woman of his farm in the rich loam area of the Jordan Prairie in 

choice. The story goes that, although she was a castle Green County, Frances Burt has tied up her family 

kitchen maid, she herself could claim high-born lineage. feeling with this section. She knows, however, that 

It is evident that Mrs. Burt approves more of the pa- the average Wisconsinite associates the Swiss with her 
ternal branch of her family after it joins the democratic county, and she is the first to recognize the part they 

stream on this side of the Atlantic, and she applauds have played in developing it. Three of her sisters have 
the fact that there is nothing feudal in the maternal married Swiss boys, one of whose ancestors founded 
family history. As far back as she can trace, stands solid the famous Swiss colony of New Glarus. In her eyes, 

American stock. In fact, these ancestors were among the the Swiss are “good, industrious people” who have 

very early settlers of Wisconsin. Her mother’s paternal made Swiss cheese into the gold of Green County. 

grandfather, Baird, came from Pennsylvania in 1832 At the same time she does not want the earlier con- 

and courted a girl from a large family which had also tribution of her own pioneering stock to be neglected. 

migrated from Pennsylvania. They were the first cou- As she says, “the volumes of history buried under cha- 

ple to be married in their part of Green County. They lets, beer, yodelling, and Alpine costumes prove that 

bought a farm, which remained in the Baird family for Schmids, Ledermans, and Feldts were not the true 

one hundred and two years, and had ten children, all founders of Green County, but that such names as Daw- 

of whom lived to bear progeny. These in turn built son, Turner, Briggs, and Baird, laid the groundwork.” 

many of the first homes and churches and were buried Yet, because she is a very modern young woman, Mrs. 
in the oldest cemeteries of the county. It was only an Burt does not devote too much attention to her ancestry. 
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. VILLAGE Buizzarb, water color by Frances Burt



She is proud enough of it to feel a deep-rooted sense for crawfish. There was much comradeship during the 

of belonging in her state and community; she is also twenty-five years it took for all of them to finish the 

curious enough to try to trace back some of her own Jordan Prairie School. Springing out of her pleasant, 

traits. But she is neither so proud nor so curious that every day life came a desire to portray familiar objects. 

she allows herself to be distracted for long from the At home, after teaching herself to draw, she began to 

direct enjoyment of her own life. sketch the house, the old trees, and members of the 

One of the middle daughters in a large family, family. At school, whenever holiday occasions rolled 
Frances Riemer reaped every benefit of growing up in around, she delighted in the opportunity to make col- 
the center of group life. Although as flat as a pancake, ored chalk pictures on the blackboard. Both in grade 

the family land became a favorite playground. Through school and later in high school everybody was pleased 
a back pasture ran a brook where all eight children with her work. 
could fish, wade, and sometimes at night go hunting In neither school was any art instruction available. 

No one knew enough about the subject to offer her any 

Eek Sn Be ve e a ue __, guidance. For this reason Mrs. Burt today is a strong 

taalasc ei — Lae ase: Se, advocate of the consolidated-school plan. “A lot of 
oad Shee eo ASV g oe 4 talent is going to waste among country children,” she 

BE} * berie, Ree Nre aes A; . «c ° ° 
“ ar “eal eee 7 explains. “Tf a school is large enough, it can afford a 

tO ee } i s ® a eo A *, special teacher in such studies as art, music, and drama. 

/ 1 mene obit si ) Aydt iH Si If it still can’t afford one, it can at least share such a 
3 re sa : pool \ oe a KS) teacher with another school. You can’t expect a good 

i ie R et c <r me ey a ee teacher, well trained in the mentee subjects also to 

La ae oe as pe A a ¥ be a good teacher in the fine arts. 
} ic : ; oP rT le ai Sl a, watt) i Gi Saar re, After five years of teaching in a one-room rural 

ft. a Hal a a AR “== school herself, Mrs. Burt is well qualified to speak on 

a a \ wo @. se _ FY: “this subject; and it is typical of her clear mind that she 
r ee eS Lon ae 7 a fri ; looks at it from other angles besides art training. 

moe <A oe Vg ed Tr <3 ae What she is most concerned about is that the school 
aaceaar eters io serve the community needs effectively. She admits 

Festive Occasion, water color by Frances Burt that “‘the farmers around here are afraid that they will 
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lose the heart of the community if they lose their one- woman is as well-informed in general on the race ques- 
room school.” But she feels that they are’“‘just stub- tion as if she lived in a metropolitan area. Naturally 

born” not to realize “that families have grown smaller, democratic, she is as concerned over racial injustices 

with correspondingly small school groups, and that the as if she were located in a community where the prob- 

center has spread to other activities such as the 4-H lem would touch her daily life. 

Clubs.”” The school system thus needs to be streamlined Mrs. Burt’s inner world is enriched by people, ideas, 
to meet this challenge. movements. This is the secret of her happiness and 

With her marriage to Oren Burt, University of Wis- her successful living. Her personality has become so 
consin student, came the advantages she had hoped for. stamped by these values that she has, to a large extent, 

For four years the couple lived in Sherman Park, inthe compensated for her inadequate art training. When 

Madison area. While her husband went to school and asked what her art means to her, she replies, “Far too 

worked at a dairy, she became president of the local much! I can sit in a littered room with three crying 
P. T. A. and took an active interest in the educational babies and become so absorbed that I am oblivious to 

progress of the local school. Then they moved to the my surroundings — and my duty!” In reality, at such 

village of Albany, thirty-six miles to the south, where moments she is drawing on the stores of her enthusiasm. 

her husband has gone into the restaurant business, and The subject matter of her water colors tells the story. 

where she weaves the strands together of her existence She avoids painting landscapes, flowers, or any kind 

as mother, writer, artist, and public-minded citizen. of still life. She specializes in people, whether portraits 
Today the Burt home is anything but isolated in the of individuals or action scenes in which people predom- 

small community. Mrs. Burt’s homely bits of philos- inate. When she finally realized in her maturity that 

ophy in her weekly column reflect not only a thinking the ordinary things around her made excellent subjects, 

mind, but one well-stocked with materials from con- nothing could stop her progress. “Village Blizzard,” 
temporary life. One glance at the nearest book shelf her most successful picture to date, was painted from 
reveals her interest in a variety of subjects: Bellaman’s her living room window after the big storm swept in 

King’s Row, Pearl Buck’s Dragon Seed, Upton Sin- over Wisconsin in January, 1947. As we look at the 

clair’s A World to Win, Betty Smith’s A Tree Grows good-humored villagers digging and tunneling their 

in Brooklyn, and Frank Yerby’s The Foxes of Harrow. way through the deep snow drifts, we can imagine the 

Although she did not happen to know that the latter talented mother and housewife who reaches her hand 

was written by a Negro author, this rural Wisconsin out to her neighbors as she captures them in her paints. 

do
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4p pling . me Mt when he was a young man, and a half dozen lessons in 

4 itll - id ith ss y “Gs, tapestry painting during a trip to California, this was 

ee Mg y Oy Me a id f all the training he ever received. It was scant prepara- 

= ig ids he SS v tion for the great eighty- and ninety-foot murals he was - ate 6 pale eae A ‘ ¥ . . . . 1 a al ll SS j, + later to paint on the broad sides of Wisconsin barns. 
fea: fi CRS ar ted ere ee bag . . 
BM ae re t , The first painting he did was as a house painter. At 
oi; Sages GP is, ele ¢ * . * e é a 
ee reel | ties eae ee fer f { sixteen years of age, having finished his eight grades in 

Les pet pee ye . » ) & © | school, he began work as an apprentice. Two years later 

he was on his own, and to this day he has made his living 
s A barefoot farm boy in a country school, Frank primarily as an interior decorator and house painter. 

L \ Engebretson, barn muralist, first attracted the at- His brother Julius was first responsible for his de- 

tention of his teacher by his love for art. In the Enge- parture from the practical and utilitarian. His first 

bretson School near Gratiot, LaFayette County, Frank barn painting, on the Jake Winn farm near Wiota in 

Higgins, his teacher, brought him drawing materials, 1924, was a large advertisement of fine Holstein cows. 

pictures of buildings he was to use as models, and en- When his brother saw the work, he suggested that the 

couragement to express his own originality. Aside from next mural be painted on the side of his own barn and 

a few months’ correspondence work in crayon drawing, be simply a beautiful landscape. Thus was born a



strange art, the creation of huge roadside murals on Born in 1882 on a farm near Gratiot, he married a 

farmers’ barns. He has painted scores of them, many Norwegian girl when he was twenty-five years of age. 

located on obscure country roads. Of their three children, the two sons work with the 

Today Frank Engebretson is a well-known rural father on both interior decorating and barn murals. 

artist; his murals have attracted attention from news- Both of Engebretson’s parents were born in Norway, 

papers and magazines from Massachusetts to the west and the comfortable home in Brodhead today has typi- 

coast. Country Gentleman, the Prairie Farmer, the cal Norwegian atmosphere and hospitality. We get a 

Christian Science Monitor, Life, and many other na- feeling of unusual compactness of family from the 

tional and local papers have carried stories about him stories of great family gatherings, from Engebretson’s 

and his pictures. His murals have brought vivid farm elaborate chart of geneology. He has traced the family 
and nature scenes to over a hundred barns in LaFayette back to the old country grandfather who “came to 

and Green counties, and but for limitations of time and Green County in 1848, after a nine weeks’ voyage in 

energy — and because he is a “poor man to get away the three-masted ship, Forward.” 

from home,”— he could have carried his art to many Located in the spacious northwestern section of 

other parts of the state. Dane County alone brought Brodhead, the homestead has as its most noticeable fea- 

over a dozen offers from farmers who had seen his mur- ture the striking mural on the barn facing ‘the house. 

als to the south. Others came from as far as Green Bay. It is a graphic portrayal of the old covered bridge at 
Clarence, which stood south of the town until fifteen 

years ago. Hundreds of visitors, chiefly from the sur- 

- rounding community but also from neighboring coun- 
ties, have walked or driven up to the house to study 

~ im 4 the picture, as well as the decorations on the house it- 

fo Le. Pt fe self and in the yard. “It is not only the old timers who 

f “a aS a kt nei ‘ knew the bridge,” remarked Mrs. Engebretson, “but 

rm : une as “it, oe : also many young people who come.” Although he has 

ec lla is oe, lived in both California and Florida, Engebretson and 

eee cea pens ae ee ae Hi “stage pec § his calm Norwegian wife are rooted to their native state. 
Ta OS SR NSE Ss eas A ee : : 2 : 

He is happiest when he is creating a mural for some 

Barn mural by frank Ho Engebretson Wisconsin farmer, and it does not matter that the farm- 
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Barn mural by Frank H. Engebretson 

er often wishes to furnish the subject matter for the talking with the farmer to find out his interests. Then 
painting. Some Swiss farmers, for instance, have asked he makes suggestions, often with reference to the size 

for mountain scenes from Switzerland. Engebretson of the barn and the nature of the surrounding terrain. 

makes sketches and submits them for approval before Counting the many times he has repainted and refin- 
beginning the work on the barn. But more often farm- ished the murals which farm families have wanted, En- 

ers have been content to let the painter work out the gebretson has painted well over two miles of murals 
design from his own experience. This he does after on barns alone. One might think that after this achieve- 
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ment he would be content to let his brushes lie, but he Thus the boyhood desire to paint pictures has fol- 
is still active with small sketches in oil. Last winter in lowed him throughout his life. Though his barn murals 
a trailer camp at Sarasota, Florida, while recuperating are the most original contribution he has made to the 

from illness, he happened to paint a landscape on the needs of the common people for color and artistic ex- 
screen door of a neighboring trailer. Soon his fellow perience, he also paints many small sketches in oil 

trailerites were besieging him with requests for “screen which he has sold or given away. One of his large oils 
paintings,” for which they were willing to pay. “I sup- hangs in the county court house in Darlington, and an 

pose I could have done a land-office business,” he said, interior mural may be seen in the Brodhead Hotel. 

“if Thad had the time.” As it was, people would take the Instruction might have made him a professional artist, 

screen doors off and bring them along in the hopes of but he is well content to have made a creative contribu- 

getting a picture, particularly people from Wisconsin. tion to the life of people in his own rural community. 
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ate | ae r , 
Big al =e é ef Ase FRANCIS D. GRADY 
\v \ oa us em aye a KF MADISON 

“& + oma S , i eet 
i a = riK/||| a 

— See ) 5 an a ya 3 eh hel . 2D , Waker 

i se ue od /: 5 di’ NH) rt Fine Vie 
aw —_— 4 2 ae ae Pe 

y is a. 
gn ial ee 4 = Grady was born in 1893 on a farm near Springfield 

a : Corners, fifteen miles west of Madison, where he lived 

* until he was three. The father had decided to become 

a country schoolteacher as well as a part-time farmer, 
HE VERMONT Gradys are an example of farm people having trained for a short period at the Evansville 

i find themselves in occupation on the border- Academy. A teaching position opened at Waunakee, 

line between agriculture and industry. Francis Grady’s and the family moved there. Three years later the fam- 

grandfather was born on a farm near Rutland, in Ver- ily went back to the farm, this time near Oregon, where 

mont, and became a marblecutter in the Rutland quar- Grady lived and worked until he was twenty-one years 
ries. Along with the grandfather’s marble cutting went of age. 

mill work for his children. As they became old enough On completing country school, he entered Oregon 

they entered a gingham factory in Clinton, Vermont. High School, only to leave in the middle of the second 

When Grady’s father was a boy, his oldest brother ran year. “There were too many children and too little 
away at fourteen years of age and came to Wisconsin. money” in the Grady family to warrant higher educa- 

Six years later he returned to New England and per- tion. He was fourteen at the time, and for seven years 

suaded the entire family to move to the new land west he worked full time on his father’s place and as an oc- 

of Chicago. Thus the family returned to the farm. casional hired hand on nearby farms. 
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i NA Un We ae A Lc Z There was no encouragement either at home, on the 

Vs Vv WS es OK A Ay \ MY bom farm, or in country school for a natural and persistent 

4 Pow us AF YY eM) ' + Ly U4 (1) a Qe interest in art. He has always liked to draw pictures. As 
e —~) mm Ay ') | i LA ee » far back as he can remember, he would stand at a table 

R : Q Q ; AG 1A. “) and draw things. “At home as a boy I fooled around so 

Si vs y ; 4 r } ae LIN —— much with my pictures that my pencil was taken away 
LD PY) eee Ars. , “== from me because I neglected my school work.” is OY Ad +=: 4a we b I neglected my school work.” Th 

\\ 4 \" ® | oe A | q NA 7 a continued into high school, where, however, he found 

=. i" \F i\ f i Ve Y Sy ' three other boys who also liked to draw. The four of 

aN \ a) e\ | y ly Fy “S, _ them often drew pictures as a group during their spare 
Seah \ VV NL , — \ time, spurring each other on in pencil work and black- 

— AS Y y Ay VW board drawing. 

Ny Y A Al \ ‘ Three years of working independently followed, in 

i V . i jobs on railroads, farms, and an Indian reservation. 

\ | f i rhe Then came the first World War. After training.in the 

e } 7 | ss \ i engineering corps, he went overseas to spend sixteen 

t en] j iY i months with the A.E.F. in France. Periods of hectic 

Min % ny a i), Ba, and sometimes dangerous activity with the engineers 

ie, \\ yo Bis ee were followed by lulls of boredom and idleness. It was 
a ia Ed | then that the old and oft-denied pleasurable activity 

mae i | Hi of sketching came to the rescue; and before long pen 

__ eal) hi and ink, pencil, and crayon drawings of peasants, sol- 

\ diers, mule carts, and homely French villages began to 

ha fill a small sketch book, which in keen perception and 

; a Ge power of expression could rival the drawing of many 

a a trained draughtsman. Few have seen these sketches, 

however; for Francis Grady is a retiring man, even 

: though he has the burly good-natured appearance of 

Rassirs Wixp, etching by Francis D. Grady Many an Irish forebear.



Discharged from the army in the fall of 1919, like —& SABA Rak ee WA é 
many a sia veteran he “took it easy for three or e234 AY N\ . ef i. ‘ 
four months,” but the following spring he married Co | SQ. ‘AN VA 
Hazel Brown, a Madison girl, and started cash renting SASS <y A) a Ci gi 

a farm south of Madison. Three years of precarious 2 FOOT BS aN t (] 2 
farming followed. Ruinous agricultural prices added to * x ~~ N AY _ . \ 
his growing restlessness. With the courage of pioneer- + SR \ ae \\ ; \\ 4 Pe /, 
ing stock, Grady entered the University of Wisconsin in te “ ‘ " \ Me \ i Va 
the fall of 1923, and one by one, passed the necessary NY AY i} \ i ( pi 
make-up exams. After three years and two summer \ ‘Ss SN pv J : 
schools — during which time he did not study too hard = S (} ~ S q 
and never thought of taking up art courses — he grad- > | Bs AN 
uated in 1926 with the Ph.B. degree. After living a } \ M4 \ | 
year in a city flat which harried their sense of independ- Xx a (py , \ Vi | 
ence and their need for space, the Gradys moved outside NN \ r i WY \. | My 

the city to the west in the town of Madison on what is . aa \\ i vi \ \ \ yf 
now Franklin Avenue. It was then still farming country Md bla vi ; V5 eer Wik} A 
with truck gardens and herds of cows in the fields sur- } A hip” \ id | y, a | 
rounding the four or five houses in the neighborhood. jj ig di i ; aN f rf \ | 
Gradually, the city has grown up around them and en- i SS aa APS \Y 

croached on the open country. ye r} WI it é Vs Se | | 
Making a living brought a series of occupations ; Ra a \ 

which only permitted haphazard and uncertain art ~ REE A AW \\ 
work. As salesman, truck driver, manager, and foreman, : ) Ww / y bus 
Grady worked for wholesale houses, oil companies. ‘ : yy ede 
hardware companies, and finally for Uncle Sam in fed- ‘ f ee et 
eral civil service. In 1934, while helping to manage es Sa, ae ey 
forest control and soil conservation work in the C.C.C. 

Camp Crivitz in Marinette County, he felt the old urge Swamp Buck, etching by Francis D. Grady 
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to draw. The forests, rock ledges, and water falls of Nights and weekends were devoted to a fascinating 
Thunder River and Peshtigo River were too beautiful avocation, and by 1938 he had progressed to the point 

to resist. When Ray Adams, a Milwaukee “‘practical’’ where he could produce and sell his prints without 
civil engineer, saw his pen and ink sketches, he ex- difficulty. While doing soil conservation work in Trem- 
claimed, ‘You should by all means try your hand at pealeau County he joined a sketching club in La Crosse 

etching.” On a later visit he brought along a zinc plate and sold some sixty prints of eight or ten different sub- 
which his brother had etched in Milwaukee, but Grady jects in that area, at from two to five dollars each. 

had hard work to do; and etching was not an art to be In the basement of Grady’s home today there is a 
learned in a day. small laboratory which reveals many hours’ work of 

Three years later Grady ran a filling station on Wil- experimenting and printing. A rather large and heavy 

son Street in Madison and found long winter evenings hand press, discarded by a local printing shop, makes 

on his hands. An unknown University student dropped the actual printing easy. The technical difficulty comes 

in one evening and saw a picture Grady had scratched in preparing the plates, wiping the ink, and padding 

on some pattern metal with the end of a sharp file. Im- the etcher’s paper to obtain a clear print and at the 
pressed with the delicate lines and sense of design, he same time not overweigh the delicate lines of the 

suggested that they both go to the Memorial Union at etching. Grady now uses ordinary industrial zinc plate 

the University and try to make a print, even though which he prepares by polishing with steel wool and 
they knew nothing about the proper techniques. They other materials. The picture is etched on the plate with 

tussled with it most of the night. The results were so a phonograph needle held by a small drill chuck. The 
poor that Grady determined to learn the proper meth- ink is made by boiling linseed oil and mixing with 

ods. Shortly after, he searched the city library and painter’s dry color, using both black and brown. The 
state traveling library for books on etching, some of important wiping process is usually done with the heel 

them difficult books not easy to master. Soon he had con- of his hand. Water color is also a favorite medium, and 
structed a press and learned how to print and wipe. “I in the Grady home today one finds many water color 
still don’t follow directions very well,” he says. “I have sketches of favorite Wisconsin scenes: hills and rocks, 

tried various techniques using paraffin wax, asphalt, marshy lake shores, and old stone bridges. 
beeswax, and combinations of all three, and then im- The Rural Art Exhibits have provided a brief but 

mersing the plate in a solution of nitric acid. But today helpful forum for his prints. Nearly all the etchings 
I do dry point mainly, a more direct method.” exhibited have been sold. Two have been purchased 
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for the Permanent Collection. Curry bought two of \ 

them for his own enjoyment. This was a great encour- y Re 
WN 

agement to Grady, and other recognition has also come. : aw 
’ SS: 

The print, “Swamp Buck,” was accepted in the 1944. is 

Milwaukee Art Institute exhibit, and increasing sales = 

of both water color and prints attest his merit both as a i a 

sensitive student of nature and as a good craftsman. tt i : in fi, 
Hn Me SR G Since Grady does not push either himself or his work, : H if Y AY ¥ He i 

some agency is needed to keep his work before the Seay) Lh Hy I, 
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Frencu VILLAGE TypEs, ink drawings by Francis D. Grady Bombep CATHEDRAL, ink drawing by Francis D. Grady 
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Tue Op Horse Barn, oil painting by Louis Grebetz



ANE NY OG «= LOUIS GREBETZ 
* see aC LE ie: ROUTE 3, RACINE 

ee ; 

or ad 

ia j “a 1/% 

We << 
Bb ‘ Ap pw Oh Weolld, New Wold ie anh? wd 

\ , i 

ig = Se Johan and his wife had felt the call of the new land back 

_é P —— in 1896, and had emigrated to a farm in Nebraska, but 

, a os = the tornadoes of the plains country terrified the wife; 
: - f , they soon gave up and moved to Milwaukee. Louis 

s if 4 ? Grebetz’ father was about twenty-three at the time and 

a ual a had remained in Hungary to manage the forty-acre 

> ae a oes family farm in the village of Beje, county of Gémor. 
It was beautiful country and a good place to live. The 
cultivation of grain and the raising of livestock pro- 

[" TOOK a long time for the Grebetz family to decide vided a modest but ample living for the family, but 

whether they wanted to live in their native land, when he too felt the stirring of new life to the west, he 

Hungary, or in America. They needed time to decide joined his parents in Milwaukee in 1900. Six months 
whether farming was to be the main occupation. It later, however, he was back in the Old Country. 

took years for Louis to discard his preoccupation with The shuttling process continued. Although Louis 

drawing European castles and old-world village scenes Grebetz was born on the Beje farm in 1902, the family 

and to discover the fresh point of view in his everyday migrated to Wisconsin two years later. It began to look 
surroundings in the country near Racine. Grandfather as if the New World had finally won out in the struggle



with the Old. Then the old grandparents decided to studying and home work. Because discipline was nat- 

move back to their native land. When Grandfather ural to the Hungarian farm family, the grandmother 

Johan died in Beje in 1910, his son too gave up life saw to it that the afternoons were not “wasted” in play. 
in America and moved his family to the ancestral home. High school was passed successfully. The war did 

It was not long, however, before the decision proved not strike the little village directly. In 1919, however, 

troublesome. Louis’ father and Grandmother Grebetz when seventeen years of age, Louis had to enter a mili- 

could not agree on how the farm should be managed. tary academy. A week later the Hungarian Revolution 

Besides, there was a freedom about life in the United toppled the old regime, and the academy was closed 

States, freedom and a new sense of equality. Despite down. Louis had by this time forgotten all his English, 

the advantages of a fine farm, they foresaw opportunity but the unsettled conditions of Europe finally precipi- 

for humble folk in a land as yet undeveloped and un- tated his decision to rejoin his family in Wisconsin. He 

crowded. In 1913 Louis’ father set sail for the west, came to Racine in 1920, joined his family, and began 

but left Louis behind with his grandmother. One year the task of adjusting himself to an environment he had 

later war closed the ports of embarkation; Louis spent all but forgotten. He spent two winters in continuation 
his years of adolescence in the land of his birth away school, concentrating on English. Thereafter he went 

from his parents. to work on the assembly lines of a Racine factory, where 

This suited Grandmother Grebetz, for she had plans hard work, noise, and monotony made the young man 
for her young companion. She had watched his inter- wonder if factory and city were to be his share of life 
ests with a discerning eye and decided that not only in the Promised Land. 
could he take an education, but that people could also As did his father and grandfather, Louis felt strong- 

get ahead in the Old Country by learning to use their ly the conflicting loyalties and interests. Grandfather 

brains. Louis took lessons on the violin from gypsies Grebetz had never really belonged wholly either to the 

and finished elementary school in four years. He and _ old or the new country. Back and forth he had trekked 

his grandmother continued to live on the farm, where with all or part of his family, nor could he make a final 

Louis worked during the summer; but when autumn choice between farm and city. In this strongly knit 
came, Louis, together with a small group from the vil- family uncertainties were quick to translate themselves 

lage, walked four miles and over a mountain to attend from the older generation to the new. 

high school. Four hours in the morning were devoted Later, when the question of marriage came up Old- 

to four school subjects, and the afternoon was free for World influences again appeared. If Grandma Grebetz 
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Hitt Farm, oil painting by Louis Grebetz



had lost her chance to make something special of her work; the returns were small; but life on the land of- 

grandson, she could at least pick a good Hungarian girl fered some security and provided its own satisfactions. 

for him to marry. She offered to try and bring the girl In 1934, after three and a half years, Louis obtained 

of her choice to him but compromised by bringing her employment in the Racine Screw Works where he has 

picture instead. Arriving in 1927 for a long visit, she remained to the present, working his way up to the po- 

returned to Hungary in 1928. Meanwhile, Louis de- sition of a skilled laborer. A year later his father died, 

cided that his grandmother had very good taste indeed. and Louis and his family took over the Berryville farm 

After corresponding for six months with eighteen-year- as their home when the mother could not keep up the 

old Margaret Anotskay of the village of Csetnek, Louis payments on the mortgage. 

followed in 1929; a courtship of two months led to Work was a dominant note in the traditions of the 

their marriage. family. But Margaret Grebetz had caught something 

It was a happy time for the young couple for they en- _ of the ideals of the old grandmother and nurtured secret 

joyed a long, six months’ honeymoon-vacation. Louis ambitions for her husband. She had noticed his inter- 

knew everybody in the home village already. Although ests and habits. One day on returning from work in the 

strange things were happening in America, and rumors factory, she stopped and purchased him a set of cheap 

of hard times were talked about, it did not seem to af- brushes and paints. Soon Louis was painting pictures 

fect life in isolated Gomor. The pair faced the future on oil cloth as a pastime. 

with confidence. Returning to Racine in 1930, they Although he had received a little pencil and water- 
found the depression all too real. There was no work coloring instruction in the high school in Hungary— 

to be had, and the young bride found that America one hour a week,—it had made no impression on him, 

had an unforeseen side. Continued unemployment bap- and he never drew outside of school. Now, however, he 

tized her dream of the future in the bitter waters of became intrigued by water colors and oils, and for a 

disappointment. number of years he made dozens of water color and ink 

In 1932 she found employment in a Milwaukee drawings of Old-World cities and landscapes, most of 

sweatshop at sixteen cents an hour, for which she ma- them taken from small ink illustrations of a book, 

chine-sewed five dozen dresses a day. In the meantime Cities of Northern and Central Europe, by Hare. The 

Louis and his father were clearing a five-acre truck color and much of the detail were his own. It was not 

farm in Berryville, halfway between Racine and Keno- original work but it became a fascinating hobby, along 

sha, and raising vegetables and berries. It was hard with his stamp collecting. But several years ago he read 
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in a magazine that copy work, even in sketchy outline, Exhibit in Madison. “Old Horse Barn” was submitted 

was not art, not even a very creative pastime. He de- to the state-fair exhibit a few months later and was ac- 

cided that he would learn to paint originals and taught cepted by the judging committee. 

himself how to mix oils properly. He began to paint —_ Grebetz’ life has become a compromise between the 
landscapes from country-side scenes discovered on his city and the farm, but he loves the land and wishes he 
weekend excursions. “Farm Scene” and “Old Horse could spend more time on it. He still has three acres 
Barn” were sketched in the out-of-doors, not far from of truck garden and strawberries and wants his two 

his home, with gratifying results. “Farm Scene” was sons to grow up in the country. Certainly there is no 

hung at the Rural Regional Exhibit held at the Racine- compromise with the spirit of the old grandmother in 

Kenosha County Normal School, Union Grove, in the the long hours of working at the easel, of enjoying his 
spring of 1947 and, two months later, at the Rural Art music and books, all the finer things that she valued. 
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RACHEL GERTRUDE GRIMM 
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; “gt _ Light Under a Gushel 
ai a 
a \ Oe - 

“ ins and plain, but the rolling prairie land is ridged with 

P_ am ra lush trees and shrubs. Only forty rods away in a swamp 

ee lies the locally famous Butterfield Island, the center of 

poe er eee — i many rattlesnake fables and stories of stolen cattle. Two 

eo soe canes Sa — __ miles farther east stands the girlhood home of Georgia 

Bee eee ee - | O'Keefe. Here we recognize the setting for the colorful 

pictures Miss Grimm has brought year after year to the 

ce Most noticeable characteristics of Rachel annual Rural Art Exhibit in Madison: the spreading 

Grimm are her simplicity and her zest for living. willow in the back pasture, the rows of green vegetables 

Although handicapped in health by an accident at the ringed by a rainbow over Butterfield Island, the twin 

age of two, she has nevertheless led an active life. One maples at the head of the lane. 

of her greatest joys is painting, but she likes everything Born in her present home in 1898, of German parent- 

she does, housework, gardening with a hand cultivator, age, Rachel Grimm and her younger sister Ruth amused 

cutting the burdocks, gathering vegetables, and farm themselves as children by drawing and by copying pic- 

chores. tures from books and magazines. There was no art in- 

Seven miles east of Madison, the farm home where struction in grade school or high school, but one sum- 

she helps to care for her aged parents stands square mer while Rachel was a student in the Emmanuel Mis- 
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sionary College at Berrien Springs, Michigan, Mrs. Mc- marshland back of the farm. Both this painting and 

Cormick, an art teacher, taught her students to find the “Spreading Willow” are a part of the Permanent 

their inspiration in whatever lay within reach of their Collection, owned by the Wisconsin College of Agri- 

brushes: the kettle in the kitchen, the trees in a wood, culture. Naturally her family has been pleased by these 

the animals on the farm. Miss Grimm has never for- achievements. The eighty-two-year-old pioneer father is 

gotten those lessons. After she spent two years teaching proud of her work and stated that “the only other mem- 

school, which she had to give up because of frail health, ber of my family who ever drew was Ruth and Rachel’s 

the desire to study art brought her back for another half grandfather, who liked to draw natural scenes on a 

year at the same school, this time to concentrate on slate.” Although Miss Grimm is recognized as one of 

drawing and painting. But the struggle with the debt the most talented members of the rural art group, she is 

on the farm, plus the need for more hands to help, in- too unassuming to hang her pictures in the plain, clean 
tervened, and many years passed without the time or living room. Usually painting two of a subject so she 

energy for brush and color. Only after the organiza- can keep one, she stows them away in an upstairs room 

tion of the Wisconsin rural art project in 1940 did and reluctantly brings them down for visitors. 
Miss Grimm venture to begin again. By this time the Her world of vivid color and fine texture on canvas 
work was not so demanding, and the farm mortgage is no doubt partly a compensation for the frugal and 

had been paid. Again she experienced the pure joy of simple life of this modest farm home. It possesses no 

expressing the values in the everyday scenes about her. telephone, electricity, automobile, refrigerator, or oth- 

In 1942 she entered her first oil, “Hollyhocks,” in er modern mechanical techniques which so many Amer- 

the Rural Art Exhibit. In 1944 came the “Spreading ican families consider the necessities for living. The 
Willow,” described by Curry as “a brilliant, atmos- family lives on a vegetarian diet as a part of their re- 

pheric effect of a summer day in Wisconsin.” 1945 saw ligious way of life, but Rachel Grimm does not envy 

a vivid painting of a rainbow arching green vegetable those with more solid possessions. Her childlike spirit, 

fields and enclosing the eastern glow from a sunset day. her art, her religious faith enable her to transcend her 

In 1946 she brought “Trillium,” a forest scene in which limitations and handicaps so that today, as when a child 

scores of white trillium dominate the picture, as hun- in school, she draws and paints and lives simply because 
dreds every spring dominate the six hundred acres of that is what she likes to do. 
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| | 3 f ohio “The Uncommon “ouch 
| df ag 

“at, 4 4 

sia a’ i. Ke ore Wi round of painting and studying keeps her from the 
a “ He usual teen-age social activities of dates and sports. 

| ii x Lois was born in her present home in Waunakee to 
\_' or Te yg farm-born parents of Scotch and German ancestry. Her 

childhood was typical of small-town life, and for the 
SING HER small upstairs bedroom for a studio most part uneventful. “The best way to keep Lois out 

U and a discarded marble slab from a dentist’s of- of mischief when she was little,” said her mother, “was 
fice for a pallette, the youngest artist-to-be represented simply to give her a pencil and some sheets of paper.” 
in the Rural Art Exhibits seldom lets a day pass with- Drawing became an absorbing activity that did not 
out painting. One of the most talented of the rural art wear out, and in time the results prompted neighbors 
group, she realizes the value of discipline and hard to comment on the unusual work of the pre-school 
work. Each year she steadily and persistently produces child. Later her first-grade teacher commented on her 
oil paintings and water colors which manifest greater drawing ability and sense of good color. 
promise. Lois Ireland wants to become a professional Several events sent her on the way toward compe- 
artist, and, having the characteristics of a budding tency in her art. A home-town neighbor persuaded 
career woman, she probably will. A harmonious girl Miss Barbara Dudley, University art student, to call on 
with abundant health, she has no regrets that her daily Lois during a visit to the town and to look at her work. 

ot



The result was an immediate arrangement for six les- the people, the land, and the products of the rich farm- 
sons in water color and drawing at Miss Dudley’s home ing country around the small and peaceful town of 
in Nakoma. This happened in 1940 when Lois was Waunakee. With rolling hills and fields, diversified 
twelve. A second determining happening was a visit to farming of corn and oats, dairy herds and gardens, the 
Curry at his campus studio. A neighboring boy attend- land provides a profuse variety of greens and yellows 
ing the University gave Lois the courage to arrange an and browns as well as contrasting line in slope and 
interview. Under Curry’s criticism and guidance, she tree. Since Lois paints from nature, often making her 
turned to oil, which has since become her favorite me- sketches in water color and later doing them in oil, her 

dium. A third factor in her development was the “Let’s pictures are full of kindred subjects, each demanding 

Draw” program of WHA, which was used by the Wau- expression. This fullness, coupled with a careful sense 

nakee schools and which Lois found helpful. But Curry of detail, may mean an exacting task for a young and 
urged her to come to Madison and get personal instruc- as yet inexperienced artist. Sometimes, of course, it 

tion. With some difficulty, she succeeded in transfer- will not come right for her, and when this happens she 

ring to Wisconsin High School in Madison, where she does not hesitate to lay the picture aside and to start on 

studied art under Miss Ruth Alleott. Today she is an something fresh. : 

art student at the University of Wisconsin, plodding More often, however, she brings the canvas to life, 
steadily towards professional work. and her success in both sale and exhibit has been a con- 

Perhaps the best training of all is that which she stant encouragement. Since her first showing in the 

ives herself. Hour after hour she not only paints for Rural Art Exhibit in 1943, she has made steady prog- 

practice, as some practice on the piano, but she studies ress. In 1944 the Wisconsin Salon accepted an oil por- 

the work and writing of the recognized painters who trait of her mother for its annual exhibit. In 1945 a 

interest her most. For a number of years she has clipped study in tempera called “Sundown” was accepted by 

articles and reproductions from such recognized artists the annual Milwaukee Art Institute. In 1946 two more 

as Thomas Benton, Grant Wood, Peter Hurd, George were accepted by the same Institute, “The Old Table,” 

Bellows, as well as John Curry. Certain paintings, such a brush and ink drawing, and “Sunny Boy” in oil. In 

as Curry’s “Line Storm” and his “The Tornado,” have 1946 she received a scholarship award and a certificate 

made a great impression on her, and her own painting of merit for a picture submitted for the national high- 

has become more alive and colorful as a result. school art contest. This won for her a place in the na- 
Today the subject matter of her work reflects largely tion-wide exhibit which was hung in the Carnegie In- 
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CuurcH Picnic, oil painting by Lois Ireland
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Mornineé Grory, oil painting by Lois Ireland



stitute in Pittsburgh. As a result of this award, she the community of friends and neighbors in Waunakee 

received honorable mention and a plaque from the appreciates this budding young aspirant. The family 

Milwaukee Journal. In 1947 her painting “Church provided no obstacles in the way of advice and admoni- 
Picnic” placed in the first six pictures to be selected by tion to follow a more “practical” vocation. A sister took 

the Milwaukee Journal for its annual high-school art the initiative in securing for Lois a commission from 

calendar and was reproduced in color. The award car- the Lodi Commercial Club to draw an illustrated map of 
ried a hundred-dollar prize. She also received honor- the Wisconsin River region from the Dells to Sauk City. 

able mention in the Ingersol Watch Company national However, it is one thing to be proud of local talent 
high-school art contest. There is only one such mention and quite another to give this pride concrete expression 

from each state. In the 1947 annual Wisconsin Salon, by purchasing its work. So far, a local druggist is the 

she again placed an oil for exhibition, and in January, only person who has bought one of Lois’ paintings. 

1948, her oil “Recess” received the hundred-dollar How much more appropriate and meaningful to hang 

Oscar Mayer award in the Madison Art Association ex- an oil painting which draws its substance from the cul- 

hibit. In the last six Rural Art Exhibits, Lois has en- ture and nature of a community than to purchase a 
tered eighteen pictures, and sold nine at good prices. stereotyped print of some remote and unknown time 

Although Lois does not discount the importance of and place. Perhaps the farmers about are beginning to 
having sold nearly thirty pictures, she realizes that stiff lead the way. Already Lois has painted the portrait of a 

competition lies ahead. This modest girl knows the dan- farm not far from her home belonging to Joe Spohn. 

gers of swift success at this stage of her development. Since writers and art critics have acquired her work, 
She is critical of her work and quick to discount praise. one feels that her pictures could well contribute to the 

Unlike the environment of some of our rural artists, life of local school, church, or library. 
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Opposite: Ser Porrratt, oil painting 

by Alexander Norman Jargo



; ; SS ae ALEXANDER NORMAN JARGO 

ie aS $ 

‘oe : Suuday Painter 

i , jj oo : Jargo’s journey through childhood was an itinerant 

} NO) E j j f j one. When he was only three years old, his home was 

ue | : F : broken up, largely because “the farm went down my 

iy FA MB Et V4 1 father’s neck”; whereupon he was given away first to 
one family and then another. At that age there is not 

I N AN ancient and dingy smithy, surrounded by his much a small boy can do to make himself appreciated 

tongs and hammers, a stumpy and determined figure and much he can do to the contrary; so his lot in the new 

still finds himself useful. Seventy-four years old, over homes was an unhappy one. Lacking normal forms of 

thirty-eight years at the same hand forge, Alexander recreation, the diminutive farm boy found a way of re- 

Jargo keeps busy eight to ten hours a day mending farm tiring into himself with a purely self-made form of 
implements, welding chains, sharpening plough shares amusement. There were times when the only joy in 
and mower blades. The song of the anvil blends with life was in drawing magic pictures on his slate. 
the hum of the forge, the snap of the bolt cutters, the His first home was with his grandfather, a farmer 

enaw of the huge hand drill. Iron slabs protect the of English and Norwegian ancestry who could shape 

windows in the now empty horse stall; and overhead, beautiful half-shoes for his prize oxen but who could 

cobwebs all but obscure a familiar announcement to a not make any impression on the life of his grandson. 
vanishing generation—Hanford’s Balm of Myrrh. After a while the boy was moved on; his next home was 
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Winter Moon icut, oil painting by Alexander Norman Jargo



with Mr. Woelfers, a blacksmith near Gottage Grove, and a half years, the life of a newsboy in downtown 
who, for some reason the boy did not discover, used to Fargo. Here he became tough and adequate for the 

beat him when he came from work, “perhaps because hard life of a frontier town. 
Woelfers couldn’t lick anybody else.” It was during this period that he nurtured a secret 

Jargo’s next stop on these forced marches through and romantic desire to follow the iife of the cowboys 

childhood was at the home of his great uncle, where life who roistered in Fargo’s saloons, and when he was 

at least does not stand out today in the man’s memory as_ thirteen a coveted opportunity came, work on a cattle 
an unhappy one. Here he stayed for a spell; it could ranch in Montana. Fate again intervened, and he was 

have been a few months, it could have been a year. Then sent to an uncle’s farm again near Cottage Grove. This 

he moved on to another farm home where his growing time Wisconsin became his permanent home. All the 

usefulness found secretly resentful expression helping while the hankering to become an artist lay in the 

with the ubiquitous chores of the housewife’s kitchen. background of his mind, but the sketches he made 

All the while, when circumstances permitted, there was brought little sympathy in his uncle’s household. 

the fun of drawing pictures to temper his underlying When Henry Stevens, a crayon artist who lived near 
unhappiness. One day in school he became so absorbed Deerfield, gave the seventeen-year-old boy a series of 

in drawing a not-too-uncomplimentary picture of his lessons in crayon, the artist became so interested in the 

red-headed school teacher that she stood beside him un- _boy’s work that he proposed to take him to Minneapolis 
observed while he drew the profile and smudged in the and help him get a start with formal training, but the 
hair. Apparently the results were appreciated, as this uncle thought this was tomfoolery — besides he needed 
time there was no punishment and no reprimand. a hand. The plan was dropped. 

Finally, when Alexander was nine years of age, the For some years the young farm hand contented him- 

mother took courage and gathered her brood of three self with crayon portraits of local people. For these 

in Fargo, North Dakota. To each she assigned roles in he received small sums of money. “I always wanted to 

the uncertain art of making a living, but the task was be an artist,” Jargo says, “but I never got the chance. 
too much for the untrained mind of the mother. Her It was always work, work.” At twenty-four he married 

health gave way, and the children soon found that their a farm girl of German background, and after an acci- 

next job was to raise themselves. For the small boy this dent on the farm he took up the hard but fascinating 
meant scouring the railroad’s right-of-way for fallen life of a smithy. This was a natural decision and per- 
pieces of coal to keep the family warm and, for three haps an inevitable one, for his father had been a black- 
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smith before him, and the grandfather frequently left Today his wife is blind and bedridden, adding to 
the work of the farm for that of the forge. He labored Jargo’s work around the iron table the duties of cook, 
at his forge on weekdays, and on Sunday, when most housekeeper, and nurse. There is heroic quality in the 

workers enjoy well-earned rests, he would retire to his figure that stands in the Arlington smithy today and as- 
“studio” in the barn and paint. Week in and week out, serts, “I will never retire. It is work that keeps me 
fair weather or foul, he could be found in the old barn alive and healthy. Work and control of the amount of 

with his pictures. After he married, oil paints became food I eat.” “Besides,” he adds, “I love it. I no longer 

his favorite medium, “because I didn’t have the money have the time and energy to paint, and that is a great 

to buy them before,” but the delicate lines of the crayon loss to me. But I still have my pictures, and my yard 

drawings of his youth reveal marked ability in this and garden are beautiful.” 

medium. The spacious green lawn and shrubs around his 

When the author visited his cottage home on the home, flanked by tall maples and elms, a giant pine, and 
wide main street of this prairie town, he found scores a spruce, are the luxuries of this small Wisconsin town. 

of original paintings and drawings gathering dust in And the village appreciates the achievements of the lit- 

cupboards and closets which attest to the productivity tle smith. Even the local tavern keeper is proud to hang 

of many Sundays. Unlike many rural artists, he seems a picture by him in the town tavern, and on request, 
to prefer people for his subjects; there are many draw- he quickly leaves his busy work behind the bar to show 
ings of his wife, many self-portraits. Perhaps the best the painting to a visitor. Many others have acquired 

is a lovely crayon drawing of his wife made before their pictures by Jargo: doctors, pastors, and farmers. The 

marriage. She is portrayed standing beside her favorite tavern is no longer the only public place that shows his 

horse. But his work covers many subjects, farmsteads, work, for one of his pictures now hangs in the Perma- 

moonlight, animals, and the western plains of his youth. nent Collection of the College of Agriculture. 
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eee de 

oe 

“ee 
% a AHaudymau- Patuter 

te ve : 
i} EEE / piano for an easel and the piano bench for a work table. 

ii Many a daughter would object to a paint-bedaubed 

FA} -sesmemmm piano bench, but not his. High-school daughter, grown- 

up son, wife, and mother-in-law are all proud of the 

t THE southern outskirts of Monroe, next to open paintings that adorn the living room, and the steadily 

fields of corn and red clover, a tall, broad-shouldered mounting sale of pictures to people in the community 

man of obvious Irish extraction divides his spare time not only augments the family income but also vindi- 

between a huge garden of vegetables and flowers, a cates the family’s judgment. Son David has even tried 

cheerful and contented family, and his beloved hobby his own hand at art but is very reticent about his begin- 

of oil painting. Sometimes the painting plays second ning pastel drawings. 

fiddle to more immediate family values, but the art Like other rural artists, Johnson has woven into his 

work always returns. A practical man with tools, Ar- family life the values he seeks to portray in his painting. 

thur Johnson made a model studio with over-head His self-made kitchen-dining room is well designed and 

lighting and a glass-block wall. His wife needed more colorful; it could grace the home of a wealthier man. 

space for a bedroom, and he remodeled it, adding a The old house built by his great grandfather has been 

beautiful inlaid walnut dressing table of his own de- enlarged and remodeled in spare time, and trees and 

sign. He always does his painting with the upright shrubs carry his plans to the limits of a spacious lot. 
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a e An itinerant art and penmanship teacher, whom 
Arthur Johnson remembers as “a tall, slim man named 

Wilkerson, who rode an old white horse,” was the first 

person to introduce to him the world of contour and 
; a color. He was the son of farm parents. At the age of 

“ eight in the old South School in Monroe, he learned 

agen aE pe to sketch pictures on a blackboard. In these short twen- 
Tala Sih ale hee . = 

Moe eee ty-minute lessons each week he learned a little about 

; See Se, oe ‘ design, but the lessons failed to impress him. He had 
@ WE Sek ae o ™ oo TRAN already become interested in drawing at home, al- 

PE od th in a SCN though this chiefly consisted in copying in pencil maga- 
oe DN oni } se | a ee, q os Ne zine covers of horses and dogs. 
: ah gw i Pa <e ; > _ re fe = For years he drew pictures, just for the fun of it. 

bs k a! age ee ee aid Poe i When he was about twenty, he tried water color, but 

: ee : , a Se decided he did not enjoy it. In 1912, when he was 
ie » ae j (ia if twenty-four years old, he moved to Browntown, ten 

ty 8 Pa fo ay pee miles west of Monroe. There he discovered oils and 

if Bi oN TE ie pe el his ability to use them. His first sale to an old lady 
Be ot ie eee eave who liked one of his pictures brought him only fifty 

ee e La yy ‘y cents, but his enthusiasm was not dimmed. 
: Reese ve ‘t 'al areca oe Year after year, as time and means permitted, he per- 
A . ae » a sisted in the practice of his craft. Today, Johnson’s 
Ay _ «eo , be. Ni aa * = painting is acquiring more than a local reputation. A 

bt ee & : ys ne Sete = ~—s«power and light company has sponsored a one-man show 
 : — « | Sih VS oe ’ for him in Monroe. The Detroit News featured his 

og # : . BO ~ i 2 in work one Sunday in its pictorial section, and more than 

“ a iii, ri > “ae oy twenty people from Monroe and surrounding communi- 

; : = ties have bought paintings since the beginning of 1945. 

Our Dany Breao, oil painting by Arthur Johnson Local papers have repeatedly drawn attention to his 
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work, and a new Green County cheese factory has re- ceive a series of jolts. The depression was on its way; 

quested several murals. Eight of his pictures have been a son was born to the small family, and although the art 

hung in the annual Rural Art Exhibit since his work lessons continued to arrive, there was no time or peace 
first appeared in 1942. of mind to work them out. The job at Rockford gave 

Generations of farm ancestors keep Johnson close to out, and the family moved back to Monroe. For eleven 
the soil. His father is a seventy-year-old blacksmith and _ years a position as general caretaker of the Greenwood 
part-time farmer living near the village of Buena Vista. Cemetery on the edge of town not only provided the 
The father is of Norwegian and German ancestry and family living, but kept Johnson out in the open air 
was born in North Dakota. The mother descends from and close to the fields and trees. His interest in painting 
Pennsylvania Dutch ancestors mixed with Irish; andin was revived, and he plodded steadily on with it. In 

Johnson today, with his brown eyes, swarthy complex- 1941, however, he changed jobs and became a yardman 

ion and sense of humor, it is clear that the Irish pre- and truck driver with the Green County Lumber and 

dominates. Fuel Company where he has continued to the present. 
Somte of his relatives frankly are not interested in his The big event for Johnson and his painting came in 

pictures, and on visits to his home studiously avoid 1942. Entering a picture, “Peaceful Acres,” in the 

looking at or mentioning his art work. Whether this 1942 Rural Art Exhibit, for the first time he met Curry 

stems from an uneasiness in the presence of a world of and received direct suggestions on the basic design and 

values of which they know nothing or from a feeling texture of his painting. His work since has become 
that such activity is only for queer people is not known. more striking and life-like, with fresh, vivid coloring. 
But there is nothing out-of-the-way about Arthur John- In 1943 “Our Daily Bread” came to the Rural Art Ex- 

son. He is thoroughly normal and American, and obvi- hibit, an oil of a hard-working, sweating farmer in a 
ously enjoys both living and working. harvest field wiping his brow with a bandanna. Other 

His occupations are as commonplace as his painting pictures followed with better light and tone, and with a 
is unusual. From farming and blacksmithing as early definite sense of movement in the subject-matter. Farms 
occupations, he switched to factory work in Rockford and the countryside provided the material for “Peace- 
in 1925. It was here in 1928 that he subscribed, at five ful Valley,” “Summer Storm,” “While the Sun Shines,” 

dollars a month, to a correspondence course in oil paint- and last year’s exhibit, “Rained Out.” 
ing from the Federal Art School in Minneapolis. But Since Lawrence Schmeckebier’s biography of Curry 
his long cherished dream of training was soon to re- appeared in 1944, Johnson has taken it from the local 
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I. C. Spur at Monrok, oil painting by Arthur Johnson



public library and read it through ten times. It has hall. This has meant encouragement and recognition 

become the Bible of his art interest. He also studied not only to Johnson but to a number of other local 

Benton. “I didn’t care for Benton’s worker and Negro amateur artists. In fact, Turner Hall is not only a cen- 

figures at first; they seemed unnatural to me. But later ter for social and group recreational activities but is 
I came to understand what he was driving at.” serving as an art center for aspiring painters. No other 

Anyone seeking to draw or paint in or about Monroe public institution has as yet acquired Johnson’s work, 

is not without support and appreciation. Johnson’s except the ubiquitous tavern. His pictures hang in two. 
chief sponsor in the community has been the popular A new mental attitude toward the culture of our region 
manager of Turner Hall, Julius Hofer. Hofer has not is developing, and these impulses from native sons, har- 

only bought several of Johnson’s pictures but has hung nessed to simple and universal ideas, may yet play an 

them in this thriving and beautiful Swiss community influential role in the upbuilding of the community. 
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ey a oe 
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ey i v, we qe 

aa df am { Patuter of the North Woods 
Jie. 2 eget yn 

PSone Gent | i 
itive rer Tn Pn a o | of nine, the family moved in on a logging trail during 

- ~ ee a e the summer of 1900 to homestead forty acres of land 
ahs gee sy aes - apes and begin the backbreaking job of clearing the arable 

ee land and slowly building all the gear and structures 

needed in a farmstead. 

T HE STORY of Herman Krause is the story of hard- Born in the province of Brandenburg, in Germany, 

won achievement. Lacking any formal training, ade- about sixty miles northeast of Berlin, he was brought 

quate materials, time, energy, and sometimes health, he to the new world by his farm parents when he was six 
has slowly won his way to an enviable place among the months old. After looking around for opportunities, 

lay artists in Wisconsin. Painter of large murals ofnorth- they settled on a farm near Medina, New York, but some 

woods scenes, he labors under very poor lighting con- six years of farming on shares failed to yield an adequate 

ditions which often prevent his full appraisal of his living. The family moved to a farm near East St. Louis 
work until the sun has changed its course or another day where the father undertook various jobs, attempting to 

has brought different light. accumulate money for a possible homestead up in the 

The five-hundred-acre farm lying in pine forest area north. Then a chance newspaper article announced the 
five miles north of Tomahawk was a pioneer under- opening of land in Lincoln County, Wisconsin, and the 

taking of the Krause family. When Herman was a boy father hastened to take advantage of it. After the long 
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trek north, the entire family was soon at work clearing She told him then that he should plan for training in 

the land not only of trees but heavy stones and dense art, but even his grade-school education was soon to be 
underbrush. “People should have known it was best interrupted. 

just to let it grow in trees,” said Krause recently. “I The family was poor and the eleven-year-old boy was 

hated to see the old timers strip the timber to make soon to drop out of the fourth grade to go to work. He 
money. And the irony is that most of them died poor.” was just beginning to be interested in his studies. His 

But today the forest seems to be slowly reclaiming its father, like many struggling farm people of the day, 

own as the trees and shrubs move in on the deforested “didn’t believe much in schooling”; so his education 

areas and sub-marginal farms. had to continue on the farm and in the timber. At 
The Krause farm lies in the heart of one of the most twelve years of age he hauled wood all winter long; 

beautiful forest areas of the state, and its influence on even when the weather sometimes settled at thirty or 

this farmer-artist is such that he feels he could never forty below, the hauling continued. Additional land 

bring himself to live in a city, or even in open settled had to be purchased, and although it only cost two dol- 

farm country. He has a deep feeling for the trees and lars and a half an acre, money was scarce in this family 

lakes which surround him, and despite poor education of six. 
and lack of art training, he manages to instill something A full-fledged job in a logging camp came when the 

of the poetry of his feeling into his imaginary land- boy was nineteen years of age, and thereafter for over 

scapes. fifteen years he followed the life of a logger in camps 
Where did he first get the idea of drawing? “It just from Lake Michigan to the west coast. “The crowds 

came to me one day in school. None of my family or were tough, but there were always decent fellows in 

relatives had ever painted or even shown any interest camp, as well. Some of the camps allowed no drinking, 

in the matter.” But one day in the old Bradley School, and others, no gambling. In a few it was lights out at 

Miss Bessie Smith, country schoolteacher, noticed the nine and strict discipline.” Krause saved little money 

boy’s work, and soon thereafter colored crayon sketches during this period, but he did find a rich opportunity 

of some harvest or Christmas scene would greet the to continue his education, for each year brought a slack 
children of the school when they arrived in the morn- season for the loggers. For Krause this meant time for 
ings. Young Krause stayed after school to draw his the fascinating places of the west: Seattle, Denver, Van- 

pictures under the guidance of his teacher, now Mrs. couver, Portland, Spokane, Victoria, Vancouver Island, 

Ray Conant, wife of the watchman at the Bradley Dam. and San Francisco. Here he visited art museums, parks, 
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NorrHern LAnpscaPE, oil painting by Herman A. Krause 

libraries, zoological gardens, and any place of local in- At the age of thirty-five he returned to the farm 

terest where he could learn of the world and broaden his home. He had “seen the world.” The father’s health 

knowledge of America. He did no painting, but he was poor, and together with his brother, he has since 

often thought of his early interest, and the words of his carried on the work of the homestead. Although only 

school teacher would still ring in his ears: “You should about sixty-five acres are under cultivation, there is a 

plan to study art.’’ But there was no bitterness at the herd of twelve milking cows and, in winter, selective 
lot which had excluded him from higher education, and cutting from fine timber land. They process the logs 

if there was any tendency to self-pity, that has long ago in their own small saw mill. 

been disciplined out of him by the need to make a liy- Back home on the farm on winter evenings and 

ing and by association with the brawny men of the stormy days Krause again tried to develop his long 

lumber camps where that need forced him to work. _ buried impulses to draw and to paint. But there was 

= 
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no help available in use of materials and methods, and Since canvas has been hard to obtain, especially in 

periods of productivity were irregular. Thirteen years large pieces, he has been using presswood panels, which 

after he returned to the farm a visit from Curry gave he prepares by using any ordinary ivory-tinted filler. 

encouragement and enthusiasm to his latent and fum- After two or three coats, he starts a landscape by paint- 

bling talent. Krause had groped his way into a distinct ing the sky, trees, and other objects in the background. 

style of his own; Curry described him as “an accom- Then he gradually works forward in the picture as a 
plished and primitive painter, his work showing strik- whole, filling in the foreground with the things he has 
ing originality of design and individual characteriza- observed in his surroundings. He works from no models 

tion; his paintings are beautiful in design and feeling.” or sketches. It is difficult for him to remember, like 
Of his woodcarving, Curry wrote, “they show a monu- Monegar, the detailed markings of a bird or animal, but 

mental sculptural style, equalling the 

work of more experienced lay wood- A . fa 

carvers of Sweden and a eX C-} eas 

Life magazine described him thus: | 4 Ja 42s ie tay 

“One of Wisconsin’s ace exhibitors. ee 4 i m4 bX ' 

Krause paints from imagination, ~ A | &3 bs ». : 

specializes in romantic landscapes eS ualltet | “4 . i ) 

in the manner of Albert Ryder.” i. ‘ j a ‘ i 

When asked if he had conscious- f° Ly Vv 

ly produced in a “primitive” style. i i 0 a { " 

Krause answered, ““Remember that id by a | Cie Oo es 

I never even saw an artist at work. |— a ae . es 

T have had no opportunity to study [¥ ce 7 ass ea *) ~ s. 

schools or styles. I just paint natu- "ge b ae: Py 

rally, designing and arranging as | , 

feel it to be true to the subject I am : . 

working on. I only try to paint the ba 

things that appear real to me, and 

I plan the picture as I go along.” Wood carvings by Herman A. Krause 
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he portrays accurately the details of the artifacts of mood, and all his wood carvings and small pictures are 

old logging days. sold soon after they are produced. He would not em- 
His most ambitious undertaking is probably a large bark on mass production if he could. The hardest job 

twelve-foot painting of an old-time logging scene, show- he ever tackled, he said, was a woodcarving, the “Log 

ing in graphic detail the snow-laden forest, the cutters Driver,” of solid oak eighteen inches high. 

and haulers busily at work, the log stacks accumulat- He likes to carve, using only a sharp pocket knife and 
ing on the frozen river, the long low bunk house in the several small wood chisels; but he is never able to keep 

background. Another painting, depicting all the chief up with the demand. They also do not pay, for each 
species of native wildlife in a typical northwoods set- figure is an original, and the price is never high enough 

ting, was purchased as a class memorial by the 1944 to compensate for the time and energy required. But 

class of the Farm Short Course and is to be hung in he is happy in his painting and carving for he knows 
the new Short Course Dormitory on the University cam- now that his work has been appraised and appreciated 

pus. Other paintings hang in inns and resorts about by a great artist; and each year, in the state-wide rural 

Tomahawk, and many have been carried to other states exhibition, his work brings increasing recognition. 

by visiting tourists. More than fifty visitors came tothe Plans for the future include a cabin studio not far 
Krause farmstead during the summer of 1945, some of away on the banks of the Tomahawk River, where he 

them wishing to buy pictures or carvings which Krause can arrange for lighting and to which he can retire after 
had not had time to finish. Each picture is painted the work of the farm. Here he can enter increasingly 
carefully by this man of slow speech and thoughtful into the alluring world he envisaged as a boy. 
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N ey” ft still farm folk, although Ralph’s older brother is a 
>t ES hi / i. : Lutheran minister at Lena, Wisconsin. His father, of 

fix ~ beg ; leat 5 7: ; gi German extraction, was born on an adjoining farm. His 

x 2 5 mother, also German, was born on a farm five miles 

F EW FARMERS are more absorbed in agriculture and south of Osceola. Mrs. Krug, as a young woman, tried 

rural life than Ralph Krug. One can almost say he working in Fond du Lac, but after three days of “feeling 
is profoundly rural, sequestered as he is on his father’s cooped up in the city,” she returned to the farm. She 

isolated farm three miles south of Mt. Calvary and ten missed the spaciousness of the country, the sunset over 

miles east of Fond du Lac. The land isa few miles north the hills, the songs of the wild birds. She had not 

of Kettle Moraine country and is marked by long sweep- realized how much it had meant to her to be able to 

ing hills, falling away into wide valleys mottled by watch a crop grow from sprouting to harvest or to ob- 
black patches of eroded top soil, frequently bounded serve the effect of the ebb and flow of the seasons on 

by long fence rows of glacial boulders. all growing things. 

The family has been relatively unmarked by the Ralph is of medium stature, slender, with clear blue 
tides of urban influence sweeping in over the towns and _ eyes, and although very reticent, he has a friendly smile. 
through the channels of communication. The eight He has been outside of the state once, but has never 

children, three boys and five girls, are for the most part visited Madison, has never traveled on a train. One gets 
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the feeling after a while that here at least is one young Occasionally he made a few paintings, most of which 
person who does not feel the need of a train ride, con- have been given away; but it was not until five years 

tacts with city crowds, or the new and exciting experi- ago, when young Krug began work away from home as 

ences made possible by a rapidly changing world. On a hired hand for a neighboring farmer, that he painted 

the walls of the farm home are a number of paintings of a half dozen large impressive oils of real or imaginary 
pastoral scenes which reveal a deep appreciation of na- farm scenes which had caught his interest. Seeing a 

ture’s forms. He is at home in the open fields, among print in a book of a Rosa Bonheur painting of sheep in 

the herds and the trees. Why should he leave? a pasture, he got the idea of painting a herd of dairy 

Born on the present farm in 1917, he spent the first cows with his neighbor’s farmhouse in the background. 

three years of formal education in the Tom Paine School The color treatment is romantic, and without knowing 

nearby, after which he was transferred to a Lutheran consciously how to plan a design, he nevertheless placed 

parochial school on highway 23, a few miles to the the cows in diverse positions to avoid uniformity and 

south. Finishing the seventh grade there, he then at- monotony. 
tended the eighth grade at the parochial school in Fond Another pastoral called “Late Summer Morning” has 
du Lac. Here, for the first time, he received some or- a rather classical arrangement of tall stately trees and 

dinary instruction in drawing and water color andfound a good design in contrasting lines of trees, fence posts, 
that he liked it. There was no special art instruction, and cow paths. The sense of depth and perspective in 
and he can remember no one teacher who spurred his the picture is realistic. “Threshing in Wisconsin” por- 
efforts, but the opportunity was in itself sufficient. He trays an imaginary scene which is a composite of many 

had discovered a natural interest. threshing experiences which he had long wanted to 
His use of oil paints began the following summer in put on canvas. This picture was recommended by 

1931, when his uncle, Arnold Krug, visited the farm. Curry for the month of September in a rural art calen- 

The uncle was located in Arizona and spent most of his dar. One of the most convincing works he has done is 
time painting desert scenes. He noticed the boy’s water a portrait of his mother knitting. The paintings were 

colors and, without attempting to give him advice or usually done on long winter evenings, never on Sun- 

instruction, gave him brushes, tubes of oil paint, and a_ days. The only exhibit he has entered was the Rural 

pallette. For guidance he left an ancient-appearing Art Exhibit in Madison, which he saw announced in 

book called The Painter in Oil, by Daniel Burleigh the local newspaper. He does not care to sell his pic- 
Parkhurst. This the boy read carefully. tures; he does not seem to be particularly interested in 
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money. Also he is not sure he will keep on with his of hard work on the farm leaves him no time, the desire 

painting. If he should stop he wants to have those he to express his moods does not arise. If he does not con- 

has already painted for the enjoyment of the family. tinue, it will not be because of any possible lack of 
He has done no painting recently, and several people market for his paintings, since he still has offers, but 

have urged him to take it up again. He noticed that it because his work life and farm responsibilities interfere 
was the “more educated people who understand these with that inner desire to create which moves him to por- 
things” who have urged him to continue. However, it tray some familiar scene in the world of the “uncom- 

has been a “pastime” with him, and when the pressure monplace’” about him. 
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x A 3k ss =A Anh five years of spare time to build. During that time the 
LO Pte Same * family was content to live in a nearby cabin, for they 

% S Le MK") realized that the house was meant to be a thing of per- 
Sh Wj f{(S Wien, manence and perfection, or a kind of memorial if you 

\ | _ 22 7( 70QVMeooxz), «i ‘ : Wz —— = tt, ~NiN1, to the dream of a farmer who needed to express 

his own sense of proportion and design. 

Wa Kusr has combined successful farm living His creative impulse expresses itself to an even great- 

with an unusual painting hobby which is not only er extent in woodcarving, easel painting, and a form of 
remunerative but which places his work before hun- art unique among our rural artists, large and dramatic 
dreds of people. His thirty-five-acre farm is a fruitful mural paintings for churches. 

orchard, lush garden, and wide expanse of lawn with Kuse is the most stalwart figure in the rural art 

many trees and flowering shrubs. He keeps a small but group. He stands six feet four inches tall, weighs a hun- 

productive dairy herd in a well-kept pasture. In this dred eighty-five pounds, and is well proportioned. It is 

setting stands a massive house which he himself built hard to visualize his strong workman’s hands carving 
from the glacial stones gathered from the fields. He delicate lines in wood or painting subtle tones in oil. 

dressed the stone himself, even for doorways and win- He has the composure of a person of great strength as 

dow ledges. The house itself is a work of art, which took well as of a culture developed by generations of people 
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who have tilled the soil. He believes in rural life. “For and said, “Sister’s is better than yours.” The boy deter- 

this kind of world, the farm is the place to live and raise mined to do better. When he was five years old he took 
a family. And yet for our purposes we keep our acreage a piece of hard stove wood from the woodbox and tried 
small so that it can provide most of our living, and yet to carve it into a figure. During his second grade in 
not so large as to keep me tied down and unable to ac- the old White School in Medford, Anne Hoppe, his 
cept painting commissions away from home.” Thirty- teacher, asked him to remain after school to do a draw- 
five acres may seem a small farm, but there is ample evi- ing for the county fair. She had already noticed his 

dence of plenty in the large well-tended berry patch, preoccupation with crayon and pencil. The drawing 
the thriving orchard, the luxuriant garden with its long was forgotten, but days later he learned that his picture 

rows of tomato vines. had won first prize. He was afraid to go to the county 

Kuse was born in 1896, on this, his grandfather’s pio- officials and get his dollar, but encouraged by the com- 
neer farm, originally eighty acres wrested from wilder- pany of his sister, he trudged up for his premium. 

ness country. Three generations have given the place School teachers and local ministers continuously 

a tradition of family solidarity and security that is en- sponsored his work. He remembers interesting art and 
joyed today by too few Americans. Of German parent- music instruction twice a week during the third grade. 
age, his mother came to America from East Prussia A teacher, Charles Wachtel, induced him to take a cor- 

when she was fifteen years of age; his father, from respondence course in drawing cartoons. He was four- 

Mecklenburg-Schwerin at the age of five. His mother teen at the time, but the cartoon idea failed to impress 

is still active and a warm-hearted member of the har- him. 
monious family. The Reverend Mr. Sheding from one local church 

He has known both the soil and art all his life. The opened the way in 1929 for an apprenticeship in the 
grandfather loved to carve useful things for the home Henry Keck stained glass window shop in Syracuse. At 
and the farm, such things as wooden tools and utensils. the same time, he studied charcoal drawing for three 

Kuse particularly remembers a long ornamental butter months in night school at Syracuse University. But the 

dish. The father also did woodcarving, sculptured fig- depression came, and the necessity of making a living 

ures and toys from shingles and blocks of wood. He brought such a change in plans that Kuse returned to 

early taught his children to draw. When young Walter his wife and the farm. Although the farm occupied a 

and the small sister were assigned a lesson to draw a great part of his energies, he soon learned to express 

picture of some doves, the father looked them over his love of art in a variety of ways, each one different 
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Ty eer ayer) ture of a modern dairy farm. This series was exhibited 
man ap bai ns, — in the third Rural Art Exhibit in Madison. Many de- 

1 NS bie tale tie eh coat a avn ee Ps tails in the picture are accurate historically: the shakes, 

A ae pect as a ae ig oa Weer, or hand-hewn shingles of cedar or pine, the logging sled 

ri 4 forse | ry oe RY Raps Poses ‘ a with runners turned up at both ends, the long ten-foot 

i , hy wi ead elo, i 1 ie’ i ih “bunks,” and the early ploughs with the heavy wooden 

Na een pe As MSGI beams. 
Ai ee see nee pee . a ay 2 But his chief distinction and his chief interest are in 

\ ho ee we BSR” Big "yf % the strong and richly colored religious murals which he 

ek Y, MS Be gf VN Shas made in numerous churches in central and northern 
es, slabs Ml Nye CNY 2 on eens ite : 

neni nana ee aad Wisconsin. Two large murals twelve feet high stand 
py ae ee ili, on each side of the altar in St. Paul’s Lutheran Church 

ae a ; ~aneee in Medford. They reveal not only superior craftsman- 
ad ta deal yeas ship but deep religious feeling. On the right side he 
Wale Ur aoe cif poithrtng As Weel ioe a was asked to paint a picture of Hoffman’s “Gethsem- 

ane” from a small print. He was allowed to create his 
and quite unlike any of the forms of expression for own idea on the left and painted an interpretation of 

which he had briefly trained. He took up woodcarving, the Shepherd’s Psalm, a Palestine setting with a realis- 

chiefly of the artifacts of the old logging days. Having tic flock of sheep. Seven Catholic churches, including 

kept a pair of huge oxen for farm work, he made them one in Medford, one in Ironwood, Michigan, and St. 

stand as models for hours while he studied and carved Agnes Church in Ashland, have engaged this Lutheran 

the lines in the short legs, the low massive shoulders. _ to do murals for them. Perhaps his most original work 

Kuse cannot remember when he did his first oil is a small painting of the Last Supper with his own in- 
painting, nor how many he has created. Many have been terpretation of non-idealized figures of the disciples 

sold and others given away. One of his best was a grouped around a table in the various postures of rough 

series of six paintings illustrating the various stages men under stress of great emotion. In the figure of 
of Wisconsin history: “Virgin Forest,” “Pioneer Days,” Christ, however, he has not felt that he could successful- 

“Early Logging,” “Fire in the Cutover,” “After the ly experiment but has chosen to follow the more tra- 

Fire,” and “Result of Hard Labor.” This last is a pic- ditional pattern of classical Christian figures. 
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Kuse has also at times painted pictures for taverns, state, but he is in love with growing things, especially 
but his conscience has troubled him about these. “Why his fruit trees, many of which contain grafts of his own 

make these places beautiful?” he asked himself. Other making and which he knows as intimately as if each 

rural artists have made the same query, but patronage had a name and a personality of its own. He is wealthy, 

has come too tardily from other community institu- too, in meeting the many friends and interested stran- 
tions, and there is often a need to get work before the gers who call in at the farm home to visit with the fam- 

public and to augment the family income. ily, to look at his pictures, and to view the vari-colored 

Kuse is today a medest man with little material se- stone house. It is not too much to say that no visitor 

curity, but he has many non-material satisfactions. Not leaves without some small reflection of the contentment 
only does he have the realization that hundreds of peo- this man has achieved in a world of conflicting values 

ple enjoy his paintings in a dozen churches of his native and competitive struggle. 
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i ‘ ates aoe ee . es tried to paint a picture of it then. Complete lack of any 
ft ‘ily i wel ty : ST ™ | guidance in or out of school made her task too difficult. 

Ke _ .. - M \ mS y=, Although she is a second-generation Norwegian, Ethel 

eae # ee se a { f eo LS = Kvalheim is as much an American type as any New 

Bhs : = Aa . — fF + England Yankee. With the exception of a large wooden 
platter decorated with the famous Norwegian rosemal- 

Hi ER LIFE is essentially the pattern of thousands of ling hanging on the wall there is no visible evidence of 
American farm girls to whom town high school nationality influence in the comfortable home on the 

became the open door to new opportunities. But the southern outskirts of Stoughton. Her father, John Nel- 

roots of her art lie back in the farm home, the deepening son, born in Sheboygan, was brought up in the Martin 

colors of autumn, the spire of a country church steeple. Luther Children’s Home near Stoughton and began 
The watercolor, ““The Home Place,” represents a dream farming on the home place at nineteen. 

which came to her some twenty-five years ago. While a As with many another rural artist there is no “art 

schoolgirl of ten, she was given the job of watching the history” in her family background, at least in the fine 

cows graze along the roadside when pasturage was short arts. Grandfather Nelson was a sailor, and Grandfather 

in late summer. As she looked back on the home place, Larson was a farmer. Neither parent was interested in 

she was so impressed by its richness of color that she art, but they were pleased when the daughter began to 
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draw. There was at least no discouragement, no admo- marriage in 1933 to Norwegian-born Arthur Kvalheim 
nition to use her time in more practical pursuits. When was followed by six years’ full-time work in the clean- 
she was a schoolgirl she went for long walks alone inthe ing plant. She learned the complete operation, machin- 
woods, and no cross words to spoil her mood waited for ery and all. She could run the whole plant, and some- 
her at home. times did. The years 1939 and 1940 were spent keep- 

The farm lies in Pleasant Springs Township, nine ing house and doing part-time work in a hardware store. 

miles east of Stoughton, two miles from the small ham- In 1941] for the first time she became a homemaker full 
let of Utica, which in those days was two general stores, time and began to feel a restlessness and an urge to find 

a creamery, and a blacksmith shop. There the Nelsons some creative expression outside the home. Almost 

did their grocery shopping, but Cambridge and Deer- without forethought one day in 1941, she drove out to 

field provided clothing, doctors’ services, and grain the old neighborhood and sketched the ““Koshkonong 

feeds. To the schoolgirl the land about was as beauti- Church and School.” The next spring she was reluc- 

ful as country needed to be. The roads wound over tantly persuaded to enter the picture in the Rural Art 
rolling hills, the valleys were banked with virgin woods, Exhibit and was surprised when it was accepted, doubly 

alive with song birds in summer, resplendent in warm surprised to have it purchased for the Permanent Col- 
colors in autumn. Today to Mrs. Kvalheim no spot can _ lection. 
offer more charm, and no scenery can compete with Completely unassuming, Mrs. Kvalheim is far more 

that of the old home place. It is as if the magic of the aware of her limitations than she is of her talents. She 

wood and hillside had opened the eye to the inner na-_ might have entered more pictures in other shows, but 
ture of the world, and to enter one must return through she was skeptical of their value and candidly afraid of 

this open door. Time and again this lay painter has having them rejected. When asked by a curious passer- 

driven back to sketch and color along the open road by one day, as she was sketching in the open, whether 
near the West Koshkonong church a mile from the she was an artist, she exclaimed, “Heavens, no! I’m 

home place, or on the crest of a hill overlooking a fa- no artist.” Wanting additional and competent guid- 
miliar valley or clump of trees. ance, she is now faced with the care of two small, active 

High school in Stoughton brought an interest in boys. When asked why she did not use oils, as well 

town life and the desire to learn a trade and earn her as water colors, she replied, “Oils are pretty messy with 
own way. On graduation in 1930 she did housework for two small boys around. They don’t mix very well.” 

a while, then worked in a dry-cleaning plant. Her She still manages to do ten or twelve pictures a year. 
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An obliging husband takes over the duties of nurse- assurance that her work was good and could become 

maid on Sunday afternoons while the mother finds better. One of her treasured possessions is a book 

some satisfaction for an insistent urge to be alone, to Curry gave her for which he had drawn the illustra- 

paint, to develop her own feeling for the subjects about tions. A second encouragement came from the Madison 

her. Often she makes a sketch out of doors and com- art teacher, Arthur Colt, who held a weekly art class in 

pletes it at night when the children are asleep. the Stoughton Vocational School during the winter of 

A series of factors has accounted for her growth as 1943. Here she received instruction in basic design and 

a water colorist during the past six years. A trip to use of oils. One result from this class has been the regu- 

Curry’s studio in the summer of 1941 resulted in the lar meeting of four Stoughton women for mutual help 

: and study. They discovered the ex- 

se eee i e tension library service of the Uni- 

sone i aes Noe SCsverrsiity and from time to time ob- 

; pe cians ee. ks ‘\), tain books on painting. One of the 

is hina an ce Se Sh ell most stimulating has been that by 
mesic hones. aR i Re IZ | ' WW, the Minnesota artist, Adolph Dehn. 

\ ke Aa ij : j She faces the future with a clear 

ul y i \ “OE i / view of her problems. The family 

m am .\ \ /\) yy a | comes first, and if it proves neces- 
< | A. Ve sary to sacrifice time from her art 

ee =: : \ } Y work for the children, she will do 

a e oes i! ii/J/ so cheerfully. But she loves the out- 

he J * Th, i hr / as \ y of-doors and the sketching time, 

Rn, : tag sas A and with her practical ingenuity 

Lig aa ; ape she will manage to keep her interest 

44 : ££ se ( { alive. She still seeks competent 

a se guidance. “Nature is very compli- 

etc tee cated to the untrained mind, and it 

: : ey, takes a good teacher to help one 

West KosHxonone, water color by Ethel Kvalheim know the right things to leave out!” 
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ie ee Strange Harvest 
te 

oe F; | y 
my sence S hunting scenes. Searching through her small collec- 
= r Lo ‘i ; P Sty tion of early work one finds nothing to suggest the 

oo ad power of expression and experimental textures she was 

aes ee oe to develop during the last few years of her life. 
(8 ey The art classes she attended in high school had in- 

spired her to do nothing more original nor exciting 
KF" Forty years Millie Rose Lalk lived the harmo- than a series of school-girl portraits of fashionable 

nious, uneventful life of a conventional, mild- young ladies in the manner of James Montgomery 

mannered American. During this time her only art Flagg. Nor did three months’ attendance at a special 
work was the painting of an occasional oil as she stole course offered by the Chicago Art Institute have any 
time from her.many duties as mother, farm housewife, marked effect. The metamorphosis may be explained ~ 

and friendly neighbor. Then, almost suddenly, she be- in part by the inner brooding of spirit that a series of 

came a serious painter aware of new principles, intent especially profound experiences engendered in her. 

upon new meanings, and productive of far more signi- When in 1935 her youngest son died, her husband no- 

ficant work. For years this farm woman had dabbled ticed a change in her personality. She became intro- 

at painting drab, uninspired oils of grapes and pears spective and began to devote much more of her time to 

and of chromo-like landscapes of mountains, lakes, and sketching and painting. For a time, however, her re- 
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newed interest in painting resulted in nothing excep- discovery in 1941 that she was seriously ill. A deeply 
tional. She received honorable mention for a poster religious woman, she refused to be shocked out of her 

submitted in a national contest, and she undertook a normal way of life or to give way to invalidism. Few 

number of large barn murals near Fort Atkinson, ad- people knew that she was a sick woman, but it may have 

vertising Guernsey cows for the local breeders’ as- been her awareness that time was running out which 

sociation. prompted her to offer advice to all those who, endowed 

There can be little doubt that among the experiences with a little talent, were planning to have fun with it 
that were most fruitful for Mrs. Lalk was a series of “when there is time” — which for most people means 
meetings with Curry. In 1940, having entered arather when they grow old. “Don’t wait,” she said on one occa- 

prosaic oil, “Filling Silo,” in the first Rural Art Ex- sion in 1942. “Play around with your hobby as you live 

hibit, she attended Curry’s tour of the gallery. He your busiest years. It keeps you stimulated and inter- 

appraised and criticized each picture before the assem- ested, and you may surprise yourself by developing 

bled group of rural artists. She listened thoughtfully something really good.” She herself had led too busy a 

to his succinct advice: “Use more color. ... Develop life to realize her own potentialities. She was born on 
your own style. Don’t change it for someone else’s.... the edge of the town of Whitewater in 1895. Her father, 

Paint the world you see about you. ... Paint the things John Brinker, a machinist of Dutch ancestry, kept the 
about which you have feeling.” The next year Mrs. family of six on the move as he obtained employment 
Lalk submitted a large, ambitious oil depicting her own in various small woolen mills in the midwest. When 
family group busy in a barnyard full of huge sows and Millie Rose started school the family lived in Grafton 

their litters. When someone criticized the immense in Ozaukee County. Two years later the Brinkers were 
snout of one of the sows as being out of proportion, in Maguoketa, Illinois. But that job, like the rest proved 
Curry replied, “That’s a part of the design; it looks to be temporary, and soon they were again living in 

more like a pig than a pig does.” A year later Mrs. Lalk Wisconsin, this time in Janesville. 
succeeded in placing an oil—a modern, symbolic When she was graduated from the local high school 

treatment of the subject of the golden calf — among in 1913, Millie Rose was undecided about the future. 
the professionals in the annual Wisconsin Salon. There- Two years later she entered the Janesville Business Col- 

after until her death in August, 1943, Mrs. Lalk’s work lege, where she met Henry H. Lalk, a fellow student. 

received increasing recognition. Their marriage in 1916 was followed by two brief at- 
Perhaps the most profound event in her life was her tempts at business, one with the Jamesway Company 
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and the other operating an auto livery. In 1917 the in that organization. Her entries at the state fair 
young couple decided to farm and moved to eighty brought her two first prizes. She was featured in Life, 
acres near Chippewa Falls. There the first of three boys and an article about her in a Chicago newspaper brought 

was born in 1918. The young farmer’s wife was much numerous invitations to talk about her paintings before 

too busy to spend any more time at the easel. A year organizations in near-by towns. She is credited with 
later the farm was sold, and they moved three times in organizing and teaching the first fine arts class in Fort 
rapid succession. Finally, in 1926 they bought a hun- Atkinson. She was among the first to be selected by 
dred-acre farm on the Janesville road. It lies among the Rural Art Committee for representation in the 
rolling hills dotted with tree clumps and commands a Permanent Collection. Her works were exhibited by 
view of Lake Koshkonong. It was this farm that sup- the Madison Art Association, Beloit College, the Mil- 

plied subjects for Mrs. Lalk during the 1940’s. waukee Art Institute, Purdue University, and in 1943 

When her two boys had left for the University and the Chicago Art Institute. Her painting “Our Farm in 

she had moved to a country home near Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin with Lake Koshkonong in the Distance” was 

she was able to transfer her energies to art. In the few requested from the Chicago exhibit by the Illinois State 

short years that remained to her, she crowded the days Museum at Springfield, where it was hanging at the 

with activity. Months before her death she knew she time of her death. She had continued active and pro- 

had not long to live, but she continued to work with ductive until the last two and a half weeks of her life. 

remarkable productivity. In the autumn of 1942 she What was the secret of those creative years? It was 

was asked to exhibit her work in a one-artist show at as if she had borrowed time and was hastening to repay 

the Wustum Museum at Racine. In September she had _ it with a gift which was to live for her. Or perhaps the 

been recognized by the Milwaukee Journal as Wiscon- educational philosophers have a word for it: that 
sin’s outstanding rural artist. For the third time her dreams and hopes may lie buried in the minds of men 
work was shown at the Sculptors and Painters exhibi- to awaken long after the age when the schools suggest 

tion in Milwaukee, making her eligible for membership that we stop learning. 
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‘ + fl al ms 
% \ Fa " jel ¥ Canton Thurgau, the seventh child of twelve children. 
¥ * The year the mother died, the father, unsettled by his 

eC ~~ "| wife’s death and hearing about the high wages in Amer- 
x ica, left his family behind him and set out for the New 

: World, hoping to establish a new home for his large 
IS PATERNAL grandfather was a farmer in Switzer- family. He made cheese in Ohio for two years and then 

H land, his fathera cheesemaker, his mother a farm- moved on to a new Swiss colony in Green County, Wis- 
er’s daughter. Carl Marty, after emigrating to America consin. In 1887 young Carl, together with the last 
at the age of thirteen, tried numerous jobs and finally members of the family, came to the Tom Cary Swiss 
achieved the success so many emigrants dream about. cheese factory in the country ten miles northwest of 
He began as an old-fashioned cheesemaker, stoking his Monroe. Here he was to work with his father for two 
own fires, pouring the milk, making the butter, salting years. At the age of fifteen he became an independent 
the big Swiss cheese loaves. He was a farmer, book- cheesemaker in the Bill Cary factory three miles away. 
keeper, warehouse laborer, and country newspaperman Cheesemaking in those days was a simple yet strenu- 
before he found a niche in an expanding cheese busi- ous process. One large kettle swung on a small crane 
ness which was to make him financially independent. over a fireplace. By dint of hard work a one hundred and 

He was born in 1873 in the village of Gachnaug, twenty-five pound cheese loaf could be made in the 
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Luncu Time, oil painting by Carl Marty, Sr.



morning and one in the afternoon. Thirty-five hundred a farm as a hired hand. His friends could not under- 
pounds of milk made two loaves. The young Swiss lived stand this, but he wanted to be sure he understood the 
alone, cooked his own meals, and handled the incom- farmers’ problems and the farmers’ point of view. The 

ing farmer folk as best he could. He occasionally ran next autumn he decided to realize another ambition. 
into trouble because of his broken English. The young With nearly three hundred dollars in savings, a lot of 

men in the neighborhood called him derisively a money to him, he entered Mayers Business College in 

“Dutchman,” and he had to fight a couple of them his Milwaukee. Board could be had for only three dollars 
own age before he gained their respect. a week, but at the end of the three months’ course, 

Tt was in the long winter days when he had compara- Marty had no money left. However, he had an educa- 
tively little to do that the young emigrant took to draw- tion. 
ing and sketching. There was still heavy work to do, The spring of 1893 saw a depression in America. 
for the big cheese loaves had to be lifted down twice a There were many unemployed, and people were walk- 
week, washed, salted, and a few hours later the salt had ing the streets looking for work, but the young business 

to be rubbed in with a brush. But making cheese came college “graduate” found a job lugging heavy cases 

to a standstill for about five months and left plenty of and crates at Steinmeyers, a wholesale grocer. One day 
time for reading and making pictures. the proprietor noticed the young man’s exact handwrit- 

His formal education had stopped during the second ing and put him to work marking packing boxes at eight 
year of realschule. There had been no art taught in dollars'a week. His future then at twenty years of age 

primarschule, but in the realschule the students had re-_ did not look particularly brilliant. It took a long visit 

ceived drawing lessons once a week for one hour. He back to the Old Country to bring the young man to 

was fascinated by sketching, which he did so well that the realization of what America meant to him. He had 

his classmates stole some of his pictures. His first draw- saved a hundred dollars and in October decided to visit 

ings in America were made on cheese paper, but in 1892 his sister in Bucharest, Rumania. In Chicago he saw 
he bought some cheap oils from a Monroe drug store the World’s Fair for fifty cents, then bought a scalper’s 

and did his first oil painting. He still has one of his first ticket to New York for ten dollars, and paid sixty dol- 
oils, a simple barnyard scene of cows and a watering lars for steerage to Basle, via Le Havre. 

trough. The color treatment is rather somber, but the In Bucharest he found a job as assistant to his broth- 
design shows careful handling. er-in-law. bookeeper in a bank. The Swiss as educated 

Beginning in the fall of 1890 he decided to work on functionaries were needed in a backward country, and 
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with Carl Marty’s certificate from a business college in glass of beer a day. Work on the Herald gave him an 
America, he stood a good chance of advancement and opportunity not only for writing and editing but to 

solid respectability with the better class of people. But make original zinc plate sketches for illustrations. It 
young Carl was uncomfortable. He had had a taste of was during his work on the paper that he ran for regis- 
New-World democracy, and against his sister’s protests ter of deeds on the Democratic ticket. “But there was 

he decided to go back. “In America every man who no chance for a Democrat in Green County,” Marty 

was honest and willing to work was as good as his neigh- said, “‘and I expected to lose.” 
bor. Poor devils from all over the world were flock- The need for more income to raise his family finally 

ing to the new country, and if they were honest, they led the newspaperman to accept a job as bookkeeper 
could command respect. Why, even in Switzerland a for Charles Zuercher, a cheese dealer in Brodhead. His 

class system had developed. If aman had a little money wages were now fifteen dollars per week, which did not 

he would look down on the common people, and they last long. Six years later Marty accepted a job as field 

would look up to him.” man and grader with the Glauser, Ladrick wholesale 
Back in Wisconsin in October, 1895, he began work cheese company in Chicago, overseeing forty-five cheese 

again at Steinmeyers, but in the following spring, too plants in Dodge, Buffalo, Iowa, and Green counties. 

late for making cheese, he got into an argument withthe The young man knew the cheese business from the in- 

manager and left for Green County. He was idling on side and was now rapidly on his way up. In Chicago the 

the square in Monroe, planning a trip to the west “by Swiss were called “Green County cow horns,” but 
riding the rails,” when Mr. Kohli, publisher of the Marty did not mind. He soon bought into the business 

Green County Herald, chanced by and offered him a and by 1923 had made enough money to educate his 
job on the paper at six dollars a week. It wasthenaGer- children and to return to Monroe. He could have stayed 

man-language paper, and Marty had to learn high Ger- on and become a rich man, but there were many things 
man and learn it well. he wanted to do. 

Five years’ work on the Herald followed. In 1897 He had been too busy to paint pictures, but a sketch- 

he married Verena Isely, a young widow with three ing class once a week in the Chicago Art Institute re- 

small children. His wages were raised to ten dollars a_vived his old interests. He spent a lot of time in the 
week, but his wife had to take in washing to help. Marty Art Institute. Every year since, Carl Marty has painted 

spent one whole evening figuring out his budget so that many pictures, chiefly of rural scenes. He has sold some, 

he could convince himself that he could afford a nickel given many away. In 1940 he became a charter member 
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of the Rural Art Group and a staunch supporter of the glassware are neatly stacked about the house, together 
annual exhibit. “I admired Curry for his candid, pio- with many utensils and tools of the old cheesemaker 

neer spirit,” he said. “He made us realize the impor- trade. One of his strongest desires is to see a Green 

tance of the every-day world around us.” He knows Ar- County historical museum which will keep in the com- 
thur Johnson well and thinks that Johnson is a better munity the many outer garments of its history. Other- 

observer than he is. Regarding the many rural people wise these colorful objects will be scattered over the 
in the state who are doing original work in the field of world by antique dealers and collectors, away from 

painting, he declares that it bears out his theory of art. their historical setting. 

“There is a kind of instinct of art in everybody. Given Today, Carl Marty, Sr., at 74 is a genial philosopher, 
any kind of chance they can develop a feeling for it, still keenly interested in the welfare of his adopted 
even if they can’t express it. This feeling is related to country. At one time he was a member of the Socialist 
the essential simplicity in most people. All sorts of Party; he even ran for state senator on that ticket. But 
people can enjoy my pictures, but they too, farmers and he was not satisfied with everything he read about the 

all, should have some creative hobby to round out their socialists, and when old Bob LaFollette came along in 
lives.” the twenties, he became an enthusiastic supporter. 

Competing with his interest in oil painting is his col- Carl Marty has never regretted that he became a 

lection of the simple and yet beautiful relics of rural citizen of the New World. Its freedom has matched the 

pioneer life. His home on the eastern outskirts of Mon- spirit of the pioneer and the free man in his own na- 
roe is a veritable museum of hand-made historical ture. He cherishes the privileges which have become 

objects, many of them collected from junk piles. Scores his heritage and the opportunity to put on canvas the 

of old settlers’ kettles, pans, coffee grinders, bottles, and everyday subjects about him. 
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-_ A. Getween “/wo Worlds 

His life in many respects is characteristic of other 

; American Indians who try to adjust to the white man’s 

world outside of the guidance and protection of the 

oe. » ancient tribal communuity. For a number of years he 

: has spent periods among the Winnebago at Black River 

Co restless, of full-blood Winnebago stock, Falls when he immersed himself in the life and work 

Clarence Monegar in his temperament, habits, and of his people. Sooner or later he would find himself 
art seems to express typical Indian characteristics. He back in the city, a wanderer, painting and selling his 

is nomadic, taciturn, childlike; the subject of his paint- pictures, seeking the companionship of friends and ac- 

ings are running deer, feeding grouse, and flying ducks quaintances who understood his art and his problems. 
in the woods and by the rivers of his native homeland. He was born thirty-eight years ago on the outskirts 

He is a keen observer of both man and nature. He can of the village of Eland in Shawano County. None of 
converse on the art and society of his times in excellent his father’s people had shown any interest in the orna- 
English. He is unhappy and partially estranged from mental art work of the Winnebagoes. His great grand- 

his people, but his feelings are seldom apparent. His father, Chief Joe Monegar, had been a famous leader 
soft voice and gentle manners are considerate of friend and medicine man among the Winnebago tribes during 
and stranger alike. He is polite and unassuming. the Civil War. Later his paternal grandfather’s chief dis- 
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tinction had been as trick rider with a wild west show, a rider in a covered-wagon act. Six months later, how- 

the 101 Ranch. His father, Thomas Monegar, provided ever, he returned, having “gotten the circus out of his 
a precarious living for a family of seven by working in system.” Sign painting supported him for a time. At 

nearby cranberry marshes. Conscious of poverty, the twenty-two he married Emma Stacy of a prominent In- 

father was inclined to discourage Clarence’s early at- dian family; his attempts at creative art expression 

tempts at drawing and painting. His mother, however, were revived and directly encouraged by his young wife. 

offered compensation. She herself had done competent For a number of years the family thrived, but after the 
work in ornamental basketry and crayon drawing. Thus _ birth of their four children, tragedy loomed ahead when 

she could understand and encourage her son’s artistic the mother contracted tuberculosis and was removed 
interests. to a sanitarium. 

Monegar’s first three years of education were spent During this period of Monegar’s life, occupation and 
at the Indian Parochial School in Wittenberg. One day livelihood became uncertain. Ill fortune followed hard 
of each school week was devoted to study in art, but no on the heels of tragedy. His wife died; the resulting 

specially trained teachers were present to offer more shock and loss were more than he could absorb. Rela- 

than just perfunctory art instruction. Nevertheless, his tives soon complained of his inability to provide for his 

ability to draw began to show itself during this early children, and he was rudely and futilely placed in the 

period. The minister, the Reverend T. M. Rykken, was Neillsville jail on the non-support warrant of a kins- 
so impressed that he made lantern slides of some of man. Monegar found that his nascent art impulse was 

his work. At the Tomah Indian School during the next paradoxically shocked into a new and intense expres- 
five years, Miss Crane, an art teacher, succeeded in sion. He literally painted his way out of jail. His first 

arousing more than passing interest in the subject. This studio was the bull pen; his first public was the jailor, 

was the first regular instruction Monegar received in the sheriff, and the district attorney. 

the fundamentals of drawing. A year in Wittenberg Asking for paper, brush, and crayon, Monegar paint- 

High School followed: but the family was poor, the ed eight pictures of wild animal action figures in realis- 
father had died, and Clarence dropped out of high tic settings. Minute details of the anatomy of a deer in 

school to help support his mother and the family. full flight, the feather arrangement of a partridge, the 
Various jobs followed during the next five years — markings of a fallen tree in the forest were reproduced 

farm work, wood cutting, odd jobs, and cranberry pick- accurately and vividly. This was done from a memory 

ing. In 1927, at seventeen, he travelled with a circus as_ stored by careful observation and sensitive perception. 
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Ruxninc Deer. water color by Clarence Boyce Monegar



The results so astonished these Clark County authori- little. Finally, in May, 1945, he was drafted and be- 

ties that they took an unprecedented step. The district came an ambulance driver. Early in 1946, after release 
attorney had Monegar paroled to himself, and person- from the army, he returned to Black River Falls, where 
ally drove the young Indian and his paintings to the he worked at various odd jobs. By spring, however, 

campus studio of Curry. Curry found the work distinct back in Madison for six weeks, he produced sixteen 

in style and far more impressive and original than other water colors of wild life and sold them all, at about 

more established painters of wild-fowl and wild-animal twenty dollars each. These pictures were developed 
life. Curry’s encouragement was, according to Mone- from pencil sketches which he had made along the 
gar, the biggest thing that ever happened to him. It gave Mississippi River near Fountain Head. 

him the determination to support himself and his fami- Monegar is still subject to the urge to wander for rea- 
ly, at least partially, by means of his painting. sons he finds hard to explain. “Maybe I’m too much 

Thus was born another rural artist. His work was like my ancestors,” he said recently. “I don’t know 

featured at the next Rural Art Exhibit, and all eight of why I can’t lead a more settled life.”” He is unable to 

his entries were soon sold. During his stay of several find his roots in the white community, and the Indian 
months in Madison he made numerous friends. In in- community no longer provides the culture and the 
termittent periods of productivity, a dozen or more social group which he needs. His second wife, Mathil- 
paintings were finished and sold. All of them brought da, is the sister-in-law who cared for his children; she 

favorable comment from conservation workers and has until recently held the post of secretary of the Win- 
lovers of wild life. Lithography was his next step. After nebago Indian Handicraft Cooperative at Black River 

a short period of instruction by Curry and one practice Falls. She has kept the five boys and girls together. 

drawing on a stone block, Monegar drew a picture of Monegar is taking his G. I. benefits in training at the 

a feeding grouse which was then sent to New York for Chicago Art Institute. His desire is to specialize in lith- 

printing. This edition, sixty copies, was soon exhaust- ography, but other media also attract him. He has tried 

ed; now, four years later, there is still demand for silk screen, which he encountered during part-time 

“Feeding Grouse.” work with a Chicago commercial art company. He is 

The role of an artist is never an easy one, especially eager to support his family through his art, but his long 
in wartime. He worked at anumber of jobs and painted range planning is as always uncertain. 
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Ctr a 
a A ' he . bn ete @e ELIZABETH FAULKNER NOLAN 
AEC, me. Z Wy Soe = ROUTE 2, WAUKESHA 

Paiveameceey,'. C ' a ie 
oe vee! Py \ Po 

y oes x el aes 
BY . Mane : . > x vA ‘a ees F oe 

ye Sa we MS Keguote of Freedom 
A \- ° a i 

fi ‘ ws Vale 

mae x ¥ i dite has a feeling for the free movement of growing things. 

2 J ‘Dd r ‘ This she has learned to express in art, whether in oil 

i mi Ng / an painting, water color, sculpture, or ceramics. Reflect- 

‘gay / A fi tM % ing this mood is “Spring Frontispiece,” the pastel which 

Su 1 SS Ss Curry considered her best work; in this, onions, pota- 

my , Sy i 2 wee toes, and roots, sprouting in a dark cellar, lift their pale 

Ved its cas » green forms upward towards the dim light of a narrow 

bu”. a / e cellar window. 

Generations of farm people may be partly responsi- 
A HER father’s favorite “hired man,” she knew that ble for her relationship to the land and her growing 

she was not cut out to be a conventional farm girl. desire to portray it in color. Great-grandfather Faulk- 

Small of stature and feminine to the core, she neverthe- ner, of Scotch-Irish lineage, was born on a farm in 

less preferred stacking the oats and feeding the cows New York. His farmstead, “Rose Hill,” was drawn by 

to housework. Even today, as the young mother of a relative, Grace Tyrrell, at one time an instructor at 
two children with plenty of home chores, she still takes the Chicago Art Institute. Maternal grandfather Rus- 

delight in a large garden, an orchard, a flock of chick- sell was also a farmer and often amused himself by 

ens, the farm animals, and always the fields and hills the drawing of pictures. Elizabeth Faulkner’s father im- 

beyond. pressed her as a child with his collection of Old-World 

Born and raised on a farm in eastern Wisconsin, she castles drawn during long winter evenings when he had 
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homesteaded a quarter section of land in South Dakota. morning the would-be coal miners appeared and pro- 

Beginning with her earliest school years, Elizabeth her- ceeded to bail water from the pits so that the men could 
self could draw so well that she was frequently enlisted work. Determination had its way, and the stubborn 

to make pictures on the blackboard on festive occasions. Wisconsin girls secured the job. 
Although this natural talent helped to foster her They were called home by the illness of their father. 

inclination toward a career in art, many practical dif- For Elizabeth, ““Freedom Road” was followed by a dor- 

ficulties intervened as she reached maturity. Deter- mant period in both mood and creative effort. With the 

mined to make a start towards art training she entered work of farm and home consuming the next year, she 

the vocational school at Waukesha only to find that produced only one picture, ““Bonniedale,” a rather sub- 

the art courses were not open to her at the time she dued painting of the home farm. She was not particu- 
could attend. Compromising for a business course in larly impressed with it, but, under her mother’s en- 

secretarial work, she knew very soon that she was on couragement, she entered it in the first Rural Art Ex- 

the wrong track. By this time she was wise enough to hibit in Madison in 1940. The following summer held 

recognize her dilemma clearly: it was true that only a out new hope for art training. Hearing that Chester 

career in some form of art would satisfy her, but it was Mayer was beginning a class in sculpture at his studio in 

equally true that she lacked both training and experi- Dousman, she bicycled the forty-six mile round trip 

ence. If avenues for training seemed closed to her, at twice a week for the six weeks. This was repeated the 

least the world of new experience was still open. Eliza- next summer. Yet once again circumstances interrupted 
beth and her sister, Virginia, packed up their Model her training. 
“A” and thirteen dollars and started west for adven- During the war years she worked in the Allis-Chal- 

ture. They worked in restaurants, harvested potatoes mers plant, doing stenographic work, winding motors, 

on a farm, bought and sold watermelons, even operated and training others; at the end she was working on spe- 

a concession at the Marion County Fair in Iowa. The cial motors. The war was a serious matter with her, and 

climax of the tour came with two weeks’ work in a coal she spent much time recruiting blood donors and fold- 

mine near Oskaloosa, Iowa, picking coal, driving mules ing bandages for the Red Cross. Eleven pints of her 
on the coal cart, and topping off the job with packing own blood went out to the plasma processing center. 
and lighting the fuse for the blast. This job had been Odd nights she attended the classes of the Layton Art 

hard to get. The mine boss said that it was man’s work, School and the Art Institute. 

much too hard for women; but at four o’clock the next Finally, she succeeded in entering the Cranbrook 
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Academy of Art in Michigan, where under Carl Milles to Cranbrook with her instructor. Circling the town, 
she studied the fundamentals of design. The architect, she chose from the air a place she liked, landed, and 
Saarinen, also made a strong impression on her, when taxied to the farm. There she persuaded the farmer and 
he substituted for a semester in the design class. Per- his wife to take her in as a boarder. This grew out of a 
haps the strongest influence over her was Curry. Dur- deep desire to stay close to the land, to remain steeped 
ing the earlier, uncertain years, it was his tour of the in the atmosphere of the country side. 
gallery at each rural exhibit which kept her producing. Elizabeth is married to Indiana-born Frank Nolan, 
“The annual tour was a wonderful experience for me, an electrical engineer at the Allis-Chalmers Company. 
and the inspiration that kept me returning each year for They have established a home seven miles east of the 
criticism and guidance.” When Curry first saw her work farm home at Bonniedale. The Nolan home stands on 
in pastel, “Spring Frontispiece,” at the third Rural Art the crest of Prospect Hill. From any direction appear 
Exhibit, he praised its imaginative design, its elusive miles of rolling farm lands dotted with green and yel- 

color values. low fields and red barns. In the southern distance three 
Five times she has exhibited at the state fair, winning blue lakes stretch over the landscape. At the very foot 

prizes in all but one year. At the Milwaukee Art Insti- of the hill nestles the farm to which great-grandfather 
tute her work has been accepted twice. “A Bit of Blue Thomas Faulkner brought his bride in 1846. 

Sky,” a sculptured terra cotta of a newly born calf, was As Elizabeth Nolan faces a life-time job of home- 
sold from the 1944 spring exhibit. The J. I. Case Pur- making, she happily contemplates a continuance of her 
chase Prize was awarded for her painting of ““Emil’s art career at the same time. In fact, she believes that 

Farm” in 1946. She has taken home eleven first prizes they are a part of the same reality. Her art reflects the 

from the local dairy show. Two of her pictures are in values of farm and home, and the home in turn is al- 
the Permanent Collection, and a large mural hangs in ready enriched by her linocuts, ceramics, water color, 
the Vernon Methodist Church in her community. sculpture, drawings, and oil painting. The struggle to- 

Natural environment has remained a compelling wards freedom of expression has a new setting, but the 
force in the life of this young farm woman; it was typi- struggle will go on, with the urge to create an integral 
cal of her, when she went to Cranbrook to study art, part of each day’s work. The chains of habit and con- 
to live ona farm. She had learned to fly a plane and flew vention will never bind the life of this young woman. 
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ee ie Gg way but eagerly grasped every opportunity to draw. 

Se \ er eu of Sometimes this meant blackboard illustrations for the 

” { persis, | Pes - teacher, sometimes a design for a school paper. His 

ae Bae Ao er uncle encouraged him during elementary-school days. 
; A painter of landscapes and animals, he was an exam- 

A S A SMALL boy he had an irrepressible desire to draw ple; he also provided his small nephew with oils and 
and paint which has persisted through years of brushes. But the first competent instruction came after 

obstacles and misfortune. If he had lived in a city, he high school when the local Kiwanis Club granted him 

would probably have painted in the proverbial garret. a scholarship to study for six weeks at a summer art 

In the country, he has planted roots in the soil in order school in Cedarburg. Here he joined a class taught by 
to grow the elusive twin plants of stability and security. George Obertauger, of the Chicago Art Institute. The 

Although Chris Olson was born in the city of Oshkosh, school was run with considerable freedom as to sub- 

his family moved to Fremont six years later. There he ject matter and time of work. Everyone was “on his 

started to school. The following year they moved to own,” and each could work as hard or as little as he 
Weyauwega where the boy grew up and finished high pleased. Instruction was on an individual basis. The 

school. students were encouraged to do a great deal of land- 

He received little or no art instruction along the scape painting out of doors. The school made a great



impression on Chris Olson. His hopes ran high that he dians, through those of the horse-drawn street car to the 
could some day succeed as an artist. Returning to Wey- present. Another series now hanging in the hallway of 

auwega, he painted industriously during the winter and the college is a group of still-life paintings of scientific 

tried to sell his pictures, but with no success. subjects. Here, too, can be seen an impressive mural 
Discouragement followed not only because people of Wisconsin’s native song birds. 

would not buy, but because he completely lacked any The Federal Arts Project ceased in 1940, and a year 

means for further training. Years of hard work at nu- later Chris Olson acquired a small truck farm fifteen 
merous jobs followed: railroad section laborer, clerk- miles north of Berlin. He was told in 1941 when he 

ing in a store, working in a flour mill. In 1930 he mar- started out again in agriculture that he needed at least 

ried Dagny Irene Winjun of Grove City, Minnesota. eighty acres to succeed. Lacking capital for such an 
The following year he and his father bought a forty- undertaking, he proceeded to make a go of it on seven 

acre farm near Omro, but this had to be given up the acres. His principal source of income comes from two 
following year; farming did not pay. They next tried acres of strawberries, which he works largely by his 
renting a small truck and dairy farm, but net income own labor and that of his family. He is enthusiastic 

was small and young Chris worked during the summer about the new everbearing variety of plant which pro- 

at a nursery. duces throughout the summer and thus makes unneces- 
Work at the easel naturally receded into the back- sary a peak harvest when labor supply is scarce. He is 

ground, but strong dreams die hard. In 1935, Olson also equipped to supply other growers with certified 

took several of his paintings to Niles Behncke, director plants. With a large garden and one cow for home dairy 
of the Oshkosh Museum, and was immediately recom- products, the family is slowly building up its livelihood 

mended for the Federal Art Project. Five years of crea- and independence. 
tive activity in painting followed, years which have Of a philosophical turn of mind, Chris Olson today 
left behind a record of many competent works in a expresses his ideas in the hardy perennial flowering of 

variety of subjects, interrupted only for a three months’ his oil painting. His style varies from the romantic in 
period of study at Stillwater, Minnesota. “Apple Blossoms” to the realistic and careful in “Pars- 

His work can be seen today in the Oshkosh Museum, ley Tea.” In the latter he set out to portray as realis- 
the Oshkosh State Teachers College, and a number of tically as possible the essence of the life-giving ele- 
local school buildings. One series of paintings in the ments of nutrition. He is engaged in growing food, 
college depicts Wisconsin’s history: the days of the In- highly nutritious food; the selection of parsley, with 
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its highly concentrated vitamins and rich lush green- movement of depression and war, he seeks consciously 
ness, was deliberate. The whole picture was planned to express in his painting the underlying values of 
to symbolize the bonds which tie man to the soil. harmony and repose which bring a deeper sense of sat- 

A strong conservationist, he believes that man is isfaction. He is a productive painter, and although he 
unhistorically-minded and is taking more from the soil realizes that agricultural markets may crumble, he no 

than he is replacing. He is skeptical, too, about the longer psychologically needs to sell his pictures. It is 

pace of modern life and the drabness of much of modern enough that he may express, often in purely lyrical 
living. Having experienced the strife and enforced form, the perceptions of a sensitive mind. 
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: Ss signs on masks to represent various characters in his- 

: tory. Increasingly, she notes the response of most chil- 
hc Q . 

~ ys dren to color and perspective and to the suggestion that 
they pursue voluntary activities. Because she has a 

| he IN the schoolhouse after long years of home- sympathetic insight into the normal range of interest 

making, a naturally gifted teacher finds herself in young people, she deplores much of our technically 
still fascinated by the unfolding mind of the child. proficient yet uninspired art teaching which requires 
After thirty-two years of raising her family, Florence all the pupils to do the same thing at the same time 

Peterson discovered that she could not only answer the and in the same number of minutes. 
need for teachers occasioned by World War II, but Undoubtedly she is more in a position now to guide 
could put into practice some of her matured convictions her pupils into creative expression than when she began 

about education in general, art teaching in particular. to teach. Just out of Mattoon High School in 1910, she 

Art was still not on the curriculum of this present- undertook her first teaching engagement in a nearby 

day country school, but the County Superintendent country school after only one summer’s preparation at 

granted half an hour on Fridays. Into this short period the Oneida County Normal School at Rhinelander. Al- 
she has packed a new variety of interest-bearing fruit: though she felt no hesitation in tackling a job towards 

water colors, pen-and-ink sketches, or imaginative de- which she had a natural inclination, there must have



been more will than way at the time. After three years folkways by planting trees wherever he went, chiefly 

of teaching, she began that long career of homemaking elm trees, which compare in majestic sweep of trunk 

which, along with a slowly ripening art skill, has en- and branch with the great beeches of Denmark’s state 
abled her to return to the classroom with an enriched forests. Her mother was an accomplished seamstress 
personality and a store of practical wisdom. and “could even make a buttonhole look beautiful.” 

Mrs. Peterson’s development both as a person and as_ She was also skilled in hardanger, a characteristic Nor- 

an artist has been steady. At first she showed no particu- wegian open-weave cloth designing. 
lar talents. In grade school and high school she had no Today we can note that Mrs. Peterson’s painting, 

art instruction. She always liked good pictures, but the “Logging in Wisconsin,” Curry’s choice to represent 
idea that she could teach herself to draw or paint was the month of January in a rural art calendar, is an 

wholly non-existent during the period of formal edu- imaginary composite of many impressions of childhood 

cation. Yet her early family life offered some vivid im- experience, gathered on trips through the woods of 

pressions which she was to capture in her paintings Forest and Shawano counties. It is executed with the 

years later. same faithfulness to detail which her mother revealed. 

She was born Florence Hansen, on a farm in Wau- In addition, her old interest in trees has reappeared. 
paca County. Her father emigrated as a young man of and in her next work she wants to make a design in 
nineteen from a Laaland farm in Denmark. The mother which trees will dominate the picture. 
came from Oslo, Norway. Three years after the birth As we look at her pictures, it is hard to realize that 
of Florence, the youngest of five children, the depres- this artist did not start her painting before she was ap- 

sion of 1893 wiped out the Waupaca County potato proaching middle age. The problems of homemaking 

farm, and the family moved to Mattoon. The father and shifting fortunes all but obscured the opportunity 
then engaged in logging and sawmill work, and his and the wish to spend time at the intangibles of such 

children received many enchanting rides on a hand car creative pastimes. In 1913 she married E. L. Peterson, 
through Wisconsin’s virgin forests to logging camps of Swedish and Norwegian parentage, a farmer and 
and the scenes of cutting operations. cheesemaker, but eventually a logger and mechanic as 

Although there is nothing directly related to her well. Logging and sawmill operations shifted from Wis- 

painting in the family history, there is much to explain consin to Meadowland, Minnesota, where the growing 

her later choice of subject matter and her careful work- family lived for six years. Then they moved back to 

manship. Her Danish father reflected his old-world Wisconsin to do the same work at Rhinelander. After 
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Loccine in Wisconsin, oil painting by Florence Peterson



this followed seven years of potato and livestock farm- sure to do the things of inner desire: teach again, read, 

ing in Oneida County. In 1938 the family moved to spend golden hours at the paint boxes. From 1942 to 

Woodruff where the mechanically-minded husband op- 1944: she taught at the Fairview Country School near 

erated a garage. From 1939 to the present, the home Fairchild. Later she taught at Lone Pine, where she dis- 

has been at Fairchild, a small town in Jackson County. covered a boy, a dreamer, slow in his ordinary school 

In spite of her busy life, moving from place to place subjects. He became interested in art; and soon, under 

and caring for home and children, Mrs. Peterson de- her guidance and encouragement, he displayed an un- 

cided to take up art as a hobby when her fifteen-year- usual talent. 

old son was accidentally killed in 1931. By chance, she It is because this older woman has the spirit of youth 

saw an advertisement of a correspondence art course in that she not only lends spark to the learning process in 

a magazine, and thus turned to water coloring. For others, but takes up again and improves her own art 

nearly three years she received monthly lessons from work. If she could live her past years over again, she 

the Washington School of Art, Washington, D.C.; and would secure more education, especially art education. 

each month she completed a water-color drawing and But it is typical of her attitude that she wastes no energy 
sent it to the school for criticism. After this, during the on vain regrets. She looks ahead with a perspective 

thirties, she finished relatively few paintings. Those which includes her love of art and the companionship 

that she did paint she promptly gave away to friends and of youthful minds. In the winter of 1946 she painted 

relatives as birthday and wedding presents. “Strawberry Harvest,” a portrayal of activity in the 

Now a new period is opening for her. The family is strawberry country around Fairchild, which was hung 

scattered. One son is in business in California; another in the 1947 regional art show at Stout Institute. The 

is enrolled in the College of Engineering at the Univer- colors are modern, fresh, and alive. The near future 

sity of Wisconsin; her husband is on a business venture promises a continuation of the high level of painting 

in Alaska. For the first time in her life she has the lei-_ this questing woman has achieved in the last few years. 
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On her return to Wisconsin, she inquired of a shop- 
A -SCHOOL teacher in the fourth grade put art into keeper in Monroe whether there was someone about 

her mind; she never forgot it. The weekly art who could give lessons in painting. It was thus she se- 
class lasted only one hour, and the name of the teacher cured the name of a local woman who might teach her. 
is forgotten; but through a busy life of farm home She returned to her farm home south of Juda and 
maker, church and neighborhood activities, the desire thought it over. Several months later she summoned 

to paint remained a thing of inner longing, waiting for the courage to visit Mrs. John A. Becker and ask for 
an opportunity to find expression. The spark of de- instruction. It was in November, 1940, that she de- 
sire was fanned into a flame when, on a visit tothe home cided to begin at the beginning and take regular weekly 
of her youngest daughter in Washington, D. C., she lessons all during the winter. At first she was very dis- 
went sight-seeing in the Smithsonian Institute, the Mel- couraged at her slow progress, because she thought 
lon Gallery, and the Corcoran Gallery. Studying the adults should be able to learn faster than young people. 
famous paintings, she became aware of the long dor- Several times she almost decided to give it up, but 
mant interest and vowed to herself to take steps toward when her husband remarked “Haven’t you any pa- 
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tience?” she determined to keep on trying, and it was in school. Then she returned again to her sister’s home, 
not long after that she began to make some progress. where she remained until she had finished high school. 

The next opportunity came when she was called back The next year she visited a sister in Green County, 

to Washington because of her daughter’s illness. It was Wisconsin, met a young farmer, Luther Rodenbough, 
her first plane trip, and she arrived the day after the and was married to him within a year. It was a difficult 

bombing of Pearl Harbor. Finding spare time on her job she had undertaken, because she knew nothing about 
hands, she took a breath-taking step by enrolling inthe a farm. She was only eighteen years old and weighed a 

Corcoran School of Art, along with 500 other students hundred and two pounds. But she had two advantages: 
ranging in age from 17 to 75 who were of all dimen- she had a will to learn, and she secured the services of 

sions in background, temperament, and outlook. She an older farm woman who consented to come to the 

was frightened by a barrel-chested Bohemian, aman who Rodenbough farm and teach her the ways of farm home- 

would suddenly burst out in song, and by a class sketch- making. It was then that she learned how to cook and 
ing nude models, but the little grandmother stuck by bake bread, preserve and can foods, care for the chick- 

her easel, determined to learn good painting. She con- ens, keep house, and manage generally. Gardening she 

centrated on still life under Nicolai Cikovsky. She began already knew from her father. i 
work at nine in the morning and worked all day, double The first year she was homesick for her friends and 
the required period. It was difficult to leave the course for town life, but gradually she not only became ad- 
when the time came in February to return to the farm. justed but grew to appreciate deeply the life of the 

Martha Rodenbough had learned to make important farm and the rolling hills of southern Green County, 
adjustments long before. Born Martha Pyle in 1894, in studded with trees and ridged with alternating fields of 

the small Missouri town of Seybert, she was continually deep green corn, yellow grain, and verdant meadow. 

moved about as her father plied his trade as carpenter She thinks Wisconsin summers are unparalleled in 
in first one town and then another. She started school atthe nation, but her background and ancestry are too 

the Eugene Field School at Neosho, Missouri, but at southern to appreciate the winters. Grandfather Pyle 

nine years of age, she went to live with her oldest sister was born in Kentucky, fought in the Civil War, and 

in Goodman, Missouri. She was the youngest of four later became a lawyer and a state’s attorney in Kansas. 

daughters in a family of seven children, and the house His lineage can be traced to the Isle of Man. He married 

was too crowded. A year later she rejoined her family Sara Gant, a Missouri girl of Scotch extraction. 
at Carthage, where she received her only art instruction Her maternal grandfather’s name was Gordon; his 
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Oakey VALLEY, oil painting by Martha Rodenbough



background was Irish, and he was a Missouri farmer. At the Rural Art Exhibit in 1946, her landscape, 

Mrs. Rodenbough remembers her mother for her black “Oakley Valley,” was selected by the judging commit- 

hair and blue eyes, her fine needlework, and her ex- tee for the purchase prize of the Wisconsin Agricultur- 

quisite lace work. In her home today she treasures a ist and Farmer. The painting was sketched in the open 

hand-carved chest made by her father, who was a wood- from a high hill overlooking the valley just two miles 

carver as well as a carpenter, and who often molded ani- north of her farm home. It embodies the true art of 

mal figures of the red and white clays of Missouri. Mrs. Rodenbough and proves that she knows now what 

Although the happiest time of her life was when she she wants to do and how to go about doing it. Already 

was raising and educating her three children, she is she is working on a winter landscape of the same region 

just entering on a period of original painting which and is planning a picture of the farm country to the 

promises a new and deep satisfaction. She has sold south, sloping lands of farmsteads, tree clumps, and 

some of her pictures, but does not wish to sell any more fence rows. It is one of her favorite hilltops. The peace- 

until her work has become better. A church in Missouri ful ridges are piled on one another like low blue-green 

and two churches in Wisconsin have requested large waves. The land has been cared for, but here and there 

murals reproducing famous religious paintings from among the hills are fertile valleys formed by gentle 

small colored prints. She has painted four and is at erosion. There is a serenity about this country, and it 

work on a fifth, when that is over she will do no more. is Martha Rodenbough’s ambition to portray it. 
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. =o = pee sort Sse to be found in Wisconsin. 
xs = Se SS * hie a For the past few years the farm has operated with 

some thirty to forty head of livestock, including about 
T HREE generations of Scarseths have farmed in this two dozen Holstein milk cows and a registered bull. 

picturesque region of western Wisconsin. Mississip- About thirty-five or forty pigs are raised yearly, a cross 
pi-River and Black-River delta country alternates with between Poland China sows and Berkshire boars. Two 
high rocky bluffs, green valleys, and worn-down moun- hundred acres of grassland have been rented, freeing the 

tainous hills. Fifty years ago the family acquired one home acreage for crops. A garden and a flock of some 
hundred and twenty acres on the Decora Prairie, a three hundred chickens complete the agrarian picture. 

rich Black-River bottom land twenty miles north of La Both the mother and father were born in nearby 

Crosse, and a thriving agriculture speaks for its careful Hardie’s Creek community. They went to the Glasgow 

husbandry. All four grandparents of the two Scarseth district school, but teaching was haphazard and poor 

brothers who operate the farm today emigrated from in those days, and neither finished the eight grades. 
Norway. Both paternal grandparents came from the Often they walked four miles to school and just sat



there all day without being called on. Attendance of with the dubious help of the old-fashioned book, The 

most pupils was irregular. There was some evidence of Painter in Oil, by Burleigh Parkhurst, first published 
arts and crafts appreciation in the family to help ex- in 1898. He first exhibited at the Rural Art Exhibit in 

plain Lloyd Scarseth’s vivid oil paintings today. Be- 1941, and came to the meeting and gallery tour the fol- 

sides the mother’s competent crocheting, rug making, lowing year. But seeing so many different paintings 

and cornhusk basketry, the father often carved outlines and modes of expression did not prove helpful. In the 

of fish and roosters from cardboard and wood and _ tour of the gallery, he did not understand many of the 
painted in life-like markings and coloration with or- comments made and decided to stick by his own home- 
dinary house paint. made methods and favorite subject matter. Curry was 

Lloyd was born on the home farm in 1906 and has quick to see Scarseth’s characteristic primitive style and 
never lived anywhere else. He went through eight told him to keep right on with it. He has remained es- 

grades at the Grant district school in the neighborhood _ sentially true, not only to himself, but also to a cardinal 

and then took two years at the Galesville High School. principle of most rural artists. He has painted the fa- 
There was no art instruction at either school, but in miliar scenes and events of his own experience, and he 

; grade school he was always called upon to do the festive- has painted them in his own characteristic way. _ 
colored chalk drawings on the blackboard for Thanks- The titles of his paintings illustrate well his interests: 
giving and Christmas. He has drawn pictures as far “Snowy Owl,” “Black River,” “The Brent,” “A Peace- 
back as he can remember. Before school days he would ful Awakening of Spring,” “Milking Time.” The last 
draw pictures on the blank pages at the beginning and named is largely imaginary, but the line of cows was 
end of his father’s books. “I spoiled a lot of good books suggested by the cowpath winding up from the Black 
that way, and my father didn’t like it.” Old copy books River on the home farm. “Rationed Meat,” is a humor- 
exist today which reveal scores of pencil sketches of ous idea suggested by the fact that some farmers during 
dogs, raccoons, grouse, rabbits, sheep, and cows. At the war were not overly restricted in meat supply, even 

the age of eleven, he wrote a booklet on birds, complete when city people were. 
with drawings, which won first prize in an exhibit at While the two brothers, Lloyd and Clinton, have al- 
the Trempealeau County Fair. In the eighth grade he ways been active in the life of the neighborhood, the 
took up water colors, and a year later he began experi- people in turn appreciate Lloyd’s art and the music of 
menting in oil. both. For more than ten years they sang first and 

Scarseth has supplied most of his training, together second tenor in a local farm quartette, until the demand 
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MiLxine Time, oil painting by Lloyd H. Scarseth



from community clubs and churches all the way from However, two of his paintings have been acquired for 
Osseo to La Crosse became too much for a farmer’s lim- the Permanent Collection. 
ited time. For more than seven years they also played When asked why they have never married, the two 
in an orchestra for old-time country dances, Lloyd with brothers laughed, and one of them replied: “Well, for 
the banjo, Clinton at the drums. one thing, most of the girls around here leave for La 

When a group of neighbors gathered at the farm re- Crosse as soon as they get out of high school. And we 
cently the women admired a landscape painted last decided to stick by farming anyhow.” The home place 
April on the door of an old-fashioned kitchen cabinet does not show any lack of care. The kitchen is modern, 
and expressed a desire for something similar. But farm with an electric range, the living room clean and com- 
folk are still farm folk, and many are not ready to spend fortable. In the parlor, which still contains the old 
hard-earned dollars for pictures. No picture of Scar- family organ, there are family pictures and a dozen or 

seth’s hangs in the local schoolhouse yet, even though more oils and water colors. Flowers often deck the 
eventually he will probably donate one. living room table, while a well-stocked magazine shelf 

At two yearly exhibits at the Jackson County Fair, reveals wide reading habits. 

twenty-three different pictures were exhibited by re- Few farm homes can boast of more farm journals. Be- 
quest—enough easily for a one-man show. Scarseth also sides a daily paper, Life, and Sports Afield, the Scar- 

exhibited for two years at the Trempealeau County Fair seths read the Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer, The 
and received both first and second awards each time. Prairie Farmer, Country Gentleman, Cappers Farmer, 

But the prize money was hardly a motivating factor, Hoard’s Dairyman, The Farm Journal, The Nation’ s 
since the first premium was one dollar and the second, Agriculture, and the Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin. 

seventy-five cents. Yet the prize pig at the fair brought The farm is usually no place for a bachelor, but, fed by 
a seven-dollar premium, and second place paid five. books and magazines, music and a love of art, the san- 
Scarseth has never tried to sell his work. “Many peo- guine mood and buoyant mind are no strangers in the 
ple like my painting,” he said, “but they have never Scarseth home. The flavor of life is still good on the 
been taught to place much value on a good picture.” Decora prairie. 
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br A vy) y é Ss VPS a strong sense of independence and liked to work with 

Ma oe \ Siem “SZ { og machinery; so he set up a portable horse-powered wood 

—_ Le See \Y = saw and toured the town and country on custom work. 

The tinkering turned into inventiveness and soon he 
has SLOW, persistent development of a native sense had developed a motor-powered saw which attracted 

of design, linked to useful hands and an alert mind, attention of designers from Chicago and beyond. 

explains the achievements in fine arts of Mrs. Millard Grandfather James N. Borah was of German stock, 
Smith. In her early childhood she caught on to the ever- from which the late Senator Borah also came. When 

lasting tinkering of a craftsman farmer and a pioneer he discovered as a young man that Wisconsin was good 

mother who could likewise turn her hand to anything country, he returned to the home farm in the Kentucky 
about the home; she learned to do many new things and _ hills, “abducted” his mother and the other children 

to do them well. from a domineering father and rode them all on horse- 
Her father, Charles E. Borah, born on a farm seven back to a Grant County farm. 

miles north of Lancaster, was as good a carpenter as a The mother was equally useful. An expert at sewing, 

farmer, and probably better as a machinist. When Mrs. knitting, crocheting, decorating, and paper hanging, 
Smith was a school girl of eight, he moved to town and as well as cooking and general housework, she taught 

started working in the local electric plant. But he had _ her children to be resourceful with any task which pre-



sented itself. The mother was Libbie Jane Decker, of designing turned into the painting of pictures. Coming 

Holland Dutch extraction mixed with Fletchers, an old to the aid of a sister who had attempted in 1939 to con- 
American stock stemming from Maine. The grand- duct a W.P.A. art class, she sat up nights to help work 

father had been a Yankee sea captain. out an art program for next day’s class. It was then that 

Practical capability may sometimes prove a handi- she discovered the medium of oil. She painted a picture 

cap. When Mrs. Smith finished her sophomore year in of a gray cat on a brilliant red pillow and hung it on 

Lancaster High School, the family decided to operate a her wall for her own enjoyment. In 1941 on the sug- 
local hotel. The mother was too busy to guide her flock gestion of a rural artist, Mrs. Edward Staver, she en- 

that year, and the children did pretty much what they tered it in the second Rural Art Exhibit in Madison. 

wanted. “In fact, I’ve done just about what I’ve wanted When Curry and the committee of selection first saw 

to do all my life,”” Mrs. Smith said recently. So at that the cat picture among a hundred other entries, the com- 

time she quit school and started to work in a variety mittee was not impressed, but Curry’s attention was ar- 

store. rested. The cat had personality, the design was good, 

At nineteen she married Millard Smith, a local bar- and the texture of the paint was unusual. The picture 
ber, and very soon after, she began a millinery shop in was hung, and favorable comments by Curry in the 

Lancaster. The propelling motive was a strong desire to annual tour of the exhibit gave Mrs. Smith the inspira- 
design hats. She has always been interested in designs. tion to paint in earnest. 

As a child of four she enrolled in the Dyer Country The 1942 exhibit received “Straw Boss,” an oil by 
School and brought some pictures she had drawn to Mrs. Smith, which drew the comment from Curry, “a 

show her teacher. She had learned to draw before she monumental figure of a cat; the person who painted 
could write. There was no art instruction, but as time this picture loves cats and knows how to draw them.” 
went by, it was Lela Borah who drew the maps and fes- It was later awarded first prize, twenty-five dollars, in 
tive decorations on the blackboard. In the sixth grade the 1946 Grant County exhibit and was selected by the 

a teacher of art and music often took her home after students to hang in the Lancaster Junior High School. 

school to give her special guidance in water color. Later Mrs. Smith was now painting with unabated zeal. En- 

in the ninth grade an understanding teacher let her tirely self-taught in oil, she made a complete pencil 
drop a subject which she disliked and spend the time sketch of each subject before painting. 
sketching. In 1943 her picture “Between Beats” was entered in 

Tt was purely by accident that the sense of practical the tenth annual Wisconsin Salon and was awarded the 
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BETWEEN Bxats, oil painting by Lela Borah Smith



Milwaukee Journal Prize, one hundred dollars. It is a criticize each other’s work, and offer encouragement 

still life of a sleeping kitten, a drum, and a small pair to new members. 

of shoes. It also ranked high in the popularity poll con- The summer of 1946 brought a new departure from 
ducted by the Salon that year. In 1944, the Salon again the accepted routine. The club decided to experiment 

accepted an oil by Mrs. Smith, “First Steps,” a picture with water color, and each Monday members could be 

of two kittens and a child’s feet and legs. Her sense of found outdoors sketching from nature. Mrs. Smith pro- 

color in this painting is dramatic and the design simple duced twelve water colors during this period, seven of 
but strong. In 1945, after a suggestion by Curry that which were sold to visitors to the town, one going to 
she try something else besides cats, she entered “Rob- Chicago, another to Kansas City, and one to Freeport. 

in’s Return” in the sixth Rural Art Exhibit. This pic- When the author called, on a Tuesday afternoon in 

ture, likewise, drew favorable comment and was pur- November, 1946, he found that the club had spent the 

chased for the Permanent Collection. The setting for day before in Dubuque, Iowa, studying and enjoying 

the picture was a neighbor’s back yard as seen from _ two exhibits: a one-man portrait show of a Beloit artist, 

the Smith’s front window. This rural artist has never Mr. Weiner, and the Hans R. Teichert collection of old 

gone far afield for subject matter. She looks onthe com- masters then on display at Clarke College. This visit 
monplace things about her with poetic feeling. proved to be an inspiration to the various members, but 

Since 1941 Mrs. Smith has been a charter member each is aware of the need to stick to a personal manner 

and one of the leaders of the Lancaster Art Club, a of working. Mrs. Smith, for example, does not articu- 

group of women from both town and farm who meet late a design beforehand but feels her way into it as she 

regularly each week for mutual guidance and instruc- slowly and carefully works on ideas as they shape within 

tion. Beginning with five members the club now num- her mind. These ideas do not come from afar or roam 

bers fourteen, most of whom are present at the regular afield; they seek to express the enchantment of the 

Monday afternoon meeting. They discuss techniques, familiar life and artifacts about her. 
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re Sh & Loe BOS 
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we & fy iy ee aa hy VE ll “U) \ Nh aaa Five -“Jaleut Parner 
ot: ‘yea is rae ee fi 2 ee ee j 7 (hee 

4 Weed 8 y 
7 Ss F 

aa ht ) Vs) found his shaggy gray head bent over a row of empty 

a Nie / 3 > _- whisky bottles. Certainly there was no indication that 
oS = 8 , ; , 
ae we ss a Min he had been responsible for their emptiness. In fact, as 

ey & om ne «8 his keen, gray eyes raised above his spectacles, he laugh- 

F i pis 4 5 ‘sy. ingly explained that he believed in putting these pint 

flasks to better use than the original one. 

: : ARL SUGDEN is an unassuming Wisconsin farmer. And so we were introduced to his now famous “sand 

without training of any sort in art. Entirely self- paintings.” The six-foot overalled farmer turned back 

taught, he had taken up painting as a hobby in his mid- to his delicate work. His equipment consisted of a 
dle age. What he has done is amazingly simple. He bottle, a funnel, piles of various colored sands, and an 
looked around him and tried to reproduce the familiar old-fashioned hatpin. Pouring the sand down the fun- 
scenes of his daily life. His canvas may often be a_ nel, he sorted and poked it into shape and form. At the 

Kellogg Corn Flakes carton; his oils the ordinary barn end of half an hour, when the container was solidly 

paints of the farmyard. Curry regarded Sugden as the packed, we were as delighted as the waiting school child 

most versatile of all the farmer-artists to exhibit in to see green trees and dark brown slopes on one side, a 
the annual rural art shows. white house and a dust-brick road on the other. School 

When Curry and the author went to see him, they children are his best customers. They collect discarded
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whisky bottles and bring them to Sugden. No request ing, baseball, boxing, wrestling, swimming, bicycling, 

seems to baffle his ingenuity. Not only sweeping land- and even acrobatics. But why geology? And above all, 

scapes but also more intricate human figures took form: why philosophy? Whence all this intellectual curi- 

sometimes the profile of a pensive girl, sometimes a gay sity? 
child swinging through the air. It took further visits to piece the answers together, 

Everywhere we looked we saw evidences of other in- but Sugden helped us out with bits of family history. 
terests and skills. There were jackknives of all sizes, The fourth child in a family of seven, before school age 

arrowheads, fungus paintings, and even a homemade he had learned the alphabet from an older sister and 
shepherd’s pipe. He had made the knives from scraps mastered the first, second, and third readers. At this 
of metal in the barnyard; the arrowheads, from flint time the family lived in a one-room log house. The 

and colored glass according to the primitive Indian parents disciplined the children into quiet and concen- 

method of pressure chipping; the fungus painting, by tration. However, the boy was not so well prepared for 

cutting fungus from trees and etching on the freshly school as he thought. There, the second day, he spoke 

cut surfaces. He composed tunes on his shepherd’s pipe. up abruptly, volunteering to read a word on the black- 

In one room stood his collections, varying from coinsto board. When the children laughed, he was hurt and 

rock crystals. In another room were shelves of books, would not return to school. In that backwoods location 

ranging over subjects from botany, geology, chemistry, his absence went unchecked. 

and mathematics to sociology, economics, psychology, Yet, as things turned out, this was the beginning, not 

philosophy, and religion. the end of his education. The woods and hills, the 

The presence of these books served both as lock and streams and sky became his teachers. He collected fos- 

as key to further understanding of this man. On the  sils, rock specimens, and toadstools, grouping them but 

surface it did not seem too unusual to find afarmer who not knowing how to classify them. He watched the 
was a jack of all trades. Many small farmers could re- drifting snow, the thunder storms, the creeks under- 

peat the tale of resourcefulness he told us: clearing the mining the banks, and wondered about natural law. He 

land, logging, road building, erosion control, masonry, grew familiar with the songs and habits of the birds 

and carpentry, as well as the more orthodox pursuits of long before he could call them correctly by name. His 

dairying, stock raising, and farming. It also seemed observation never wavered. But home folks did not al- 

credible when he mentioned the recreational activities ways jump eagerly to inform him. Around the house 

of his youth; his list included hiking, skating, coast- he noticed that the dust heaped up on the floor beside 
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the pounding hammer. But when he asked his father Out of his own teaching experience, Earl Sugden has 
why dust piled while sand scattered, his question was drawn some special ideas about education. He believes 

brushed aside, for his father and mother were pioneer that modern universities are too large and classes too 
folk who could scarcely write their own names. They crowded. He would like to teach in a college, but only 
were too busy making adjustments to indulge in won- if it were nestled back in his hills. “Why not decen- 

der. Earl Sugden learned to do the hard work of the tralize our state university?” he asked on a spring 

farm, but his desire for knowledge was like a bubbling morning which lent itself to fancy. “The School of 

spring. Geology and Mining could be near our Devil’s Lake 

One November day, when the grown man was cutting with its mineral deposits; the School of Forestry could 

wood, he overheard the conversation of passing school be in our north woods. Students should live in smaller 

children, “Is he a fool?” they whispered. This shamed home-like buildings, never in huge dormitories. For 

him into action; he returned to the same country school lectures common to all groups, we could utilize the 

he had left twenty years before. By May he had passed radio.” He has the personal touch in mind when he 
all his exams and won his graded school certificate. By pleads for decentralization. He wants to promote the 
the end of the next year he had attended normal school individuality he has enjoyed. Like a modern Thoreau, 

and earned a teaching certificate. For the next sixteen he is convinced that in his own.case he is nourished 

years he taught other children all those answers he had more by the country than by the city. “The larger the 

longed to know. city is, the farther away I like to be,” he answered hu- 

Sometimes his teaching was as unorthodox as his morously when invited to Madison. “City people bustle 

schooling had been. When he decided that the routine around too much. I like peace and quiet. Why, I can 

of the common school was too boring, he would take master more algebra on a quiet evening at home than 

his classes on nature study trips and refuse to talk ex- I could in a month in a large city.” 
cept in reply to questions. He explains that in this way His way of life today matches his temperament. A 

he quickly spotted the worthwhile pupils among the careful grass farmer, he nurtures his slopes and gullies 

usual crop of “don’t learns,” “won’t learns,” and “can’t against erosion, milks his seven Jerseys and Guernseys 

learns.”” One girl wrote him years later that his geology by hand, and never misses a chore time. His hilly forty 

tours had inspired her to collect rocks and minerals acres will not support a more ambitious farm program, 

from all over the world and influenced her husband, in but he and his sister make an adequate if frugal living, 

turn, to take up geology professionally. are never in debt, and have some valued leisure time. 
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WISCONSIN SCENE, oil painting by Earl Sugden



He has a car and a comfortable home and does not envy studied French phonetics and checked his pronuncia- 
more prosperous neighbors. At the outset of the war, tion with a French housewife on a nearby farm. Then 
when the county agent asked him to raise their twenty- he began to translate from the classic poets, at the same 

three thousand pounds of milk annually to twenty-five time trying to preserve the original meter and stanza 
thousand, he went ahead to produce thirty thousand. form. What shines through the changed words is Sully 

Having reached this peak of efficiency within his modest Prud’homme’s feeling for the sun, or Victor Hugo’s 

setting, he does not wish to push beyond it. Earl Sug- feeling for the sower, which seems to bind the translator 
den will always be more interested in the land than in to the poets. The American farmer-poet-artist must 
farming. He will always feel an identity with the ances- have turned philosopher at the very moment when he 
tor of his who longed for his native Yorkshire and who _ first discovered that his personal emotions about nature 
finally exclaimed, on a return visit, “I saw the hills, were shared on a world-wide front. 

and drank from the springs.” He knows what it means It was inevitable that he should try his own luck with 
to have a warm love of place, an intimate sense of be- poetry. Perhaps his most interesting attempt is a Paul 

longing in his own native hills. Bunyan series. This poem was recently published in a 

At last one could see that all of his varied interests folklore series by the State Historical Society. Even 

sprang out of this rootedness. In fact, he feels more free more ambitious is a long poem entitled ‘‘Creation”’ 
to roam on his mental excursions because he can always which uses the findings as well as the scientific language 

circle back to the familiar. His interest in geology and of his beloved geology. And so the circle is completed, 

botany are explainable in terms of his outdoor explora- from his curiosity about layers of rock to his wonder 

tions, but so are his later creative expressions in music, about the formation of the universe. However his 

art, and poetry. For each of these is only a more refined poems and his paintings will be judged by critics in the 

form of his love of earth and its mysterious ways. His future, they serve a definite purpose in the present. 
approach to poetry is typical of the completeness he They are the natural outlets for a man who has always 

demands from his experience. First he taught himself been a seeker. Blessed with quick perceptions, he has 
German, Italian, Spanish, and especially French. He chosen to find his treasure in his own fields. 
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ss = “aes A ] smith. Her father was born on a farm twelve miles 

west of Neenah and has farmed most of his life. He 

a OME OF our rural artists paint to while away lonely studied pharmacy and ran a drug store in Oak Park, 

hours, others seek to create in the outer world some- Illinois, for a few years, but the farm drew him back 

thing which can express an inner tension. Iris Tellefson in 1916 to his present location, a few hundred yards 

paints as naturally as she would bake a cake or take a from the western shore of Lake Winnebago. 

walk down the lane. Were it not for her art she would Iris Furman attended eight grades in the Winnebago 

seem just a typical, healthy, town-country girl—soci- County school and felt indifferent to the piecemeal 
able, humorous, good-looking, but unpretentious. The drawing lessons. Her sister could draw better than she, 

cares of this world rest easily on her shoulders, but she and when the pictures were hung up on the wall, Iris 

does not hesitate to assume responsibilities. She is light- did not like it. But she was not spurred on to do better 
hearted and gay but knows how to become seriously in- work. High school art classes beginning in the sopho- 

tent on her training to be a good painter. more year were even more of a fiasco as far as her in- 

Her birthplace was a farm near the present home- terest was concerned. Starting out to take two years’ 

place. Her grandparents stem from Norway, Ireland. art instruction, she was so bored the first year that she 

and Germany, and in this country plied the trades of the changed over to something else. She found herself 
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forced to study heavy books on the historical periods liked her “lively sense of color,” and made suggestions 

of European art, from ancient architecture through the as to design and framing. He was always a strong be- 
complicated forms of the Renaissance. Half of it she liever in painting the frame to harmonize with the pic- 
did not understand, and the other half seemed unrelated ture itself, avoiding the elaborate or gold-plated varie- 
to anything she wanted to do. ties. Iris became a frequent attendant at the annual 

Music seemed alive and fascinating in comparison; meetings and continued to show steady progress. 

so she and her sister, Ione, began to teach themselves to She has not been a persistent exhibitor anywhere, 

play various instruments. Iris concentrated on the however, and so far, has not tried to develop a market 

mandolin and banjo; Ione the guitar. They became for her work. She exhibited at the state fair once and 

good enough to join a small orchestra, and it was seldom several times at the Winnebago County Fair in Osh- 

that they were not out two or three nights a week, play- kosh. Yet the award for the best painting at the Osh- 

ing for a dance or social gathering. Iris then added the kosh fair was fifty cents, whereas a prize farm animal is 

bass viol to her musical accomplishments. usually awarded fifteen dollars. Her painting of “Feed- 
It was not until a year out of high school that adraw- ing Time” is one of the most popular paintings-in the 

ing interest appeared. She made a pen sketch of a cov- Permanent Collection. It was sketched directly from a 

ered wagon, which set the family to talking. After some farm scene. Eighteen or twenty of her paintings have 

discussion she decided to take a weekly art lesson from been given away to relatives. 

Mrs. Mark Catlin, Sr., a graduate of the Chicago Art In 1942 Iris tried a new venture, commercial art. 

Institute, living in Appleton. A class of six pupils was For a year and a half she worked in a paper mill in 
organized, but as time went by, they dropped away one Menasha, making carton designs. But a year and a half 

by one. Iris continued for four years and gradually of almost complete neglect of her fine-art expression 

developed her skills and her fundamental interest in caused her to make a decisive shift back to her old in- 
the subject. She liked Mrs. Catlin for her contagious en- terest. In January, 1943, she enrolled in the Chicago 

thusiasm and for her ability to paint as well as teach. Art Institute for a six-month period, and the following 

She tried a lot of still life during this period, but her autumn, for a full school year. She continued to work 

teacher also sent her directly outside to paint in the at night in a commercial art studio in order to help pay 

open. for her course, but her original objectives were now 

She was a charter member of the rural art group in uppermost. 

1940 and came to Curry’s first tour of the gallery. Curry She has always been interested in portraying people 
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Frepine Time, oil painting by Iris Furman Tellefson



as well as landscapes in her work, and at Chicago, under In November, 1945, she was married to Edgerton- 

such recognized artists and teachers as Giesbert and born Ainsley Tellefson, a veteran, recently returned 

Pougealis, she concentrated on figure drawing, por- from service in Australia and the Pacific Islands, and in 

traiture, and the art of incorporating figures into land- the spring of 1947 their first child was born. With the 

scapes. She would especially like to become a good por- duties of homemaker fully assumed, it remains to be 

trait painter and has already had one commission. She seen how extensive her painting can become. At the time 

was not interested in knowing how well she succeeded of this writing, June, 1947, the Tellefsons are living 

academically at the Institute and therefore never in- temporarily at the Furman home, and four generations 
quired about her grades. She knew what she was after share the conviviality that still characterizes many farm 

and whether she was getting it, and she did not want families. Iris obviously reveals the humor of her mother, 
to be influenced by the marks she might obtain. Be- the seriousness of her father, but adds in her own right 
sides, she had other plans in the offing. the charm of her lyrical mood translated into color. 
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* Pigeons” as “‘a dramatic portrayal of a flock of birds, 

! y - ’ unusual as to design and sensitive in color.” 

: Yet Walter Thorp is aware of his estrangement from 

the mechanical age about him and of his nostalgic love 
; of nature heightened by the keen memories of his boy- 

N RURAL artist has a more natural sense of the dra- hood experiences. Without fully articulating it, he has 
matic arrangement of line and color than he. He judged history by what society has done to man’s funda- 

has drawn few pictures, and these mostly to ease the mental way of life and to his own perceptive powers. 
sense of futility which from time to time permeates his He feels that he has lived a million years, through wars, 

moods. He has not consciously set out to plan a paint depressions, uprooting of family life, rapid mechanical 

ing which will arouse in the mind of the student or progress, and the sprawling growth of cities, while new 

critic the subtle yet powerful feelings of the art experi- values transplanted the old. When his father remarked 
ence. But great artists have been quick to appreciate recently that he had lived in a better age, Thorp sud- 
his efforts. When Thomas Hart Benton saw “The Rat- denly realized that he would prefer either to have lived 

tlesnake,”’ he exclaimed, “The man who drew that isan in a by-gone age and now be dead or to face this world 

artist.” Frank Lloyd Wright likened “Covey of Quail” with the vigor of a young man, without the memories of 

to a Japanese print, and Curry described “Passenger a vanished world of virgin forests and of birds and 
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flowers which have become extinct at the hand of man. ing his father cutting trees when a small flock of birds 

Fundamentally a humorous person, slow and laconic in passed overhead, making a peculiar whistling sound 

speech, he knows what he thinks, despite a meager with their wings. He asked his father about the “funny 

formal education. For what he has lacked in formal noise” and was told that the birds were passenger pi- 

preparation for modern man’s tortuous role in a com- geons. He remembers seeing a small flock again that au- 

plex society, he has partly compensated by his keen tumn, and one the following summer. 

memory and his sensitive observation of the only world He was interested in art as far back as he can remem- 

which has retained its meaning for him, the world of ber. It became a habit with him. While a pre-school 

nature. child, he tried to draw a train of cars on wrapping paper 

He was born in 1887 on a forty-acre backwoods farm when his fingers were stiff with cold. He threw the pen- 

near Fayette, Iowa. His father had to cut the wood and cil on the floor because he could not make the wheels 

clear the land to plant the corn. The log house was so round, was spanked for his efforts and put to bed. He 

small it was later referred to by the family as our “two was four years old when the next child was born and so 

by four.” When Thorp, the oldest of seven children, had no one to play with. He learned to play alone and 

was born, the only other building on the place was alog to amuse himself. His favorite pastime was to wander 

henhouse. A log corncrib, log sheds, and log pens in the woods, pick wild flowers, and watch the numer- 

were added in time. The principal diet was mush and _ ous birds and animals. The woods were wild and virgin. 

milk, and he remarked dryly, “somehow or other, I He said he felt a harmony with all the wild things, ex- 

have never cared for it since.”” Three of his grandpar- cept the snakes. His childhood habits, love of nature, 

ents were English, and one was Irish. Two were born and feeling for art values have kept him apart from 

in England, one in Vermont, and one in New York. the average man. He has sometimes thought that his 

They were all farmers. None of his ancestors that he experience of nature and art was a curse because it has 

knows about was ever interested in art. meant isolation for him. Whether farming or working 

One of the first things he remembers, however, was_ in a factory, sawmill, or on the Alcan highway, he found 

his mother holding him up to look into a mourning he could not enjoy what seemed to amuse other people. 

dove’s nest. He has a clear recollection of the two white Sundays and free time would find him wandering in 

eggs and the mother bird fluttering in the branches the woods, alone with his thoughts, the past a trouble- 

above. Later in his childhood, on a warm spring day some companion. 
which followed a long and severe winter, he was watch- Thorp stayed at home with his parents until he was 
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twenty-one. Then after a brief period, he married and way, a lumber mill in Washington, and is at present 
began to raise a family. He has farmed in Ohio, Iowa, working in a factory in Toledo. He has seen the world 

and for eleven years in Wisconsin. When he first the poor man’s way, and what he has observed has not 

learned of the Rural Art Exhibit, he was atenant farmer increased his optimism about modern civilization. 

near Baraboo. After the second exhibit was already An unsettled spirit has developed within him, match- 

hung, Thorp walked into the main gallery of the Me- ing the migratory mode of life temporarily adopted. 

morial Union with two of his drawings rolled up under Although he does not lament his fate, he has developed 
his arm. One was “Covey of Quail.” They were done an inward sadness that his life is gradually closing down 
in pencil and ordinary school crayons, but the usually without his having realized many of his ambitions and 

undemonstrative Curry exclaimed over them and pro- dreams. He believes a person should make the best of 

ceeded to make a place for them in the exhibit. this life, but he is not certain what the best is. One focal 

However, the tenant farmer could not find the en- point sustains him in the flux of a changing world. 

ergy and time to become a regular contributor. He has When the past becomes too unpleasant in retrospect, or 

sold only two pictures, both to the Permanent Collec- the future too doubtful, he relieves his mind by express- 

tion. The offer to purchase came as a surprise to him. ing in a painting the feelings which have been accumu- 
He has usually given his drawings away. He has ex- lating within him for years. This somehow consum- 

hibited only at the Rural Art Exhibit, the Sauk County mates for him the desire and the purpose which makes 
Fair, and once in Iowa. life worth living. 

: Three years ago he sold his farm stock and machin- Nature has been his principal guide and teacher, both 
ery and started out into the world to try to accumulate for art and for living. For living, it means simplicity 

a grubstake for a small farm on which he could spend and sincerity, and moving in the out-of-doors; for art, 
the remaining years of his life. He is aware of the fact the expression of something which comes to him easily. 

that farming today takes considerable capital, and he The nearer his art can approach the delicate shading, 

has not been able to accumulate that capital. He has markings, and moods that nature alone can create, the 

worked on a fruit farm in Oregon, the Alaskan High- better it becomes for him. 
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RATTLESNAKE, crayon and pencil drawing by Walter Thorp
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\ (es ea | ve ; her ability as a homemaker. One glance at the large, 

,t te 3 /) comfortable, well-planned living room reveals the care 

a Cn [aaa po of an able housewife, and the thoughtful planning of an 

artistic mind. What is of greater importance, her five 

ONG YEARS of persistent and painstaking effort have grown children are so strongly attached to the family 

L marked the career of this homemaker-artist farm that they make a bee-line for the home when vacation 

woman. Mother of three daughters and two sons, she time arrives. Her three daughters, Marguerite, Marion, 

has produced some of her best work during the period and Doris, are all teachers. Marguerite, taught by her 
when she had three small children to care for. Usually mother, has herself become an exhibitor in the Rural 

she spent the time in the early afternoon at her easel, Art Exhibits. Carl, a veteran, is a student at Oshkosh 

but often she painted early and late, usually in the din- State Teachers College, and Edwin is studying for the 
ing room next to the kitchen where she could watch the ministry at Mission House College near Elkhart Lake. 

pots boiling in preparation for the next meal. It was pure chance that led schoolgirl Carrie Stratton 
Through her genius for organizing time she was able to become interested in art. She was born in Green- 

to take care of her housework and family and still have bush, a village eighteen miles west of Waldo, but grew 

energy left to paint some six to ten paintings a year, up in the little town of Adell. Her schoolteacher father 
most of which she has sold. Two things also point to had become cashier of the bank in Adell and asked his 
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daughter to make several pen and ink drawings from Following her marriage to farmer Carl Ubbelohde in 

the blueprint sketches of the new bank building soon 1916, at twenty-four years of age, she continued to 

to be constructed. It dawned on the grade-school child teach school for one year as a substitute teacher. Along 

that she not only liked to draw but that she could also with a class of fourteen others she took fifteen lessons 

use her fingers. Mrs. Ubbelohde never had an art course in oil painting from a private art teacher, Hattie Crog- 
of any kind in school. On the contrary, anyone drawing han of Plymouth. Here she first learned the use of oil 

pictures in the Adell School, or later in Waldo High color, the art of mixing oils, and the proper use of the 

School, was inviting censure. The use of color in school brush. It was John Steuart Curry, years later, who gave 
then was considered a waste of time. But drawing and Mrs. Ubbelohde the new ideas she needed not only on 

water color continued from time to time as a favorite mixing techniques but in design and, of even greater 
pastime during out-of-school hours. importance, in the expression of her own originality. 

It was as a young schoolteacher that her art first Curry was quick to see that this rural artist had unique 

served a useful purpose. Teaching in a country school characteristics of her own. Her landscapes have new, 

near Random Lake in 1909, she soon transferred to an- unconventional atmospheric effects, and her whimsical 

other rural one-room school at Twin Lakes, now called figures of people are reminiscent of the works of such 
Cottage Grove. Here the schoolhouse walls were drab recognized artists as Doris Lee and Horace Pippin. 

and bare, and the young teacher asked the school board The painting, “Spring Housecleaning,” is an imag- 

for some funds to buy pictures. When the request was inary attic which never existed, but whose familiar con- 

denied, she decided to make her own. Using water color tents are to be found in the Ubbelohde’s farm home, as 

and crayon, she drew landscapes of the surrounding well as in many others. The rafters were drawn from 

country and asked the children to bring frames from the interior of their wood shed. The two chests of 
unused pictures in their homes. When she later moved drawers are still in use, along with the blue lamp, the 

to a school in West Greenbush, she left the pictures table and storage trunk. The ox yoke hangs in the barn, 

hanging on the walls and painted for the new school. the two churns are today’s relics of yesterday’s home 

When she stopped teaching school in 1916, she had industries. The old sofa is in storage, and the two old- 

noticed a change in prevailing attitudes towards art fashioned milk containers are now used for storing 

instruction. There was no longer an active discourage- hickory nuts. 

ment of pupils’ interest in drawing. Here and there she No rural artist has been more faithful in attending 

observed traces of a more progressive curriculum. the Rural Art Exhibits and in listening to the com- 
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WHEN SPRING CoMEs, oil painting by Mrs. Carl Ubbelohde
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Sprine WiLL Come, oil painting by Mrs. Carl Ubbelohde



ments and criticisms of the gallery tour. She has ex- with charcoal or pencil and later painted in the home. 
hibited at the Sheboygan fair and at the state fair. If it is a farm scene she is interested in, her husband 
While the Rural Art Exhibit has constituted her chief becomes her most exacting critic. In fact, Mrs. Ubbel- 
public showing, perhaps the most significant of her ex- ohde attributes much of her success to her husband’s 
hibits have been the six one-artist shows held in the sur- encouragement and interest. If in the busy life she has 

rounding region at Sheboygan County Normal School, led, her art has at times receded into the background, or 
Plymouth High School, and Plymouth city hall. Her fallen away altogether, it was Carl Ubbelohde who in- 
pictures hang in the homes of people living in Tennes- sisted that she should keep on with her painting. 

see, Nebraska, New York, Massachusetts, Washington, Few farm families can point to a more satisfactory 

New Mexico, Michigan, Illinois, and Maryland. Three way of living. The eighty-acre farm is located on the 

are owned by the Permanent Collection. western fringe of the town, the house itself being the 
Perhaps the most unique honor she has received, last residence of a long row of town houses. The mod- 

however, has been a series of “pilgrimages” to her home _ ern utilities of town life are available and yet the living 
by groups of twenty to thirty students from the county quarters of the house face out upon the farm and the 

normal school at Sheboygan Falls. Nine different trees and wide lawn of a typical Wisconsin farmstead. 

groups have spent most of a morning or an afternoon A pure-bred herd of twenty or more Holstein cows con- 

watehing a painting demonstration by Mrs. Ubbelohde stitutes the dominant feature of a diversified agricul- 
and listening to her instructions on the technique of ture. Throughout the home are to be found colorful 
preparing a ground, mixing colors, and sketching in a oils and water colors of Wisconsin farmsteads and fields. 
design. Now she takes her demonstration to the school. Although subordinate to the main business of her life, 

Most of her landscapes are first sketched in the open Mrs. Ubbelohde’s art is the means of its ennoblement. 
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iN iad 4 lasted for three months, for the ship had been caught 

aS : Lo e Ne eee in the Sargasso Sea. But the dream of what lay ahead 
= .~ —: ee ee sustained the small party of emigrants through hunger 
Seve La SSSSSeS5 and thirst. The fourteen-year-old girl landed with the 

. party in Wisconsin at Manitowoc and then proceeded 
ER BowEMIAN peasant mother could not read or on to Oconto County, where a Bohemian settlement 

H write, could not even distinguish her name from helped with the problem of homesteading near the small 

other words, but Aliska will never forget how she would village of Spruce. At seventeen years of age the girl 

stand in a sea of grain, entranced by the billowing wind- married a Bohemian farmer, but after her fourth child 

swept expanses of the new land, America. Here the was born her husband died. Her second husband, 
mother had found freedom and a new hope. As a girl Joseph Shipla, was a stonecutter who in following his 
of twelve she had walked twelve miles to the border in trade was constantly away from home. Five children 

order to hire out to the Germans. As a child, she had were born to the second union, and to the second oldest 

quit school after only two days, because the schoolmas- child, a girl, the father gave the name of his favorite 
ter had made her kneel for half a day in a hoop of dried book, Aliska. 
peas as punishment for some infraction of the rules. Of the nine children all were girls except the oldest, 

The voyage to the New World in a sailing vessel had who left the farm at seventeen years of age, and the 
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youngest. The mother, therefore, ran the farm, and the and then at Lena. Nearly two years followed taking. 

girls did all the work. The bull on the farm was so care of an elderly lady in Ohio, her first trip outside the 

used to seeing skirted figures about that he would rage state. The following year she married Andrew Weber, 

at the sight of aman. Aliska learned to do all manner keeper of a lighthouse, and for twenty-five years she 

of farm work as a girl, as well as the usual cooking, sew- lived near the water, raised her family of three chil- 

ing, and embroidery. She was atomboy and could com- dren, and tended a large garden which supplied the 

pete with the boys at running and jumping. family with most of its food. In 1922 the lighthouse 

The Spruce country school adjoined the Shipla moved thirteen miles out on a point of land, became 

farm, and here the Bohemian-American girl started her partly automatic and a “‘man’s affair.” The family 

journey out into the world, through books and pictures, moved to its present location on the southern fringe of 

teachers, companions, and tales of the unknown. Dur- Green Bay. 

ing the eight grades only one teacher stands out in her Although her husband gave her a set of water colors 

mind as an inspiring person. Miss Hankowitz from a few years after their marriage and she wanted to make 

Gillette not only got her pupils interested in their les- full use of them, she lacked training, led a busy life, 

sons but told them that if they were good, she would and had no inkling that her few sketches were har- 

teach them to draw and let them sketch pictures for a bingers of better things to come. It was not until an 

short period on Fridays. Pencil work was followed by illness in 1933 that she began to paint seriously. After 

colored-chalk drawings on the blackboard. a one-hour weekly lesson from Sister Cassiana at the St. 

The next teacher could not draw a line or sing anote, Joseph Academy in Green Bay, she became aware of 

so Aliska would do all the colored-chalk illustrations her ability in drawing, design, and the use of oils. In 
and sketches needed for various occasions. In the eighth 1934 she took about a dozen lessons in oil at the Green 

grade she became friends with Corrie Cone, whose moth- Bay Vocational School. During the next six or seven 

er was an educated farm woman and a “lady,” and the years she made steady progress, painted numerous pic- 

Bohemian girl responded to the influence of the Cone tures, and began to sell some. 

family. At Corrie’s suggestion they pooled their sav- In 1941 she met Curry and received the impetus she 

ings and bought several brushes, some tubes of oil paint. needed to realize the nature of her own gift and the 

and a small palette. value of the simple and yet profound elements in her 

After twenty years on the’ farm the young woman own experience. On the farm she had been preoccu- 

worked for two years in country stores, first at Spruce pied with land and sky. On the shore her interest was 
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more in air and water. Earth, sky, air, and water are proven a handicap as well as a help. She has developed 
the recurrent themes in most of her painting. Curry almost too many skills to master the one. She is a com- 

showed her how these elements become uniquely inter-  petent housekeeper and cook, enthusiastic gardener 

related when the light ties them together. Mrs. Weber and seamstress. She can fix a pair of shoes and make a 

will sometimes watch a scene for days until the light bird house. She is a member of the Wisconsin Ornitho- 

comes to illumine the inner core of a __ BAe i eo Ni sie t 

landscape which has caught her eye. _ (i es eee he dare a e sich ss ae 5 

Then she will paint it all day, if she ~~ 9% bo ’ cr inal 
can find the time. The light must not - .. } ; X t t exit ‘ ae Tia =e =~. & F 

be too bright, as in brilliant sunshine, | ao J Poe Le P| j 7 TANS 
and yet not dark, as in an overcast sky. Be aan | ¢ * ey an’ 

Alice Weber met Curry in 1941 at be)  . f Peas 5 2 ms “a ‘Va | 
the Y.M.C.A. building in Green Bay. a Bae Mi em 
The county agent, James Kavenaugh, _ mM ’ i en _ —— ‘ne 
had organized for Brown County a | ‘ Pp e: a wy tn a i‘. F 

rural art exhibit, and a dozen or so 4 es ag : one Saif Ae ek i 

people had brought their work for =F | | Sa Xe ie Ug ‘d in 2 b 

Curry’s appraisal and criticism. It | roe we ae ae yy, MS Sg a  bD 
was a time of inspiration to Alice 7 i ee % : a oe OE 5 hee < hid 
Weber who said “We were just crawl- _ , oe 4 | ie i + pag uk ao Pied a j (4 
ing out of our shells. Curry told us ,/— eee i a % Sa a? re iS, 
what was good and what was bad with ‘aaah ae hy, a ae Cet 

our pictures. We couldn’t absorb all ae ee by on lll re 

of it then, but he encouraged us to eer . e — ee god a Jeg 

Another lesson Mrs. Weber has —— ae : Lee a 

learned is that it takes much time to ‘9 Baile ss Cl ee 

be a good painter. And here the ine = Pa A a eae eT | aa ae 

genuity acquired on the farm has Heap oF Swink, oil painting by Alice Weber 
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Point SauBLe, GREEN BAY, oil painting by Alice Weber



logical Society and was membership chairman for a_ bears to put it into effect. 
year, until her painting began to suffer. Woman: “Do you have a pig’s head in your shop?” 

“My family has kind of crimped me down,” she said Butcher: “A pig’s head? Well, we might have. Do 
humorously. “But my painting makes it a lot easier to you have the ration points?” 

do the household chores. It enables me to be a better Woman: “No, I really don’t want to buy it. I only 
homemaker. And it is good to hear my three children want to borrow it for a while.” 
argue about who is to get this or that picture.” Butcher: “Borrow a pig’s head? What for, lady?” 

It is characteristic of this humorous and versatile Woman: “T want to paint it.” 
woman that she is forever trying new subjects in her art. Butcher: “Paint it! What do you mean you want to 
When Curry suggested that she try painting scenes of paint a pig’s head?” 
her pioneer farm life, she recreated a picture of her Woman: “T want to paint it, to make a picture of it.” 
mother sowing grain by hand. Then one day she re- Butcher: “T don’t know, lady. Why on earth do you 

called the impression a familiar farm scene had made want to paint a picture of a pig’s head?” 

on her many years ago, and in the city of Green Bay Woman: “I think it is a very interesting object. Did 

she proceeded with all the tenacity of her peasant fore- you ever notice the smile on a pig’s head?” 
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Works Shown at Rural Art Exhibits in Madison, 1940-1948 

Aken, Martey H., Richland Center ARNESON, Car, Route 1, Rice Lake Benson, Mrs. Guy, Spooner 
1942 Found pastel on leather 1943 Fawn carving 1945 Needles, Black Hills, S. D. pastel 
1942 Fertile Valley pastel on leather 1944 Buffalo Bill and Sitting Bull carving 1947 Fish Hatchery water color 

ae hale Supper ater on ene Askov, Mary, Luck Bertin, Revsen T., Route 4, Madison 
ONAL) pastel on leather 1947 Maple Syrup Time pastel 1947 Baby Chicks oil 

AKRE, Barpara, Monroe Bacuuser, Jorn, Sauk City 1947 Lake View Sanitorium oil 

1946 My First Charcoal charcoal} 946 Portrait of Girl pastel Brrste, Roy Wm., Green Bay 
Axkre, Martua, Monroe 1946 Portrait of Man charcoal 1947 The Duck Hunter oil 

1944 Barbara Akre oil Bamey, Karuryn, Richland Center Brye.er, Rose Marie, Shullsburg 
1944 Pink Buttons at the Fair water color 1947 Moss Fairies oil 1947 Home on the Range crayon 
1946 Sugar and Spice watercolor 1948 Snow Drops oil . 
1947 Thirteen water color BIALOzYNSKI, GENEVIEVE, Route 3, Pulaski 

Bartiert, ELwoop W., Milwaukee 1946 Spring Plowing pencil 
AmMEL, Ambrose G., Route 1, Malone 1942 Nippersink Creek wood engraving nae 
1940 Great Snow Owl oil 1942 Silent Evening wood engraving Buopice, Mrs. Ermer, Livingston 1 
1940 Widgeon and Gadwall oil 1943 Spring Ploughing dry point 1943 Trelay ore 
1940 Chinese Pheasant, Wood Cock, etc. oil 1943 Grazing dry point Brrcemann, Jessiz, Route 2, Waukesha 
1941 Mallards oil _ 1946 Airing pastel 
1941 The Bruehl Farm oil BaumBacu, FLoneNce, Route 3, Delavan ., 1947 Through the Farmyard oil 
1946 Early Morning Flight OL eee), oul 

e bee 1948 Delavan oil BirkKeMeEyYeER, FLorENcE, Route 1, Rio 
ANDERSON, ARNOLD, Route 2, Withee 1944 Abandoned Farmhouse tempera 
1946 Fox and Pheasants oil Baxter, ELLEN, Weyauwega 1945 On Pasture oil 

1943 Blue Bowl water color 
Anperson, ArtHUR J., Random Lake 1943 Sunday Morning Preacher oil Birknoim, Mrs. Exeanora, Milltown : 
1946 Retrieved tempera 1944 Morning at Echo Mill oil 1948 Old Homestead oil 
1947 Still Life tempera and pastel 1944 October oil Back, Joun M., Bayfield 
AreEND, Joan, Route 1, Almond 1944 Skater’s Waltz oil 1940 Oaks in Their Mantle of Snow oil 
1944 Seasons poster paint Brcker, Mrs. Joun, Monroe 1940 Sky Blue Waters ; oil 
1945 Wisconsin Farm Auction oil 1943 Pastor Schuh oi] 1940 Fish Houses, Cornucopia ate 

1946 The Farm water color 1943 Red Scarf oil aL oe ree fee sil i ‘ : a fl utumn } 1947 Desertion oilandink 1947 Waiting oil 1941 Sand Bay, Lake Superior oil 
Arnpt, THELMA, Route 2, Randolph Betpa, Mrs. Wm. F., Sun Prairie 1941 Landscape oil 
1945 Blossom Time oil 1945 June Roses pencil 1942 The Hidden Calf oil 

Pm 6 
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1942 Ashland oil 
hon a 1943 Forest Scene oil 

gf Pe 1946 Bayfield Environs oil 
14 ip ape 1946 Woodland Patterns oil 

: ie E ww 1948 Bayfield oil 

an ‘| ore / BLuMeER, Frep, Monroe 
A rns 1941 Alpine Horn oil 

" * £ \ 

Ss 7 Borrrcuer, JouHn, Mellen 
: A La Sindh 1948 23 Falls water color 

eee: 4 os BouLMAN, FLoreNcE, Boscobel 
ae 7 Seer eae Che Lowe Wri, Vga? 1945 Wisconsin Snowscape water color 

ee oe er: kl 2 Yy iy Os 4 1946 Spring Preview oil 
Mm EB 1947 The Three Nineteen oil 

"4 hs. 4 ee . Pee Rae PN fb Bf 1948 Dollar a Day and Board oil Prd Ween AA. Na he fi 

meres A. ae sakes Boose, Witu1AM H., Route 2, Poy Sippi 
Jer sae i iy A Sa, aa 1944 Sanctuary oil 

P “A | Bi ti eA OR a 1948 Early Lowland Flowers oil 

i ‘a FU a eek Bak Rs : y Bopray, Mrs. Martin, Route 6, Green Bay 
f Zp ee Bett: He Sie aa a : 1946 Young Lochinvar ; oil 

if 1 pits Se Bee ome g 1947 Juanita oil 

a Meg 3 % y BRrANpT, FRANcoIsE, Route 3, Delavan 
‘ Uh ia eer 1946 Landscape water color ie ON a : 

A je &) ba oF Broaproot, Marcaret, Mondovi 
Ay eagle " BN a 1948 Thompson Valley water color 

aoe Po » ASN 
cz Xz ~ 4 Yee A +e Brosst, Doris, Richland Center 

ae ee oi 8, 1948 Spring at Tuxfords pastel 
Le Ae oe Bis ies NES } if: i) ee e a, Bronk, CrciiiA, Custer 
Ae) ! We aS 1940 Woods in July oil 
r Na 7, bi A) ae 1941 Gladiolas oil 
Ei “ak a a ay os a i aa 1941 Landscape oil 
Yi Be Oe i es Fi ; Ph ee 1944 Woodland water color 

| ee ea rd ip H i CRs ak 1944 Lake Country water color 1D ae a 
as ea de 4 een” Brooks, Laurie, Nekoosa 

i > { atid 1944 Our Alley oil 
7 et 1944. Winter in the Village water color 

nee 3 | 1945 Winter in Farmyard water color 
Py pene £ 1946 Stirling Court water color 

i i " 1947 The REA water color 
1947 Then Comes the Winter water color 

THIRTEEN, water color by Martha Akre 1948 The New Lamp oil 

my 
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Wuire Pine ScHoo1, oil painting by Elaine Brunette



Brown, Atice, Waukesha Burt, Frances, Albany Evrserc, “BrEess” INcEDARD, DeSoto 

1945 Tea Caddy, Cup, and Cozy oil 1947 Village Blizzard watercolor 1946 Flowers and Kittens oil 
1946 Gourds oil 1948 Christmas Program water color 1947 Birches oil 

Brown, Mrs. E. R., Stratford Case, Frances, Columbus Exrserc, Erayt, DeSoto 
19 Clairch t 1 1945 The New Filly oil 1946 Spring oil 

ah Ccrry Chere Waren coreY 1947 The Crawfish oil 1947 Wisconsin Pasture oil 
bs pipe amis toa, watercolor | CASE? Lucitie, McAllister ELFBerc, Jupy CLARA, DeSoto 
10440 Cladinlusin Full Bloom oil 1946 The Old Road Mill oil 1946 Autumn oil 

1947 Autumn Over the Hills water color Casr, Mrs. WALTER, McAllister 1947 Swimming Hole ou 
L R L¢ B 1945 Winter Twilight in Wisconsin oil Extsworrn, Lucite, Lake Geneva 

Brown, BOE NOL ope roomy, - 1946 Menomonie River in October oil 1947 October oil 
1941 Looking West oil 1947 Woodland Trail oil 
1942 Homestead . oil ELitswortH, Purse F., Elkhorn 

1945 Brick Kilns, Whitewater oil CHampa, Frank, Willard 1947 Extemporaneous Spring : 
ToAgueonics oi] 1941 Preserve Wild Life ; oil Excitement water color 
1047 Late Summer oil 1942 Deer Season in eee oil EM CHAT EANTANENOETOE 

1948 The Farmer's Helper oil ewe Mrs. T. C., Milwaukee 4 1941 Cows oil 

Brown, Muncie, Blue River Cee on’ -1941 Goats oil 
1948 Sand Bars oil CuHristison, Bonniz, Route 1, Elkhorn ENcEBRETSON, Frank H., Brodhead 

1944 Lonésome pencil 1945 Swiss Alps oil 
Brunette, ELaine, Route 1, Green Bay 1948 Wood Ch il 
1945. Delia oi] CLARK, Anprew, Lodi ge: OPREr ot 

1946 White Pine School oil 1948 Winter Morning oil Encet, Mrs. Haroxp, Merrill 
1947 Approaching Storm oil Ciementson, KaTHarmne, Lancaster 1945 Soap Carvings soap carving 
ieinow Howee tiers 4s Paral 1945 From My Kitchen Window oi] 1946 Old Joe wood carving 
1947 Red Mill : oi] 1946 Across the Street oil ENcEen, Mrs. Epwarp, Route 4, Beloit 

Cook, Gorvon W., Montfort 1946 The Old Homestead water color 
Brzezowicz, JULIA, Krakow 1945 Cottage penandink 1947 The Old Country Store water color 
1944 Aut 

en t9 Si ae Cooper, JUANITE, Richland Center Evers, Husert, J., Merrill 
Buckman, A. E., Amberg 1947 Grandpa’s W oodshed penandink 1948 Bend in the River water color 

cite oft Davis, BeuLAn, Richland Center Firzay, ANDREW, Baraboo 
: ee GES or 1946 Summer Siesta oil 1941 Camp Devils Lake oil 

1944 Indian Summer oil DeC Vv B 
EGAYNOR, VIRGINIA, barnum Fiemine, Epiru, Route 1, Park Fall 

Buniman, Mrs. Harry, Juda 1948 Kickapoo Dirt Farmers oi 1047 The Fawn a a stuiiee eravon 
1946 Winter Scene oil D 2 Mee L ‘ 

EHNERT, | ae EORGE, Lancaster : Forp, Mrs. Suzanne, Beloit 
Burkwarpt, WALTER, Monroe 1946 Merrimac Ferry oil 1948 Collie Dog pen and ink 
1041 Northern Woods oil 1947 Wisconsin Landscape water color = ; : 
JOA Wisconsin Dake oil 1948 Dakota Crossroads oil ForsTNER, NyaL C., Wisconsin Rapids 

1941 Wisconsin Landscape oil Doane, Mary, Delavan Cr pec 
1942 Autumn oil 1946 Snow in the Woods water color Franta, DorotHy, Route 1, Walworth 
1942 Landscape oil 1947 Fish Hatchery, Wild Rose watercolor 1947 Vegetables oil 

lod 
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MERRIMAC Ferry, oil painting by Mrs. George Dehnert



Friepe, Mrs. Frep, Reedsburg 1945 Durwards Glen i 9 . § , s etchin, Gritt, Donan, Li i 

1947 Products of the Soil oil 1945 Restless Is the River coking 1942 Indian ee mee il 

Barer Gc. P c 1945 Durwards Glen, No. 2 etching a 
1cH, G., Platteville 5 5 2 a ea TOA6 aE ools| Like Rain water color @ROSSENBACHER, PAUL, New Glarus 

& 1947 Bridge at Pheasant Branch dry point 1945 Autumn Peace water color 
Ganorwen, TRviNG J, Route 4) Edeerton Gus saik aiemeee Mat 1947 Her Favorite Ride water color 

1940 The S i i - Dear ae ls oat : Trail e 1947 Pigeons oi] GRuBIsic, Mary, Beloit 

1940 Hiawatha’s Courtship oil GraHL, DororHy, Route 1, Eden ae Shear water color 

Grorce, Rey. Epwarp A., Merrill ee eae eee ee 

1946 Cyclone Church water color GRAHN, PaLma, Stoughton ea ot 
Cmuons, Wave, Route 1, LaValle 1948 The Old Southside Square House Hansen, ALMA, Route 2, Medford 

. . water color 1942 Paul Bunyan’s Blue Ox, Babe il 

1944 Spencer Lake pastel 1942 Paul B sR : e 

1945. Hills of Home water olor  VANSES, Brust W., Evausriile 1044 Wisconsia Highwoy Soe ail 
pee eae : 1946 Two Men rayon isconsin Highway Scene oil 

ORI eae ie a . Gray, Marte, Route 3, Richland Center Hansen, Mrs. Vicco A., Withee 
oil 1940 Still Life Flowers water color 1942 Night is Calling water color 

ee Route 3, Beloit 1943 Still Life water color {asxins, Mrs. Lester L., Lancaster 

rot ch oo oil Gresetz, Louis, Route 3, Racine 1942 Hudson River oil 
Py ly oil 1947 Farm on Hill oil 1943 Our Maple Doorman water color 

Gounn, Estaer Gurr, Kenosha 1947 Old Horse Barn oil 1944 Boy’s Blue Jeans water color 

TOAONGEBinnethe Woods oil 1948 Little Russian Church of Kenosha oil 1946 Wisconsin, My Home water color 

1940 Forest Scene oil Gricano, Mrs. Jack, Route 1, Friendship 1947 Second Story Scene water color 

CRE SEN cre OMER oureroz aN acieort oe ee oil 1947 Haskins House water color 

141 Davis Mill chitce other’s Love oil Heaptey, Ravpx M., Eau Claire 

a ae Ss etching rege ee G., Route 1, Sun Prairie 1942 Cape Hatteras Light House oil 

crogan’s Bridge etching 0 ocks i 

1941 Ed Smith’s Barn ee 1944 The S reading Willow oi, Hectan, Euten, Hollandale 
5 £ 12 8 oil 0 

ae rae Prophet etching 1945 Rainbow Scene at Sunset oil re oes aul 

43 Tank Creek etching 1946 On B ; 7 fg n Butterfield’s Island ] Hermmermann, Micwaet C., R 

1943 French Creek etching 1946 Trillium Al 1940 Mountain Elk dbictiic ee 

1943 Symphony in Shade dry point 1947 Twin Maples i] 1941 H sti 
1943 Maple Grove i i i oe pues 
es I a etching 1948 Scene at Rockwell Mills oil 

43 Rocky Harbor es a HEIsER, SERENA, Route 1, Hales Corners 

1943 Pichkwiok Ralls cickGne Grimm, RutH F., Route 1, Sun Prairie 1942 Tom and Jer i i 

1943 SI eB MZ 1942 Wedge. ia = 
herman Ave. Bridge etching dges Creek oil 

1943 Winter Trees “tching 1943 Farm in the Valley oil Hetcerson, LAurRAYNE, Mount Sterling 

1943 \Oehl srs: Cave etching 1944 Landscape oil 1944 In the Still of Evening scratchboard 

1943 Grant’s Bridge ttching 1944 The Slough Bridge aatel 1944 Tranquility seratchboard 

an oe Creek Bottoms dry point 1946 Village Street ml 1945 From My Window pen sketch 

4 Mi i etching 4 i 

194 Susan Buick a 1047 leap Cee ee eee Ue 

1944 The Tired Trees Shine 19. Lan ee ee be s etching 48 Landscape oil 1948 Valley View oil
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WIsconsIN PastuRE, oil painting by Ethyl Elfberg



Henry, Wes ey R., Niagara Janes, Lema, Fond du Lac Kuiemp, Henry, Dousman 
1942 Marine oil 1948 Dandelions water color 1947 Coming Home oil 

Hyetie, ALMA, Route 1, Ferryville JaniceK, Rose Marie, Route 1, Sobieski Koser.e, JoHn, Route 1, Middleton 
1947 Child’s Head clay 1946 Winter Landscape blockprint 1946 Home Guard crayon 

Ps 1947 Woods Gate oil 
Hoarp, Mrs. Wo. D., Jr., Rte. 1, Ft. Atkinson JaNnouseK, OrvaAL K., Route 1, Yuba 
1947 Summertime pastel 1945 A Wintry Night enamel Kosertre, KENNETH, Route 1, Middleton 
1948 Old Milton House—East Side oil 1947 Mama’s Doll oil 

: Jarco, ALEXANDER Norman, Arlington 
Hoptewicz, Bernarp, Route 1, Pulaski 1943 Winter Moonlight oi] Korn, Epmunp, Nekoosa 
1944 Homestead crayon 943 The Traveler oi] 1947 The Old Shanty — water color 
Horr Bye Route 3) Delavan 1944. Self Portrait oi] 1948 Autumn Reflections water color 

1946 Morning’s Work water color Jowansen, Rosert, Kenosha oe ep nee 2, Marion i 

Horn, Barpara, Delavan 1948 Winter in the Country oil VETTE BACB Le ee 
1946 Famine pen and ink Krause, Herman A., Route 2, Tomahawk 

7 3 Jounson, ArrHuR, Monroe ., 1940 Two Wood Carvings wood carvings 
Humekti, Husert, Route 3, Pulaski 1942 Peaceful Acres oil 940 W olf and Lake wood carving 
1946 Linoleum Blockprint blockprint 1943 Our Daily Bread il i i P I ey ou 1940 Mountain Scene wood carving 
IRELAND, Lois, Waunakee 1943 While the Sun Shines oil 1940 Northwoods wood carving 

1943 The Autumn Scene oi] 1944 Peaceful Valley oil 1941 Folk Types wood carvings 
1943 The Grain Fields water color 1944 Summer Storm oil 1942 Deer Trailing - oil 
1943 The Old Barn water color 1944 Tire Setting oil 1942 Sheep Camp oil 
1943 Kathryn oil 1945 Golden Wedding oil 1942 Northern Woods oil 

1944 Story Time oil 1946 Rained Out oil 1943 Wisconsin Wild Life mural, oil 

1944 Old Shoes and Basket oil 1947 I.-C. Spur at Monroe oil 1944 Bass Water oil 
1944 Summer Time oil 1947 Spring oil 1945 The Homesteader wood carving 
1944 The Young Rooster oil 1948 School Bus oil 1945 Log Driver wood carving 

1944 The Homestead oil 1947 Autumn oil 
1944 October oi] JoHnsTon, Berte Cramer, Route 1, Waldo 1947 Central North American wood carving 
1944 Still Life oil 1946 Birch and Bone oil 1948 Morning Mist oil 

1944 Mother é oil Kaiser, Ear H., Route 4, Bloomer Kretexk, Cyrit, Eagle River 
ie oa Time av 1941 Heavy Snow oil 1940 Forest Road oil 

omecomtin, ol 7 * 

1946 Yellow Grain Fields la i oil Kaue, Raven, Route 1, Calvary : 
1946 A Hunter’s Prize Catch oil Kazar, Micnaer R., Pulaski 1945 Threshing in Wisconsin oil 

1947 Church Picnic oil 1942 Rose lithograph Kyyava, Lawrence, Green Bay 
1947 Summer Landscape oil 1943 Pulaski Rural Winter oil 1940 Cameo Shell Prayer Book Cover carving 
1948 Morning Glory oil 1944 Deserted oil 1941 Cameo Carvings carvings 

Jacosson, Tom, Pulaski cen ory Dona Kurtz, THeoporr, Elkhorn 
1946 Country Lodge blockprint KeEtty, ALBy, St. Croix Falls 1948 Troy Marsh oil 

5 1948 Back Yard pen and ink 
Jancer, Guapys, Reeseville Kuss, Water, Route 1, Medford 
1947 Fishing for Dreams crayon Kerrier, Eva Mari, Platteville 1942 Progress of Wisconsin (6 paintings) oil 
1947 Sunrise on the Farm crayon 1946 Still Life oil 1942 Ox Team wood carving
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Cape Harreras LicutHouss, oil painting by Ralph Headley
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Tue OLp Prospector, wood carving by Vernon J. Lemerond 

1946 Beauty of Nature wood carving 1942 Our Farm Buildings oiltempera 1947 Old 10763 oil 
1947 The Lord’s Last Supper oil 1942 The Golden Calf gouache L J F.W rr 

KvaLuem, Ere, Stoughton ae Head i Cr 4k Boe ao ae oil 
1942 West Koshkonong water color 1948 Winsconsin sain Scene oul 1944 Red Be 7 il 1OLGNG Rat Tee PIine water color 1943 Wish I Could Have Seen Just One pastel oe Oats eo 

1946 Leedle’s Mill, Cooksville water color 1943 Wisconsin Scene water color —— 2 
1947 The Home Place water color 1945 The Church on the Hill water color Lawrence, Pauw R., Madison 

1948 Lovers Lane, Lake Kegonsa water color ae opie Calf ne 1940 Late Mail oil 

LaLk, Mituie Rose, Route 2, Fort Atkinson —_ 945, Renting hom Work oil Lawton, Cuester E., Whitewater 
an File oo Li ag tga noe ee 1945 The White Horse gouache 1946 For These, My People wood carving 

1941 Pride of Wisconsin oil LarHrop, SALLY, Waukesha Lermnincer, Mrs. C. E., De Pere 
1941 They're Cute When They're Small oi] 1947 Old Main oil 1948 Winter on the Farm oil
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Barn Dance, oil painting by



Lempeke, MartHa MarscHke, Appleton Maun, Gerarp J., Genoa McDonoueu, Mary, De Pere 

1940 A Winter Home oil 1944 The Silent Sentinel oil 1948 Rural Church oil 

1940 Wisconsin Trees in Autumn oil : eid 
1941 American Mergenser water color es, esas Rosset Bee pastel MeToxen, Mrs. ‘THomaAs, Sun Prairie 2 
1941 Vegetable Table in Cellar oil ERY 1947 Still Life, Shells oil 
1941 Still Life, Books and Plant oil Marpen, Mrs. L. S., Neillsville 1948 Wind and Winter oil 
1941 Still Life, A House Plant water color 1944 The Brook water color 
1942 Lake Decaty Des Morte oil 1944 The Woodland Path crayon Lrg eee ee 74 Bonkers eaeyie Fil 
1942 A Starling water color Martow, Joun, Denmark 1948 Winding Ways ei 

1943 The Old Stone Quarry oil 1945 Friskie wood carving 
1943 Sabotage oil 1946 Bessie wood carving Moe, IsaBELie, Plymouth 

ae J., Route 1, Oneida Marsben, WALTER, Edgerton aan Pr oa eee sil oe 
1945 The Lone Wolf wood carving 1948 4 Memory oil” 4040 Show Bound Scat ealoe 

LEMEROND, VERNON J., Route 1, Oneida Martin, Dororny, Route 2, Poplar 1948 Summertime water color 
1940 The Old Prospector wood carving 1941 Quiet in the Woods pencil oi C in Blac RAC URE 

ne 1941 Fire in the Barn actel ONEGAR, CLARENCE Boyce, Black River Falls 
ie eas Necedah pencil 1047 4 Rava Scene atl geeiee a. — ats 2 (2 paintings) aes 

: 1049 Hauling Dy il e Water Hole water color 
Lensk1, J., Necedah oe on 1942 Running Deer pencil 
1946 Rocky Shore oi] Marrin, Mrs. Kay, Hales Corners 1942 Doe and Fawn pencil 

Tonetick Necedah 1948 Whitnal Park oil 1942 Buck in Snow k pencil 
Toae Cece ecces enci] Marry, Cart, Sr., Monroe 1942 Mallards pencil 

ree 1941 Swiss Peasant Faces (3 pictures) oil 1942 Partridge __ pencil 
Lenz, Mure, Stitzer 1942 Lunch Time oi] 1943 Feeding Grouse lithograph 
1947 Jersey Shore oil 1942 The Voter oil 1944 Pitching Mallards crayon 

1943 Hauling Corn Stalks oil 1944 Running Deer water color 
Linperup, Mrs. Norris, Stoughton 5 . . 1943 Hauling Corn oil ‘ 
1942 Autumn on the Yaharah pastel 1944 Phlox oil Monocuer, Norma, Fort Atkinson 

Lorter, PETER, Route 3, Wilson 1944 Lyre Tree oil a paris suey " 
1940 Buffalo oil 1945 Corner of My Den oil 1940 Th ae ine T. h al 

1940 Winter in the North gh) as ae Oil Seiodt Wiech 8 ne eee 
1940 Rural Landscape oil 4s ackeyed Susans oil 1941 Good Morning ell 

Lunp, JaNertE, North Lake Maswak, Criarice, Route 3, Cashton 

1945 Favorite Spot pen and ink 1946 Scenery oil Moore, Joun H., Route 2, Marinette 
: ‘ 1942 Spring pen and ink 

Lyncu, Jonn Wiu1aM, Delavan Mason, Jor M.., Route 2, Eau Claire 1942 The Old Sailor oil 

1946 The Red Barn crayon 1945 The Chippewa water color 1942 Our Neighbor's Farm water color 
; 7 4 MATHIESEN, JoHN T., Chetek MacKiniay, E ETH G., Aub e Z z : 
1945 Maciel Peeve ds iat pastel 1942 Barron County Landscape oil Vata Son ents il 

~~: 1942 Trolls in the Moonlight _ scratchboard pe ae 
McKinney, JEAN, Delavan : 1943 Bristol oil 
10d 46 Thieiind Main Watewenloe Maver, Wiu1AM, Mt. Calvary, St. Lawrence 1943 Knapp Street, Milwaukee oil 

College 1944 The Kill oil 
McNEILL, Mary, Janesville 1946 Rain watercolor 1944 The Siesta oil 

1945 Portrait of Helene oil 1947 Pride of Wisconsin water color 1945 Decoys oil
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Retrospect, oil painting by Mrs. Allen Van Heyl



1947 A Beach Scene on the Gulf oil 1942 Back Seat carbon pencil OverzeT, Ipa, Wisconsin Rapids 
1948 Neighbor’s House oil 1943 A Farmer’s Understanding blockprint 1948 Sugar Bush water color 

Morsg, Mrs. E. J., Jn., Lancaster ae Po ntaline ron ae Pacer, Mrs. W. J., Route 11, West Allis 
1947 The Carmody Place watercolor 943 p, g P «, 1943 Half Dome Mt. silk textile awn ceramic cme : . 
1948 Grant Valley water color 944 Felix pastel 1943 Beyond the Great Divide silk textile 

Mortensen, Morris, Chetek 1944 Of the Herd — blockprint ou ee ee a ae 
1941 Torpedoed Steamer oil 1944 This Egg Business carbon pencil 1945 In the Hich See nil cui 
M D R 2 1945 A Bit of Blue Sky terra cotta 8 cae 
Munpon, Date E., Route 3, Platteville 1946 Emil’s Farm oil Park, Jou S., Route 1, Stoughton 

se is ae and Beige 1947 Portrait of Dad oil 1943 Plow Boy crayon 
aterfroni oul 1948 The Storm oil 1943 Gramps crayon 

Mounkserc, Mrs. Arpis, Pepin Nourse, Bessir, Bayfield 
1948 Ice Breaker on Lake Pepin oil 1940 Ashland ooh oil Co Dee oil crayon 

Myure, Brverty, Elcho 1940 My Studio ‘ oil 

1947 Mother's Love exayon “0 babage F ceeh oll TdT Lake, Mickigah frons NEE Toe 
NELSON, Mrs. ELvin A., Stoughton OxpsMA, GrorcE, Route 1, Mindoro Drive oil 
1946 My Charehe i oil 1941 Carvings wood carvings 
1947 The Castle oi] 1948 Carved Clock wood carving PrPLINSKI, Jack, Pulaski 

1942 Cacti oil 
NeLson, Lye R., Bennett Or, Acnar, Washburn 5 1943 Nocturnal Farmscape ‘ oil 
1948 Prelude to Sorrow oil cn Laid Fawn oe carving 1944 Autumn Fantasy crayon 

ite Deer wood carving ; : 
NELSON, Roper Ue Okee 1941 Deerhead wood carving 1944 Evening Profile pastel 
1947 Old Buildings at Night penandink 1942 White Deer wood carving Perers, Auprey L., Potter 

Nevenporr, Epwarp C., Medford ee Wood cary 1066 Togen oaen water color 
1942 R. F. D. wood carving 1944 Deer wood jae PETERSON, BrveRLY Loo, Comstock 4 
Neverman, Lean, Waukesha 1944 Horse wood carving 1945 The White Board Fence oil 

1947 Alex oil 1944 Horse wood carving  PpreRson, CLARA Mar, Amery 

NEWELL, Carrie B., Neillsvill 1940 Horse wood carving 1940 Water Color water color ae 1£ B., Neillsville oil 1945 Little Dog wood carving 1940 Prize Cow wae ine 
a : 1945 Dog wood carving 

1945 Early Winter oil 1945 Deer : wood carving PrTERSON, ELAINE CHARLOTTE, Comstock 
Ve Maiden Rock ae Ot, Frank R,; Route 3, Birnamwood 1945 Just Neighbors oil 

f 1946 Homestead pencil Prrerson, FLORENCE, Route 1, Fairchild 
pers ted Krakow ees Oxson, Curis, Route 1, Berlin 1941 Whispering Pines Pas gouache 

u s ockprint 1947 Parsley Tea oi] 1941 Logging in Wisconsin in 1900 oil 

Pidees) ce a F., Route 2, Waukesha ;, Ouson, Nizs J., Route 2, Hales Corners Pererson, Mrs. Hersert R., Comstock 

1941 patie = oH 1945 Daphne wood carving 1945 ae Lee sales oil 

1941 All Men Are Created Equal oil eae wane Oey a Gee a au 
1942 Approaching Storm water color QO tson, Raymonp B., Route 1, Ferryville Peterson, LAWRENCE, Baraboo 
1942 Reliance carbon pencil 1947 Ante Lucem oil 1941 My Home in the Valley oil
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A Farm Scenes, water color by Dorothy Martin



Pretras, Frank, Route 1, Sobieski RicHARDSON, GERTRUDE, Lancaster ScHERER, Emma, Route 2, Muscoda 
1946 Barnyard pencil 1946 County Seat oil 1945 Our Pets oil 

1947 District School oil 1947 Late Apples pastel 
PLATTEN, WILLIAM J., Green Bay 1948 Dob Brid il 
1940 Orchard Scene oil Soren BIiGEe ol” ScHinpLer, CAROL, Monroe 
1940 Farm Scene oil Rosinson, Harriet, St. Croix Falls 1946 Hilltop water color 
en eee e 1948 Side Street water color Scuticuer, Manon B., Lake Geneva 

ilo and Barn oF Rostnson, VIoLETTE, Wisconsin Rapids 1947 Woodland Pool oil 
1941 The Elms ol 1948 Wisconsin Rapids Bridge water color 
1941 Sambo oil Scumitt, ARTHUR, Pewaukee 
1942 Fall Plowing oil Ropensoucn, Marrua, Route 1, Juda . 1947 The Pirate blockprint 
1942 Dairyland oil 1943 Young Man oil 1947 Western Highways water color 

' 1946 Landscape oil 
Powers, Mrs. JoHNn, Fort Atkinson R F.R N ih SCHNEIDER, CLAUDE, Port Edwards 
1940 Country Bridge oi] Rocers, Mrs. Roser F., Route 1, Neena ., 1947 Pitcher, Plant, and Fruit oil 
1940 A Prize Cow oil 1945 Back Home oil 
1940 Lilies oil 1946 White Tablecloth oil ScHorr, Pumomenr, New Franken . 
1942 Cow’s Head oilon wood 1947 Wisconsin Landscape oil 1941 Flower Painting oil 

1947 Frontage on Indian River, Florida oil Roxx, Curis, JR., Bennett nae lene (Hare ol : P. ik y i] 1941 White ‘Flamingos oil 
Pratt, Mrs. Lona, Richland Center 1948 State Par ol 1946 Orchid oil 
1948 North of Pine River water color Roser, Vicror, Route 1, Eden 1947 An Owl Asleep oil 

Quam, Mrs. Ecpert, Stoughton 1944 Wild Ducks pastel Scurutu, A. V., Pepin ‘ 
1942 Back of Earl's Barn water color Rozanski, EvizaBeTH, Route 1, Pulaski 1940 Wood Carvings wood carvings 
1945 Tulips watercolor 1945 Homestead pastel Sexoner: Whe eaten § 

‘i ‘ : i 5 , Sayner 1946 The Old Leedles Mill water color Scarsern, Luoyp H., Route 2, Galesville 1945 The C. P y) 4] 
1947 The Old Homestead oil Fall Plows : e Coffee Pot oi 

1941 Fall Plowing oil 1946 Going Fishing oil 
Quirk, JANELLS, Route 4, Dodgeville 1941 Camouflage of the Red Brush oil 1947 Dad oil 
1945 Beasts of Prey tempera 1941 Milking Time oil : 
1945 The Old Homestead tempera 1942 The Black River oi] Seep, Mrs. Lours H., Route 1, Reedsburg _ 
1946 Black Palamine pastel 1942 The Brent oi] 1944 The Meadow Pasture oil 

1042) Peaceful Awakentn ;] 1944 Moonlight on the Wisconsin River oil 
Race, Eart Epwarp, Route 1, Peshtigo caja! hy: Shieh 8 or ; 
1941 Portrait oil 1944 Moonlight Silence oil Srenc, Mrs. AmBrose, Potosi 
1041 Pishbasher oil 1945 Rationed Meat water color 1947 Portrait of an Afghan Hound oil 

1941 Grandmother od 28 Lake Calas am oll  crunens, H.C. Platteville 
Rapun Kenner Route 3. Berka ScHa.ia, Anna E., Route 1, Wisconsin Rapids 946 Fruit Piece oil 
1942 Teche ee = 2 il 1945 A Frosty Morning water color 

8 © om 1947 Sand piles water color SIZER, JANE ENGEL, White Lake 
Ray, ANcus S., Columbus _ ScHantz, JANE, Madison 1947 The Viaduct water color 

1944 Sweating It Out oil 1944 Pro Patria bronzed clay SxKare, Mrs. Abert, McFarland 
Repctoup, MircHett, Route 1, Merrillan oS ae co eke terracotta 1944 Cold Winter Night oil 

5 : ve Caesare, Morituri Te 1945 War Club, Gavel wood carving Sulcas beonsed planer Smiru, Leta Boran, Lancaster 

Renn, LaDonna, Route 1, Sobieski 1946 La Verghe clay 1941 Kitty Awakes oil 
1945 North Woods pastel 1947 Tschaikovsky plaster 1941 Toby oil
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Sucar Busn, water color by Ilda Overzet



1942 Cat Tails oil Swnepic, Joun A., Willard Staver, Mrs. EDWARD J., Route 3, Lancaster 
1942 Wisconsin Landscape oil 1942 Hay Creek Dam oil 1941 Wisconsin Winter oil 
1943 Straw Boss oil 1942 Lincoln plaster ee Lovely Lillies | ‘ pastel 

1943 Between Beats oil Snyper, Emetia E., Route 1, Richland Center io hia yee ae . 

ae oe 7 ay eae 3 ; be 1943 Great Grandfather's Home oil 
no ue a 1940 OTS. (Belgian) 2 1944 Sunset Over Grant oil 

1945 Cardinals oil 1941 Friends ; oil 1945 River Bottom water color 
1945 Detasslers Return from Field oil 1942 The Thorn Bush Blossoms Again oil 1946 A Day in April Water color 
1945 Mother Love graphic 1942 Snow on the Oak oil 49 17 Wet Night water color 

1946 Robin's Return oil Sorenson, AnN, Route 4, Oconomowoc 1948 Circus water color 
1947 Mrs. Mulrooney’s Wash oil 1946 Autumn water color Srorze, TIMOTHY, Tripeli 

SmirH, Marcaret, Lake Geneva SPAIGHT, CATHERINE, East Troy 1947 Dragon and Fairy chalk 
1947 Jonquils oil 1946 Tulip Time in Holland water color 1947 Plowing chalk 

StTotie, Mrs. Rutu, Tripoli 
1948 Winter Morning water color 

Stoitz, Epwarp, Rhinelander 
N e 1948 Dancing Figure carving 

Y SuepEN, Eart, Route 2, Cazenovia 
b 1940 Wisconsin Scene oil 

1941 Sand Paintings sand 
R * 1941 Landscape oil 

eg 1941 Raccoon oil 

oe 1942 Brook oil 

1943 American Crow oil 
1943 Among the Hills oil 
1943 Rail Fence oil 

" 1943 Sand Paintings sand 
1944 Birches oil 
1944 Perpetual Art Calendar oil 

z 1945 American Satire oil 
5 v, 1945 Gold Star Mother stone carving 

$ a, i 1946 Water Scene oil 

\ s Rey Tanner, Mrs. Bert, Lodi 
1947 Wisconsin Moonlight water color 

TELLEFSON, Iris F., Route 5, Oshkosh 
1940 Omro Park oil 

AS 1940 Marsh Scene oil 
ate tS 1940 The Dock oil 

a @ 1940 Summer Time oil 
1941 The Lonely Road oil 

~ 1941 Tempting oil 
1941 Late Winter oil 

Wire Derr, wood carving by Agnar Oie 1942 Feeding Time oil 
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Kickapoo Dirr Farmers, oil painting by Virginia DeGaynor



1942 Midsummer Feed © oil : 
1943 Sledding oil 
1943 Resting oil x 
1944 Shore Scene oil 2 pag bi 
1945 Indian Woman oil tia as 
1946 Pensive Mood oil eo” . 2 poe, 

1948 Hoeing oil P- 5 Fal ™ 

THoorsELL, Ropert, Solon Springs Fi al ‘ on ‘ 
1948 Still Life water color f vi ae tia 

Tuorp, WALTER, Route 3, Baraboo - is % ee 
1941 Rattlesnake oil crayon bhi # 3 
1941 Covey of Quail oil crayon Zé Pe 5 ce CI ae 
1944 The Passenger Pigeon crayon & pencil , Bi Sete 7 oe ‘ 
1944 The Partridge Family crayon & pencil ik tal ys Bae “g % 
1948 The Picture of Life pencil & water color Ls ” a 7 * 

Torksporr, Ricuarp, Grafton 7 si i % y 
1944 Retired oil : ae § j Pa 

Town, Ernetyn, Fort Atkinson k ga Se ier Pe = OS 4 vaso bia 
1940 Goldenrod oil pie eh gee dha on Se ee ao 
Turco, Mary Jang, Route 3, Kenosha ee. iy fe et Ore tag we a : Pie pene nee Pe . ARS q 
1946 Bright Eyes water color ae che ig BOM oo es eter oe _ al 

=” f peti RSS Tae Ree hs ie bce : x 
TveTEN, Exaine M., Elco < ’ SS ee, je Mi oe ap eee g Ss 
1947 Good Friends pastel |g een ee ¥ a mA sae SP soe) ii hme 

Ussetonpe, Mrs. Cart, Waldo NS 12 * é a 44 Walrnaee ieee oe 
1940 Our Homestead oi] eee : Op) ete ma bh 
1940 Sunset Glories oil bre AP fc 9 NOE eR 20 . 
1940 Hillert’s Creek oil aaa rie RO gee WE yg NS es wee i yi 

i i MRE Sie BNO REE Ta tel Rh a ES i tae coat ee a eee 7 oe bicaied wc BA os: See i ae ae, ae 
1942 Line Fence Neighbors oil 

ia vat - oe Acres a STALLION, oil painting by Emelia Snyder 
oO less America oi 

1943 The Free Movie oil 
1943 When Spring Comes oil 
1944 Goodbye, Mom oil 
1944 Heritage oil 
1945 Point Free oil 
1945 Spring Will Come oil 
1947 Pea Vinery oil 
1948 Admiration oil
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Cranes, pencil drawing by Lorraine Lenski



Uspetonpe, Marcurrire, Waldo Warson, AuprREY, Troy Center 1942 Fishing Time oil 
1940 View from Campus oil 1946 Abandon chalk 1942 Green oe oil 

i , 1943 R il a se ae a Warson, GERALDINE, Troy Center 1943 eT oy oF 
be Plgees ieee: oi] 1946 Vegetables watercolor’ 1044 Devil River Near Claras oil 
1943 War Stamps for Mankato School oil Warson, Mrs. J. E., Tripoli 1944 Head of Swine oil 
1943 Vacationing at Home oil 1948 The Promise of Spring water color 1945 Miss Victory Garden oil 
1944 The Night Shift pencil 1946 Winterwonderland oil 
1944 Watching for Daddy crayon Wener, Avice, Green Bay +, 1947 From Carlsons at Ellison Bay oil 

Lee oll j048 Just Cow Skulls oil Usrak, Norpert, Pulaski 1941 The Cottonwoods oil 
1942 Mural Sketch oil 1941 The Old Willow oil WesrpeHat, Rev. Grorce B., Wisconsin Rapids 
1942 Twilight water color 194] Historic Old Light oil 1945 “Fairfield” Jamaica water color 
Van Heyt, ALLEN V., Jr., Platteville 
1947 The Three Trees pencil 

Van Heyt, Mrs. ALLEN, Platteville j 
1946 Jericho School pastel 
1947 Retrospect oil t 
1948 Country Auction oil | e se \iz 

Van State, Mrs. Frank, Route 2, Merrill i | <a. S37 Fe ay $9 ty a Fp 1946 A Screech Owl oil SONAL Rel ZAR WAIN oy 
1947 A Winter Scene in Lincoln County oil a ei See ae Ge iy a 1} GEN y/ « 1 ih, 
1948 A Wisconsin Homesteader Brings AN vostamnanana PS iF Nee a f 

Home His Bride oil fae ae, NOD eek OV, . __ i __ ANS ee | fo) ge Veum, Mrs. James A., Route 1, Strum eS a i eres. bee ON 
1947 Picture Window tempera r eee oe reap sa Se Tare oe 
1948 March Hills egg tempera * Tete eee Pe eo 

Victory, Marcaret, Green Bay he 9 pak MR eens ; 
1940 Elk and Mountain oil eee s bcc cee t 

Vonpveruerp, Mrs. Henry, Haugen ne eae gi a = SRLS t re mate 
1942 Wilhelmina Ann Vonderherd pencil Pi ; oe ei Bee ae 

fae bt ssa tar eam cc i Water, Casper D., Black River Falls cries: ae Pinan ee aa ie ro 
1945 Wisconsin, Jackson County Mes i ie aes ae as... Pee ie are al: 

Valley water color j[Jaaeaaetaa Soy, Senta: eee ae mm Ee ee nen fae “ae ia ini : wo Sie aie ; Wirt Pn 
Wats, James G., Rhinelander Aree alta S PNT Nie sa tng eS Bes COARSE 5) , : Rea AS gone ae ic Soe Bi ett - a 1948 K-K River Scene water color is ae SiN a sib Ra Breas a a ns ap A | Seah aa SD pain = rca f wi . J 
Watske, Jung, Sobieski ee Fe naan Acca ieee cr a i 
1942 Wisconsin Landscape oil CE 

Warner, Mrs. Davin M., Whitehall Fe - 
1946 Street oil GRrEENWoop BARN AND SILO, water color by Anita Zentner



Wuitwortn, Marron, Route 4, Mondovi 1946 Resort on Shawano Lake pencil 1945 Greenwood Barn and Silo water color 
1942 Chi-Chi rencil W Mus FE W..M 1945 Milw. Fire Tugs at Cherry St. 
1943 Our Mill oil TOLeee a DIN Wis PT tod 7 Bridge water color 
1945 Autumn Groves oil 1944 M ey ON ar oe Ne i 1945 Octagon Barn at Port Wash- 
1946 The Awakening of Spring oil 1944 mee ene ma ington water color 
1947 Carol oil 1945 Corn — oil 1946 New Farm Practices in Rolling 
1948 Pheasant Houses oil 1945 Self Portrait oil Rane Water colon 

Wickman, Mrs. ArtHur, Washington Island 1946 The Cob That Cheers oil 1947 Old Finnish Windmill, Douglas 
1946 Island Gems oil 1947 Fisher Girl oil County water color 

WiiuiaMs, Orvitte, Amberg Zevimer, Livin D., Antigo aaa Ver cos 1946 Dave’s Falls oil 1947 Tracy's Boathouse water color Zincwew, Berry G., Arcadia 

Witiovcusy, Lester, Belleville ZeNTNER, Anita, Milwaukee 1942 Dancing Couple ceramic 
1946 Joys of Winter oil 1944 Aztalan on the Crawfish 1943 Lake Scene oil 

: River water color 
Witson, Epirx, Route 3, Seymour 1944 Libby Lima Bean Harvest at Ziecier, Mrs. Jessie L., Lancaster 
1944 Portrait of Veronica charcoal Lake Mills water color 1946 Pigeon Creek water color 

U, of W. Dent. of 
Art Mistery
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